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“It will be essential to build partnerships between all stakeholders such as 
government, civil society, the private sector, professional networks, the media and 
international organisations, across all levels (national, sub-national and local).”

World Health Organisation (2006), European Charter on counteracting obesity, Article 2.3.5 

“Workplaces are important settings for health promotion and disease prevention. 
People need to be given the opportunity to make healthy choices in the workplace 
in order to reduce their exposure to risk. Further, the cost to employers of morbidity 
attributed to non-communicable diseases is increasing rapidly. Workplaces should 
make possible healthy food choices and support and encourage physical activity.”

World Health Organisation (2004), Global Strategy on Diet, Physical Activity and Health

“Businesses can also support the development of healthy lifestyles in the workplace. 
Together with employee organisations, they should also develop proposals/guidelines 
for ways in which companies of different sizes can introduce simple, cost-effective 
measures to promote healthy lifestyles of employees.” 

European Commission (2007),  White Paper on nutrition, overweight and obesity-related health issues  
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The seventh FOOD country: the Slovak Republic
The Conference at the European Parliament - May 2011

reAsons For joInInG The ProGrAmme IF you Are:

A new partner
Within a company: 
 • A general or Human Resources Manager 
 • An employee
 A restaurant owner or chef

ConClusIon by the Commissioner for health and Consumer Policy
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Contact information in your country
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  sweden 

  The slovak republic 
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Glossary

Chef: 
Staff working in a restaurant kitchen 

Clients/Customers:  
People eating in a restaurant. Mostly refers to employees having lunch in a restaurant

Communication tools:  
The deliverables of the project that helped to reach the targets

Company: 
Workplace setting 

Employees:
Company workers; in a restaurant setting can be referred to also as customers or clients

Employer:
The Human Resources Manager, CEO or the owner of a company

FOOD:
Acronym for Fighting Obesity through Offer and Demand

FOOD countries:
Belgium, the Czech Republic, France, Italy, Spain and Sweden. The Slovak Republic  
joined the Consortium as the seventh country in February 2011

FOOD project:
The 28 months long pilot project co-funded by the European Commission

FOOD programme:
The term used for the continuation of the pilot project, which is open to new partners

Foreign food restaurant:
A restaurant offering food that isn’t native to the country it operates in

Meal voucher:
Voucher that can be used by employees to buy lunch outside their workplace in an affiliated restaurant 
or other foodservice outlet of their choice. Meal Vouchers are commercialized by Edenred notably 
under the trademark “ Ticket Restaurant®”

Mystery visits:
Unannounced site visits in restaurants that were conducted as part of the evaluation process

Restaurant:
General term to describe where employees have lunch, outside the workplace premises  
(unlike workplace canteens)

Survey:
Two types of questionnaires - qualitative and quantitative - directed at the two target groups
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note

This publication offers a complete description of the 28-month pilot project co-funded by the European 
Commission.

The purpose of this document is to explain the objectives of the project as well as the methodology applied. From 
the initial set up to the tools developed, the publication describes the rationale behind the actions taken and the 
project implementation in each of the participating countries.

The publication aims to provide information to those who are interested in the promotion of healthy eating habits 
to employees in the workplace. It further invites new partners and the two main target groups (employees and 
restaurants) to take part in the new phase of the pilot, which has become a programme as of December 2011.

In its new phase as a long-term programme, the project wishes  
to continue growing, meeting its objectives  

and to deliver extended outcomes in new countries.
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summary

The FOOD project was created as a public-private partnership to address the rising levels of obesity in Europe. 
The EU Platform for Action on Diet, Physical Activity and Health provided the policy framework for the project in 
parallel with DG SANCO securing the funding through the Executive Agency for Health and Consumers (EAHC).

Experts joined the objective to promote healthy eating and proposed a project based on 5 steps to create and 
implement workplace healthy lifestyle interventions.

The two main objectives of the project are:

 To improve the nutritional habits of employees by raising their awareness of  
 health issues

 To improve the nutritional quality of the food on offer in restaurants

To meet these objectives, the FOOD project has created essential channels of communication between the 
companies and the restaurants using its unique network of contacts, following the five complementary sets 
of actions set by the project:

 An inventory of existing health promotion programmes in the workplace and in restaurants was 
followed by two questionnaires. The first was a quantitative survey, mailed to 52,000 employees and 
5,000 restaurants, to better understand the project’s needs. The second, a qualitative study, was done 
by conducting 60 interviews in restaurants in 12 countries.

 Following a comparative study and analysis of the results from the inventory and questionnaires, 
recommendations were made by the partners.

 Simple tools were developed and piloted in the restaurants and the companies.

 Pilots were evaluated.

 Following the evaluation, the tools were adapted and best practices disseminated.

The partners have decided to continue developing and disseminating the project after the end of the funding 
period and the support from the European Commission. The partners are motivated to take advantage of the 
actions, experience and results of the project and to create an easily adaptable programme. The methodology 
developed and the many deliverables should act as an incentive to encourage new partners from other countries 
to join the consortium.

From Project to Programme, FOOD is an example of a long term, efficient 
and sustainable partnership initiated thanks to EU funds.

FOOD > INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION 
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The project rationale and background

Designated by the World Health Organisation (WHO) as one of the greatest public health challenge of our 
century, obesity is responsible for 2–8% of health costs and 10–13% of deaths in different parts of the European 
region. For the first time, overweight and obesity worldwide are related to more deaths than underweight.

In 2010, the review of the latest available national data of European countries, revealed that 25–70% of adults 
are overweight (depending on the country) and that 5–30% are obese (WHO, Interim first report on social 
determinants of health and the health divide in the WHO European Region, 2010).

The European Union is actively engaged in the fight against obesity and in its prevention, through an integrated 
strategy to promote health. The 2007 White Paper on the strategy for Europe on nutrition, overweight and 
obesity highlighted the importance of the private and public sectors working together. One of the key ways the 
European Commission delivers on this is through the EU Platform for Action on Diet, Physical Activity and Health 
where different stakeholder are able to share best practices and give evidence of their commitments.

As specified in the European Commission’s White Paper with regards to nutrition, companies can contribute to 
the promotion of a healthy way of life at work taking simple and cost effective measures toward improving the 
wellbeing of their employees thus tackling obesity.

In large companies, increasingly there is access to better nutrition at lunchtime provided in workplace canteens. 
In small businesses that do not provide food, employees who go out for lunch, may find it harder to locate healthy 
options in the surrounding restaurants and food outlets.

Companies, of any size and in any country still remain an important setting for promoting healthy eating as well 
as an information channel to their employees.

A balanced diet brings with it health and well-being for employees that will result in their increased productivity; 
this in turn will decrease rates of absenteeism. A study from the International Labour Organisation points out 
that employees that have access to healthy eating, increase their productivity by up to 20% (“Food at Work”, 
International Labour Office, Geneva, 2005).

Meal vouchers - a social equaliser

Many people around the world spend more than half their waking hours at work. This makes the setting an ideal 
target for workplace interventions. Despite being a “captive” audience, they are quite often neglected when it 
comes to targeted interventions. In order to perform well, employees need to be well fed and rested.

The lunch break is one of the basic elements of good health and wellbeing for healthy employees and workforces.

The meal voucher was developed more than fifty years ago to meet employees’ needs when they did not have 
access to a canteen, especially in small businesses where setting up a canteen was not economically feasible.

Initially, meal vouchers provided employees with a hot meal. Now priorities have changed and more and more 
employees are looking for healthy solutions at lunchtime. This is due to the shift in dietary imbalance from under-
consumption to over-consumption. Addressing these issues is a challenge for employers and policy-makers alike.

Meal vouchers are seen as a powerful channel of communication between the customers and the restaurants and 
a tool to promote healthy messages to employees at lunchtime.

9



The Food project objectives

FOOD (Fighting Obesity through Offer and Demand) is a European project which, using its unique approach, aims 
to promote healthy eating habits and make balanced meals available. By working jointly with restaurant managers 
and employees/consumers, FOOD is endeavouring to create an original, essential channel between Offer and 
Demand to influence eating habits during the working day.

A first programme named “Food and Balance” was piloted by Edenred in 2005 and implemented in 12 countries. 
This programme, which is still promoted to the vast network of meal vouchers affiliates in some countries, 
provides information to restaurant managers and their customers about the main principles of healthy eating 
through concrete nutritional recommendations. This programme uses a mascot in the shape of a smiling tomato 
named “Gustino®”, displayed on the menus of 1,500 restaurants in France, allowing customers to identify the 
dishes that comply with the rules of a varied, balanced diet. The FOOD project was established in 2008 by a public 
private consortium, coordinated by Edenred following the success of this first pilot programme.

Following this pilot programme in France, Edenred wished to adapt and expand the main principles to other 
European countries, developing it so that it becomes accessible to a larger number of consumers meeting their 
dietary needs. For this purpose, Edenred called on specialists with political, economic, social and medical expertise 
to advise further on workplace interventions, initiating a European wide project.

A public-private consortium was created in six countries together with nutritionists, Public Authorities and 
Universities. The FOOD project met with the requirements of the EU action programme laid down by the 
European Commission in the area of health and consumer protection, particularly in its fight against obesity.

The FOOD partnership is highly committed to the achievement of these objectives.

The project targets restaurants and the workplace, both an essential part of personal wellbeing, but quite often 
neglected. Improving the dialogue between the two provides an opportunity to influence the nutritional quality of 
the restaurants’ menus thus improving the lifestyles and habits of their customers.

Through a series of concrete actions planned over a two-year period between 2009 and 2011, the FOOD project 
has sought to:

 Enable consumer choice through improved information and increased awareness,  
 communicated via employers in companies. Through this, employees can learn to  
 improve their diet during the working day.

 Improve the nutritional quality of the offer by working closely with restaurant  
 managers and chefs.

The FOOD project has allied with the European motto “United in Diversity” to promote balance eating, by 
adapting its campaign to the lifestyles and specific cultural habits of each of the six countries involved: Belgium, the 
Czech Republic, France, Italy, Spain and Sweden.

The project was run in parallel in all the six countries with a common basis but it set different sub-objectives 
for each partner country. This allowed for cultural variations in the local situations and for differences resulting 
from existing local health promotion campaigns. The experts involved were able to analyse and centralise the best 
practices from each member country, giving added value to the recommendations that were then implemented 
by the various institutions at work on the project.

FOOD > INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION 
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The partners

Based on a public-private partnership, the richness of the FOOD project lies in the complementary skills and 
expertise of its participants. The consortium ended up with 36 partners whose contribution was essential in 
designing and implementing the project.

The consortium comprises of the following members:

Main partner

Edenred is the world leader in prepaid corporate services, with 34.5 million users and 1.2 million affiliated service 
providers worldwide, whose flagship solution is the meal voucher, Ticket Restaurant®. The company is attempting 
to make the most of this unique cooperation between the private and public sectors, using its core business to 
globally promote beneficial public policy objectives amongst very specific target groups that are difficult to reach. 
Meal vouchers can act as a launch pad for effecting a change of employee food and lifestyle habits. Furthermore, 
the project is in perfect harmony with Edenred’s stated corporate social responsibility goals, of which access to 
balanced nutrition is a key priority. The main partner is responsible for the coordination of the project and for the 
dissemination of the information and results.

Associated partners

Nutritionists, Public Authorities and Universities make up the body of associated partners in the FOOD project. 
They play a significant role in the various project phases according to their expertise and skills and act as a 
guarantee to the project’s ambitious high quality results and considerable added value.

Academies: 

 Research Centre of Paul Bocuse Institute (IPB) 

 University of Perugia (UP) 

 Karolinska Institutet (KI)

Health Ministries: 

 Spanish Agency of Food Security and Nutrition (AESAN) 

 Belgian Public Health Ministry (SPF SP)

Nutritionists: 

 Information and Research Centre about Food Intolerances and Hygiene (CIRIHA) 

 Mediterranean Diet Foundation (FDM) 

 Stop Obesity (STOB)

11
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Collaborating Partners

Collaborating Partners form the External Advisory Board (EAB) of experts on the project. As public and 
private consultants, their role is to:

 Analyse the pilot programmes and the results of the undertaken actions.

 Share ideas and bring specific expertise. 

 Offer advice and recommendations, with an emphasis on best practices.

Here is a list of the organisations from across Europe that joined the consortium during 
the project, each offering different and complimentary expertise (on top of the EAB): 

 The Government of Catalonia,  
 The Agricultural Ministry in France,  
 The Belgian Association Nutri-Challenge funded by two nutritionists specialising in company seminars,  
 Thalassa Sea & Spa, Wellbeing hospitality of Accor group,  
 The European project “Guidelines for the Prevention of Obesity at the Workplace” (GPOW),  
 The Italian National Institute for the Research of Food and Nutrition (INRAN)  
 The Public Health Authority of the Slovak Republic,  
 The municipalities of Milan, Prague and Paris contributed to the road show event in 2009

The External Advisory Board is composed of: 

 The International Labour Organisation  

 The Regional Ministry of Health of the Balearic Islands  

 Eurotoques  

 City University  

 The National Food Administration of Sweden - Keyhole restaurant association  

 PREVENT – member of Move Europe and the ENWHP   

Complementary collaborating partners reinforce the project: 

 Prof. Ambroise Martin 
 ANACT 
 The European Network for Workplace Health Promotion (ENWHP)
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One of the many exciting aspects of the project was the variety of the countries involved.

The range of countries participating in the project enabled a good representation of cultural diversity while at the 
same time allowed sharing of common goals and concerns.

The following section presents the main steps taken with results and main findings.

Phase 1: understanding and analysing

The first phase of the project included a stock take of relevant programmes with similar targets and a survey 
made up of questionnaires and a qualitative survey:

Inventory Results

70 programmes were identified and inserted into the consolidated inventory of existing programmes promoting 
balanced nutrition at the workplace and in restaurants. The main concerns raised were:

 Lack of evaluation in most of the programmes reviewed

 Lack of promotion of the various projects

 A mostly passive impact on the target audiences

 Low presence of professionals

 Unsuitable tools created following misevaluation of the level of knowledge  
 of participants

 Lack of visibility and clarity of the tools created

THE SIx 
COUNTRIES  

AT A GLANCE

FOOD > NATIONAL SECTIONS > the six countries at a glance
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First survey results (quantitative + qualitative)

52,000 employees and 5,000 restaurants were targeted by the questionnaires in the six participating countries. A 
total of 4,529 employees and 399 restaurants responded to the questionnaires, with a response rate above the 
5% that was anticipated.

Common to all countries, the questionnaires and qualitative survey have confirmed the importance to connect 
the offer and the demand sides, as most restaurateurs will make efforts to change the food on offer only following 
customer demand.

Main findings

Employees

 Some programmes were identified  

 in companies, most lacking  

 evaluation and sustainability

 50% of employees declare that  

 a list of restaurants close to their  

 company which offer balanced  

 food, and nutritional information  

 sent by email, would be the best  

 way to sensitise them to a  

 nutritional programme

 50% wanted more information by  

 email and in the restaurants but  

 also wanted such information  

 to be easy to understand and  

 to put into practice.

On the whole, employees want  

information visible and accessible

Restaurants
 Lack of existing dedicated   programmes in restaurants 90% of the chefs believed that   they have a role to play 

 Restaurant owners had some   knowledge about nutritional   programmes
 Restaurant owners lacked resources  

 to take action (little time   and little budget)
 Chefs welcome suggestions;   but no “revolution in their kitchen” Restaurant owners are eager   to meet their customers’ demand  

 with 44% of them aware of this   new demand for healthier food

Restaurant owners are in need  of easy and practical advice

17



Phase 2: The recommendations

Discussions about the recommendations led to the compromise of having common recommendations in all 
countries when possible and specific national ones where appropriate. The result was the formation of six common 
European recommendations to the employees and only one common recommendation to the restaurants. 

In each country, the purpose was not to invent new recommendations but to use the national nutritional guidelines 
when available and to adapt them to the objectives of the project: giving employees the means to access a balanced 
lunch break and for restaurants to propose it on their menu. 

Phase 3: The communication strategy

The recommendations were then put in place with the use of several tools:

 Basic tools: guides, leaflets, websites, newsletters, emailing

 Social media: Facebook, Twitter, blogs

 Innovative tools: menu holders, online cooking game, tablemats and lunchboxes

 Handy tools: cards with recommendations, I-Phone application, window stickers,  
 calendar of seasonal fruit and vegetables, e-learning DVD

In total, 102 communication initiatives came out of the project in the six countries.

Edenred used its network as a unique channel of communication between the main target groups. In the six 
participating countries, Edenred’s network comprises of around 4.2 million employees, 185,000 companies and 
352,000 restaurants.

In order to respond to the main findings of the first phase of the project, the decision was made to try and create 
a network of restaurants that implement the FOOD recommendations. At the end of the co-funded period and 
in less than nine months, the network numbered more than 1760 establishments.

FOOD > NATIONAL SECTIONS > the six countries at a glance
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Phase 4: evaluation of tools  
and project management

A second survey was conducted in 2010 to evaluate the first stage of the project and the success of the tools. 
Respondents of the 2009 questionnaires were targeted amongst others yet the makeup of respondents is unknown.

Despite the length of the forms (a difficulty identified in the methodology process), interesting results came out of 
this second survey: the offer and demand sides were still to be connected and interest in the subject of balanced 
nutrition was firmly confirmed by both target groups.

The final part of the evaluation was the 150 ‘mystery’ (unannounced) site-visits to establish the level of adherence 
of restaurants belonging to the FOOD network. Given the time frame, the results were encouraging even though 
a strong follow-up was clearly stressed as a necessity.

Phase 5: Adaptation and dissemination

Following the evaluation, the partners in each country decided to continue with the same line of action: 
recommendations and tools were kept and are still disseminated.
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FOOD > natiOnal sectiOns > Belgique

1 - Country overview

Belgium scores highly on many measures of wellbeing, yet weight gain poses a risk factor for many chronic 
diseases. Obesity rates among adults – based on self-reported data - have increased from 10.8% in 1997 to 13.8% 
in 2008 (OECD Better Life Initiative, 2010). An official survey conducted by the Belgian Health Ministry stated 
that in 2004, 1 out of 3 Belgians were overweight, while 1 out of 10 were obese.

Edenred is using its network as a unique channel of communication between the main target groups. 
In the six participating countries, Edenred’s network comprises of around 4.2 million employees, 
185,000 companies and 352,000 restaurants.

2 - Partners

Two partners joined the Edenred team to form the Belgian partnership:

High School Lucia de Brouckère, the Information and Research Centre for Food Intolerances and 
Hygiene (HELdB-CIRIHA), conducts research in the fields of treating food and cardiovascular diseases. 
The CIRIHA is establishing its reputation as a centre for adverse reactions to food, food hygiene and practical 
nutrition. The centre’s objective is to offer advice to the medical, paramedical and economic forums and the 
general public in the form of consultancy services, information and training.

The Belgian National Food and Health Plan (PNNS) is a multidisciplinary project that aims to enhance 
better eating habits and increase physical activity in the general population. The PNNS is an open project that 
allows all actors to participate in taskforces according to subject: consumer organisations, the food industry, 
the distribution sector, universities, etc. This results in an exciting mix of actions ranging from communication 
and information to improving the food offer, conducting vital research and offering tools to health professionals 
to tackle these issues. These actions encompass a wide range of subjects such as: salt reduction, breastfeeding, 
malnutrition in the elderly, promoting fruit and vegetable consumption amongst others.

22



The consortium took several actions before the creation of the tools and the launch of communication 
campaigns to understand what has been done so far in this area and to determine the needs of both 
target groups.

A detailed inventory of existing programmes related to nutritional interventions was first conducted. This 
review of existing programmes was carried out in order to understand the initiatives already conducted 
in the various countries regarding interventions to promote healthy eating through a work setting. The 
core of the review was on initiatives targeting balanced food in restaurants and those targeting employees 
in a company setting. It focused especially on existing programmes in the six partner countries and where 
relevant, further countries were covered such as: Hungary, Canada, Chile and Switzerland.

70 programmes matched the review criteria and were entered into the study. The second part of the 
document was dedicated to the results from the ‘Move Europe’ project that took place in 25 European 
countries. The document presented good practices in the field of lifestyle-oriented workplace health 
promotion. In total, 68 best practices were compiled in the “healthy diet” field of the campaign, with five 
of them implemented in Belgium.

3 - Inventory of existing programmes

Below are the four programmes and interventions that were identified in Belgium for employees and included in 
the FOOD inventory. Two more were directed toward the restaurant sector.

AxA insurance had launched Projet diététique (Nutritional project) in 2004. The programme targeted AxA 
employees and aimed at improving their health in the workplace. The programme followed Hazard analysis and 
critical control points (HACCP) guidelines and was accessible to the employees via the company intranet, offering 
them nutritional advice.

The Belgian Heart League launched BeWell@Work in 2008. The aim of the programme was to help companies 
promote cardiovascular health and wellbeing in the workplace. Companies that paid to participate in the 
programme were able to choose from a wide package that included printed material, conferences, workshops, 
teambuilding activities etc.

Nutri-Challenge was launched in 2007 by a dietician and a journalist. The programme targeted at employees, 
aims to promote healthy nutrition for improved performance. The programme is offered to companies for a year 
to include training combined with communication tools for the employees.

Gezonde voeding op het werk (Healthy nutrition at the workplace) was launched by the non-for profit 
organisation VIGEZ (Vlaams Instituut voor Gezondheidspromotie vzw - the Flemish Health Administration) in 
2003 and took place in Flanders and Brussels. The programme targeted both employers and employees and aimed 
to improve employee health by encouraging behaviour change. Companies had to pay in order to participate and 
the programme was open to a variety of companies in the north of Belgium. The programme offered a large scope 
of interventions and evaluation to be done every three years.

RestoSanté was launched by the insurance company Partenamut in 2008 targeting restaurants and its 
460,000-member network. The free programme aimed to promote healthy nutrition by encouraging restaurants to 
create healthy menus supervised by dieticians and physicians. Participants earned ‘healthy’ points that could later be 
exchange as a ‘buy one get one free’ meal in the restaurant for special menus created and supervised by a dietician.

23



FOOD > natiOnal sectiOns > Belgique

Rouge Tomate was created in 2001 by Emmanuel Verstraeten in Brussels and opened in New York in 2008. 
The restaurants offer a menu complying with SPE standards (a nutritional charter called Sanitas Per Escam, which 
means ‘Health Through Food’ developed by chefs and nutritionists), offering a unique restaurant experience that 
combines seasonality, local produce and specific cooking techniques.

There is a growing concern in companies regarding the health of their 
employees that can result in indirect costs due to loss of labour. This is 
for them an incentive to participate in the various programmes offered. 

In the case of Belgium all but one of the programmes were initiated 
by private companies with only two free programmes included in this 
review. Positively, scientists backed up the interventions yet only half 

included high levels of communications to their users. Only three of the 
programmes were offered in the whole of the country.

4 - Quantitative and qualitative surveys

The review of the existing programmes included in the inventory enabled the 
partners to draw several common conclusions: 

 There was a general lack of evaluation of most programmes 

 The projects weren’t well promoted 

 Target audiences were mostly passive 

 Low presence of professionals 

 Unsuitable tools were created as a result of wrong assessment of the target audience’s 

 Lack of visibility and clarity of the tools created

Following the review of existing programmes and based on the main findings, a survey was launched, 
with two questionnaires: one aimed at restaurants and the other at employees. The survey was 
conducted in each of the participating countries through Edenred’s network, designed by the CIRIHA 
and the Institute Paul Bocuse and later analysed by the Institute Paul Bocuse, in France.

At least 52,000 employees and 5,000 restaurants were targeted by the questionnaires in the six 
participating countries. A total of 4,529 employees and 399 restaurants responded to the questionnaires, 
a response rate above the 5% that was anticipated.
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First questionnaires for employees and restaurants

The next section highlights the results of both questionnaires from Belgium:

employees

555 Belgian employees responded to the first questionnaire; two thirds of them were female workers.

Most employees that were familiar with a programme promoting balanced food (59.5%), reported being informed through 
a food industry campaign. 80% of those unfamiliar with one would have liked to receive more information on the subject.

The meaning of balanced nutrition for Belgian employees was almost equally either ‘various food in a moderate amount 
in a nice environment’ or ‘eating pleasant food while at the same time protecting your health’. This indicates that 
pleasure, environment and diversity are positively associated with balanced food. Also in Belgium, the most respondents 
out of the six countries linked balanced food with food low or free of fat salt and sugar. This result can indicate that 
balanced nutrition is also associated with dieting, a result that can portray a negative image to this type of food.

Around 40% of employees reported being overweight or obese as can be seen in the following graph. Fewer 
respondents reported being obese compared with national statistics.

2009

57,9%
Normal weight31,2%

Overweight

9,3%
Obese

1,7%
Underweight

Figure 1:
Breakdown of employee 
reported weight

Belgium has the smallest number of employees out of the six countries (12.2%) reporting having their lunch in 
restaurant. Nearly 90% of employees preferred to have home cooked food or food brought into the office. The 
majority (70.5%) have their lunch in the office in a common room and 17.3% have their lunch at home.

Those eating out preferred to have their lunch in a bakery or sandwich bar or a fast food restaurant. No 
employees responded to eating in a restaurant!

The main reasons given for not eating out in a restaurant was preference for home cooked food (53.9%) followed 
by 31.4% claiming to not having time to go out.
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Figure 2:
Breakdown 
of lunch places frequented 
by Belgian employees:

Figure 3: 
Respondents’ 
restaurant classification:

The main determinant in choosing a lunch place for Belgian employees was the proximity to the workplace. 
Affordability and quick service were the next important factors. What they wanted at the present time was the 
main factor in choosing what to eat.

restaurants

51 Belgian restaurants responded to the questionnaire. The majority were restaurants offering a special lunch 
menu and most often a ‘dish of the day’.

70,5%
Common room

17,3%
at home

10,8%

in a bakery/
sandwich bar

1,4%

in a fast food 
restaurant

52,9%
Restaurant

17,6%
Hotel restaurant

15,7%
Snack

11,8%
Fast food

2%
Restaurant Chain
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About half of restaurant owners claimed to be familiar with a programme regarding balanced nutrition (49%) 
with the majority informed by television. Just over half of those respondents claimed to actually know who was 
promoting the programme.

38.5% of the respondents who were familiar with such a programme have applied its recommendations in the 
restaurant, which mainly included increasing the amount of vegetables offered and offering dishes lower in fat, salt 
and sugar. Three quarters of those who haven’t applied the recommendations have not done so due to lack of 
demand from their customers. Lack of time was the reason given by the other 25%.

More than 80% of restaurant owners claimed to have some knowledge of balanced food, similar to the average 
of the other countries but Spain, as is evident from the following graph. 5.9% of respondents (second highest 
percentage after the Czech Republic), were not interested at all in issues of balanced food.

Figure 4: 
Restaurant 
owners’ knowledge 
about 
balanced food

62,7%

Medium, I could 
learn more

21,6%

Yes, I do have 
knowledge

11,8%
No, not at all

5,9%

No, and I don’t 
really pay 

attention to it

The most respondents out of the six countries reported in Belgium to be using local produce in their restaurants 
(91.8%), with the main benefit to the restaurant being the price and quality of the food.

Nearly 65% of restaurateurs (the fewest out of the six countries but still a high percentage), saw no obstacles 
in promoting balanced nutrition in their restaurants. The main issues raised being time and no demand from 
customers.
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Restaurant Qualitative Survey

Several restaurants were surveyed in Belgium and therefore varied also in their attitudes toward procurement 
and cooking.

The restaurants that offered quality food were also the ones using healthier cooking modes and better quality 
ingredients. All but one restaurant displayed interest in healthy food yet, for some the price of such food would 
be a barrier to changing supplies. Most restaurant owners have noticed increased demand from customers for 
healthy food and to them only this would provide an incentive to make changes to the way they cook, which is in 
line with the results from the quantitative questionnaire. So far none of the restaurants have made changes to the 
food they offer following such demand.

Some restaurateurs were interested in training and mentioned education from a young age about health to be a 
necessity.

The results from Belgium indicate that the employees surveyed preferred 
having home cooked food at lunchtime. The small numbers that went out 

to lunch mostly chose establishments offering a quick meal. Therefore, 
lack of time that was mentioned by a third of the respondents could be 

one of the reasons for this phenomenon.

A very large percentage of Belgian restaurateurs reported to be using 
local produce in their cooking. More of them need to be encouraged to 
promote other aspects of balanced food in their restaurants. Offering 

balanced nutrition would become important to restaurants only following 
demand from their customers.

These results indicate that the Belgian partners need to encourage 
employees to frequent local restaurants and to demand healthy balanced 

food to encourage restaurants to make changes to the food they offer.

In parallel with the quantitative survey, a qualitative restaurant study was conducted in 2009 in twelve 
countries and five restaurants were chosen and interviewed in each country.

The aims of the survey were to understand how and why chefs cook the way they do, and what could 
trigger a change in attitude. The next stage was to try and convince restaurants that cooking healthily 
has many benefits with no additional costs.
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5 - recommendations for Belgium

The partners have used the guidelines from the Belgian PNNS (National Food and Health Plan) and information 
about the dietary habits of the Belgian population (from a 2004 survey) to form the recommendations. Dietary 
recommendations were created to try and correct unhealthy food habits. The aim of the recommendations was 
to offer simple, concrete and easy to understand and apply guidelines that cover most areas of healthy nutrition.

Following a consolidation of the results from the first survey of 2009 and the inventory, experts outlined 
a set of recommendations targeted at restaurants and employees.

The purpose of these recommendations was to offer tangible and practical advice to help both target 
groups adopt healthier nutritional habits.

Despite the intention of some partners to have only common European recommendations, each country 
decided to adapt the recommendations to its local cultural habits. Following further consultation on 
national level, the partners accepted six recommendations to employees and one to the restaurants:

Common recommendations to employees in the six countries

  Taste the food before adding salt and/or try other condiments

  Use less fat and preferably use vegetable oils

  Eat at least 5 portions of fruit/vegetables a day

  As a dessert, choose a fresh fruit based option and sometimes as an alternative,  
 a dairy product

  Choose types of cooking that do not add too much fat (steaming, roasting, grilling, etc.)

  Choose water to accompany your lunch

Common recommendation to restaurants in the six countries

Regarding the restaurants, in common remained only one recommendation relating to healthy cooking 
methods:

  Favour cooking methods that use steam, oven or grill

Offering two portion sizes, which is the only recommendation directly related to reduced consumption 
in the fight against obesity, remained common to all countries but Belgium, where it is a suggestion.
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 I eat at least 5 portions of fruit and vegetables a day: If possible,  

 choose locally grown seasonal produce  

 One portion = +- 80g = +- one fistful

 I eat starchy food in every meal: Eat a variety of grains: whole  

 rice, pasta, bulgur, quinoa, corn and semolina wheat. Prefer  

 healthy cooking methods

 I taste the food before adding salt: Do not add salt to the cooking  

 water Flavour the food with other condiments such as herbs or spices

 On certain days I can do without meat: Replace meat with other  

 proteins such as: quorn, tofu, fish, eggs etc. Choose white and lean meats

 I eat fish once or twice a week: Eat fatty fish such as: salmon, sardines,  

 anchovy, mackerel etc., prepared using healthy cooking methods

 I drink 1.5 litre of water a day, corresponding to approximately  

 8-10 glasses of water: Limit tea and coffee consumption to one or  

 two cups a day, preferably with no sugar in it Limit the consumption  

 of alcohol and soft drinks

 I lower the use of fat and prefer the use of vegetable oils: Prefer  

 using vegetable oils such as olive oil or groundnut oil for cooking  

 and rapeseed, sunflower, chestnut, sesame and soya oils for cold  

 preparation Avoid sauces made of butter or cream and prefer milk,  

 light cream and yogurt alternatives

 I eat two dairy products a day preferably low in fat: Choose milk,  

 soft white cheese and yoghurt based desserts. Other cheeses should  

 be eaten in moderation. Substitute dairy products with protein rich  

 soya ones

 I have treats on special occasions: Alcohol - such as wine and  

 beer – soft drinks, biscuits, cakes and sweets should be consumed  

 in moderation

 I prefer cooking methods such as steaming, roasting, or frying in  

 a non-stick pan: Avoid deep-fried foods as much as possible and  

 other fatty foods

And… I exercise for at least  

30 minutes each day! 

Recommendations to the employees
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The recommendations to both groups compiled by the Belgian partners 
aim to target unhealthy eating habits and encourage a healthier 

balanced diet. There is an attempt to reduce the use of animal fat in the 
preparation modes and food offered, to use vegetable fats, leaner meats, 

fish and grains rich in protein. Employees are urged to make changes 
to some of their unhealthy habits that are typical to local culture and 

participate in more physical activities.

Recommendations to the restaurants

The Belgian partners wished to avoid alienating the restaurants by being too restrictive. They preferred to engage 
with the restaurants rather than create rules. They decided the recommendations should therefore be short, easy, 
and practical to implement and verify.

Nine recommendations were formed to complement the recommendations targeted at employees and added to 
the common European recommendation.

 I offer vegetables to accompany the  
 meal and fruit as dessert
 I put wholemeal bread on the table I do not put salt on the table I offer poultry or white meat dishes I offer fish on my menu

 I offer tap water on demand I replace butter with olive oil to  
 accompany the bread
 I offer a dairy product for dessert I replace aperitif biscuits with olives,  

 crudités or dried fruits
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6 - The communication strategy

The tools and messages

The road show

In the first stage of the project, a set of tools was created to provide practical advice and assist in 
implementing the recommendations to encourage healthy choices.

The tools and messages presented in the next chapter were developed in line with the first steps’ 
results and according to the recommendations for each of the participating countries. They were either 
printed or in digital format.

The list of the specific tools developed in line with the decisions reached on the national level appears in 
chapter 8.

The communication campaign officially started in October 2009 with a ‘road show’ in the six 
participating countries. A double-decker bus customised with the FOOD colours drove through the 
main city of each of the six countries. The journey started in Paris and then continued on to Brussels, 
Stockholm, Prague, and Milan ending in Madrid. These one-day stops enabled the partners to showcase 
the first tools created and to explain the project objectives and actions.

With the help of professionals such as nutritionists, dieticians and chefs, the general public together with 
employees and guests from the restaurant sector, had the opportunity to learn about the aims of the 
project. The bus raised interest in all city centres and attracted many visitors and journalists.
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The FOOD bus stopped in Brussels for two days, on October the 7th and 8th, 2009.

In the heart of the European district, located in a popular square, the employees and restaurant owners were 
invited to:

 take with them the national guides with the 10 recommendations

 taste apples and yogurt, aubergine caviar and salmon dips following culinary  
 demonstrations

 have a question and answer session with nutritionists

 try on a 10kg vest, aiming at demonstrating the impact of weight excess

Many groups participated to FOOD seminars given by Nutri-Challenge.

“The road show was the first unveiling of the project to the target audiences”, says Nathalie Renaudin, Public 
Affairs Director and in charge of the FOOD programme. “The long line outside the bus in Spain was truly 
memorable; it was incredible to see so many people waiting to participate in the bus activities and it demonstrated 
the real interest of the public. Conferences on balanced nutrition in Belgium and Italy also gathered many visitors. 
The vegetable garden set out in Paris was marvellous. In addition, in the Czech Republic, the shows organised by 
comedians as well as the activities to measure the BMI and the high cholesterol were really successful. In almost all 
countries, chefs used a very original approach to address balanced food. They performed cooking demonstrations 
and managed to show how easily taste and pleasure can be combined with balance.”

The restaurant network

Separate effort was put into creating a network of dedicated restaurants that adhere to the national 
FOOD recommendations, thought as the most effective way to reconnect the offer and the demand 
sides of balanced nutrition.

Please refer to chapter 9 for more details and information.
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7 - Pilot evaluation

A second survey was conducted in 2010 to try and evaluate the first stage of the project and 
the success of the tools.  At this point the project had achieved many of its targets. Nutritional 
recommendations had been formed in each country for both the restaurants and the employees and 
communication tools were created in each country and across the whole project. More than 100 
communication initiatives were introduced and implemented in the 28 months duration of the project. 
Especially popular was the website that was visited more than 66,600 times between February 2009 and 
May 2011.  The Belgian site was visited nearly 12,000 times within a shorter period.

It is estimated that after 28 months, around four million employees and 195,000 restaurants were 
reached.

Following both surveys the Karolinska Institutet conducted an internal evaluation of the project. The 
evaluators looked at the methodology used and the project’s outcomes, made several comments and 
raised several issues.

The main issues that were raised relate to the methodology of the surveys and were: making sure that 
the correct questions were asked, ensuring the quality of the methodology, allowing for a big enough 
sample size to allow measuring meaningful change in outcomes and relating the outcomes to the 
project’s objectives.

The evaluators pointed out to several difficulties encountered regarding the survey questionnaires, in 
particular the fact that the questionnaires ended up being very long due to need to assess several types 
of national interventions, possibly resulting in fewer responses.

Outcomes and impacts on a European level were analysed by the Centre of Research of the Institut Paul 
Bocuse.

The questionnaires have reached a minimum of 52,000 employees. It is hard to say in which way the 
project had impacted on employees’ choice of balanced food as the general objective was to sensitise 
and provide this target group with the information needed to help them make healthier choices. 
Nevertheless, an important result from the 2010 survey was that 59% of employees were in favour of 
eating healthily at lunchtime meaning that this continues to be an important target group.

From the restaurant perspective, at least 5,000 establishments were reached via the questionnaires. 
Very positively, after a few months, more than 1,760 restaurants joined the FOOD restaurant network 
following national recommendations despite the fact that the interventions targeted at the restaurant 
staff took place quite late in the project. This short time frame could also offer an explanation to the 
second survey’s pretty low awareness results from restaurants (only 10% of respondents were familiar 
with the project’s objectives), yet the results indicated that 51% of them saw the value in serving healthy 
meal.

Therefore, continued support from programmes such as FOOD is needed to further 
increase the demand for this kind of food/meals by the customers and to increase 
the number of restaurants offering it.

On top of the many actions and tools created and implemented and the creation of 
the FOOD restaurant network a further achievement of the project is the creation 
of a successful partnership between the public and private sectors.
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Employee and restaurant second survey

employee questionnaire results

Over a quarter of all questionnaire respondents out of the six countries were Belgian (1615 respondents, almost 
four times the response rate from the previous round in 2009), the biggest response rate from any of the six 
countries.

Less than half of all employees surveyed (the smallest number out of all countries) reported to weighing a normal 
weight. 37% of the respondents (the most out of the six countries) considered themselves overweight.

The results from the second questionnaire contrasted against the results from the first questionnaire highlight the 
importance of the country specific cultural setting.

The meaning of balanced food, in line with all other countries, was to the majority of employees ‘various foods in 
a moderate amount in a nice environment’. Fewer respondents chose the definition of ‘eating pleasant food while 
protecting your health at the same time’. This is a slight change to the 2009 where both definitions were almost 
equally chosen.

38% of employees (compared with 59.5% in 2009) were aware of a programme promoting healthy or balanced 
food. 45% of those unfamiliar with one would like to have more information on the subject.

2010

Figure 5: 
employee attitudes 
to making changes to their 
eating habits

In the past 12 months, 57% of employees have made or were considering making changes to the way they eat. 
Out of the 43% who replied to not making changes, 14% claimed to already eat according to healthy eating 
recommendations.

26%

Not yet, 
but I am preparing 
to make changes

24%

No, I have not 
thought about this

15%

Yes, I have made 
some changes

14%

No, I already eat 
according to the 

recommendations

11%

No, but I am 
considering the 

need for changes

5%

No, I do not 
care for this type of 
recommendations

5%

Yes, 
I have made 
considerable 

changes
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Over all, less people claimed to have a lunch break. 72% of employees reported to having a lunch break every single 
day compared with 77.6% in 2009. Similar to that, 6% of respondents claimed to never have a break compared 
with only 1.8% in 2009. Most employees who have a lunch break still either eat at home or bring food from home.

One of the reasons mentioned by the respondents for eating at home or eating homemade food was the cost of 
eating out. Lack of time to go out was another reason given by 42% of respondents, up from 31% in the previous 
questionnaire. Restaurant food being high in calories was the third most important reason.

Similar to Italian respondents, Belgian employees who eat in a restaurant at lunchtime, choose where to eat 
based on speed of service followed by the price of the food.  An offer of varied meals and the nutritional quality 
of the food were the next most important factors.  The choice of food at the restaurant was still determined by 
people’s wish at the time, even though slightly fewer respondents chose it than in 2009, while ‘what is good for 
me’ was chosen by 29.2% of respondents compared with 25.5% in 2009. The price was however significantly more 
important to respondents in 2010.

restaurant questionnaire results

51 restaurants responded to the second questionnaire, the same number as in 2009. Nearly three quarters of 
the respondents were male (the most out of the six countries). 60.8% of restaurants that participated in the 
questionnaire offer a special lunch menu.

Restaurant owners were interested in increasing their knowledge of healthy cooking. However, they were not 
interested in educating their customers and neither were the employees expecting nutritional information in the 
restaurant.

Restaurant owners claimed to have noticed a growing interest in healthy food from their customers yet this 
phenomenon is not significant enough to convince them to make changes to the food they offer.

Budget remains the main obstacle to restaurants wishing to implement changes to their cooking methods. 15% of 
restaurant owners already believe they offer healthy food. 15% have made changes in the past year and 35% more 
were considering implementing changes to the food they offer.  These results may indicate that initiatives targeted 
at restaurants are successfully creating a shift in restaurant owners’ attitude toward healthy food.

The results from the second questionnaire indicate that Belgian employees 
are increasingly experiencing time pressure at lunch and that affects their 
eating out habits. Fewer employees have a lunch break and the majority 
still bring food from home into the office. They are however considering 
the healthfulness of their diet and making changes to their eating habits. 

This is also a factor for them when choosing a restaurant to eat in.

Positively, restaurant owners have noticed that more and more people are 
interested in healthy food and wished to increase their knowledge about 

healthy cooking.

Hopefully, this increase in demand for healthy food from employees will 
continue to grow and once being felt, will encourage all Belgian restaurants 

to implement the recommendations and improve the food they offer.
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Site visits

In Belgium, restaurants must adhere to at least seven of the ten national recommendations in order to become 
a FOOD restaurant.

21 restaurants were visited in Belgium, all of them independently owned. Six restaurants adhered to 
seven recommendations; the minimum number required and six more restaurants adhered to six of the  
recommendations.

Out of the national recommendations, the best adhered to were: offering fish on the menu (offered by all 
the restaurants), using healthy cooking methods and offering poultry or white meat dishes (served in 90% of 
restaurants).

Less adhered to were the recommendation to replace butter with olive oil (restaurants may prefer to put butter 
as they can later use its leftovers in the cooking), put salt on the table (as most customers use salt this adds extra 
work to the restaurant staff), offer free tap water on demand and offer wholemeal bread.

In all of the restaurants visited it was possible to choose a balanced dish.

FOOD material and nutritional information was not found in most restaurants. The staff was not very knowledgeable 
about balanced food and offering help in making healthy choices.

Locally produced foods were used and served in just over half of the restaurants. This is different to the results 
from the first survey in which over 90% of restaurant owners claimed to be sourcing their food locally.

Around 25 restaurants belonging to the FOOD restaurant network were randomly chosen in each 
of the participating countries and were visited in March-April 2011 to try and establish their level of 
adherence to the national recommendations.

These ‘mystery’ visits were conducted by the partners who made use of two check lists; ‘must have’ and 
‘good to have’ to collect information in the restaurants.
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8 - The communication tools

Following the analysis of the first survey, certain tools were proposed as described below. These tools 
and messages relate specifically to those developed in Belgium.

In total, 102 communication initiatives were developed under the project, targeted at three main groups: 
the employees, the restaurateurs and the general public. 17 country specific tools were developed in 
Belgium.

Tools aimed at employees and the general public

Some tools have been developed that are common to all countries and aimed at the general public. These tools 
address a broader audience and are often used when presenting the project in meetings and conferences. 

From a classic leaflet to an online cooking game, the main partner has been developing diverse tools to respond 
to diverse needs:

WWW.FOOD-PROGRAMME.EU

BALANCED NUTRITION AT WORKThe European FOOD project: a successful Public Private Partnership

FINAL PUBLICATION

FOOD: Fighting Obesity through Offer and Demand

This publication arises from the project FOOD which has received funding from the European Union, in the framework of the Public Health Programme.
The European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein. The sole responsibility lies with the author.

An introduction 
to the FOOD 
project leaflet

Final publication (summary version)

DVD on the creation  
of the FOOD project
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Facebook page

Interactive cooking game

European website

Blog
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Employees

Below are the FOOD communication tools for employees developed by the Belgian partners with active 
participation of the local partner, CIRIHA:

Cards with recommendations  
Small cards bound as a fan, explaining 
each recommendation with concrete 
examples. They have an appealing 
graphic appearance and original format 
and were widely appreciated. Aimed 
mainly however at people who are 
already interested in the topic

Poster  
A3 poster with a reminder and summary of 

the 10 recommendations. An easy tool to 
use and download and that can be directly 

displayed in companies’ premises.
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n°5

ik eet  

een of  

tWee keer  

per Week vis

 ik eet bij voorkeur vette vis, die rijk is aa
n omega 3: zalm

, 

sardienen, makreel, haring (ro
lmops, maatjes), to

nijn zonder 

toevoeging, forel, …

 ik eet ook zeevruchten (mossels, krab, garn
alen, …)

 Ik vermijd fishsticks en gepaneerde of gefrituurde vis

 ik zorg vo
or afw

isseling in mijn bereidingen: warm (in pa-

pillot, gestoomd, lichtjes gebakken …) of koud (in salad
es, op 

brood, …)

 ik beperk het verbruik van bereide salad
es: tonijnsalade, 

krabsalade/surimisalad
e, garn

aalsal
ade …

n°2

ik eet bij  

elke maaltijd  

zetmeelHoudende  

produCten

 bijvoorbeeld brood en granen, bij voorkeur volkoren

 maar ik kies ook voor variatie: aardappelen, volkorenpasta 

of -rijst, bulgur, quinoa, tarwe, griesmeel…

 ik eet tot ik genoeg heb, en ik neem de tijd om te luiste-

ren naar wat mijn lichaam zegt 

mijn

AC T I E S
GO
FEEL
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"
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Shopping list with recommendations 
This practical tool was created to help 
consumers remember the recommendations 
and the foods in season while shopping and 
to avoid buying extra foods by sticking to a 
pre-written list

Jan FEB MaR aPR MaY JUn JUL aUG SEP OCT nOV DEC

Asperge - asperge

Bette - sneibiet

Betterave - Biet

Broccoli - Broccoli

carrotte - Wortel

celeri - selderij

cerise - Kers

chicon - cichorei

chou fleur - Bloemkool

chou vert - Boerenkool

chou blanc - Kool

chou rave - Kool knol

chou rouge - Rode kool

chou de Brux. - pruitjes

concombre - Komkommer

courgette - courgette

Fenouil - Venkel

epinard - spinazie

Fraise - aardbei

Framboise - Framboos

oignon jeune - lente-uitje

Laitue - sla

Navet - Raap

Noix - noten

Panais - pastinaak

Poire - peer

Poireau - prei

Poivron - peper

Pomme - appel

Pom. de terre - aardappel

Potiron - pompoen

radis - Radijs

rhubarbe - Rabarber

tomate - tomaat

topinambour - aardpeer

Haricot - Boon

www.foodprogram.be

légumes de conservation - Bewaargroenten Pleine saison - Volle seizoen

MemoCalendarFOOD.indd   2
28/03/2011   16:22:51
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Belgian FOOD Website: www.foodprogram.be  
The website is aimed at the target groups (employees, 
employers and restaurants). It has the full content of 
the 10 recommendation, videos, game, tools to order 
or download, list of the restaurants (contacts data + 
recommendations applied), programme joining form, 
quiz, recipes, news, links to RSS feed and Facebook 
Page. The site had more than 8.000 visitors in 2010, 
50% from direct traffic

Newsletter for employees 

Newsletter for employers
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Meal voucher ads 
This communication 

medium was used 
by Edenred to 

target its network, 
and was used 

several times to 
promote the FOOD 

project

FOOD recommendations video 
animation The video was made 
for easy sharing with the option 
of embedding the video in 
any website (for instance, an 
employer’s intranet)

BIEN DANS MON ASSIETT E,
BIEN DANS MA TÊTE!

Des TRUCS et ASTUCES 

Des RECETTES

Des OUTILS PRATIQUES : 
calendrier saisonnier, calcul 
d’IMC, liste de course, 
quotient bien-être

Des RESTOS qui s’engagent 
POUR VOTRE BIEN-ÊTRE

“MES 10 ACTIONS POUR MON BIEN-ÊTRE”

“MES 10 ACTIONS POUR MON BIEN-ÊTRE”
www.foodprogram.be

B
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Carnet E-Meal voucher card  
This Welcome Pack for new 

beneficiaries of Ticket Restaurant® 
vouchers (card and paper) is full of 

rebates and special offers and includes a 
small introduction text and a reference 

to the FOOD programme and website

FOOD > NATIONAL SECTIONS > Belgique

edenred s’engage  pour votre bien-être
edenred ten dienste  van uW Welzijn

C100M100J35N35

C0M100J100N0

Edenred - Avenue Herrmann-Debrouxlaan, 54 b5 - B-1160 Brussels - Belgium 
www.ticketrestaurant.be - www.beneficioclub.be

Grâce au programme FOOD*, gardez la forme jour après jour 
en adaptant votre alimentation : recettes, conseils d’experts, 
restaurants santé, etc. 
Surfez sur www.foodprogram.be.*Fighting Obesity through Offer and Demand

devenez ambassadeur ticket restaurant®Vous connaissez une entreprise qui n’offre pas encore  
de Ticket Restaurant® à son personnel et qui pourrait être 
intéressée par l’avantage fiscal et social que cela représente ? 
Participez à notre programme de parrainage : donnez-nous 
ses coordonnées et nous la contacterons de votre part.  
Si cette entreprise opte pour le système, vous serez 
généreusement récompensé. Pour participer, une seule 
adresse : www.leads2win.be.

Blijf in vorm, dag na dag, dankzij het FOOD-programma* − uw 
partner voor gezonde voeding : recepten, tips van deskundigen, 
restaurants met gezonde maaltijden op de kaart, enz. 

Surf naar www.foodprogram.be.*Fighting Obesity through Offer and Demand

Word ticket restaurant®-ambassadeurKent u een onderneming die nog geen Ticket Restaurant® 
aanbiedt aan zijn personeel en die mogelijk geïnteresseerd 
is in het fiscale en sociale voordeel dat eraan gekoppeld 
is? Neem dan deel aan ons peterschapprogramma: bezorg 
ons de gegevens van het bedrijf in kwestie en wij nemen 
in uw naam contact met hen op. Als de onderneming 
beslist in het Ticket Restaurant®-systeem te stappen, 
wordt u daarvoor rijkelijk beloond. Interesse? Eén adres:  
www.leads2win.be.
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Lunch Box and leaflet  
Distributed to 8.000 
employees across 
Belgium during an ‘open 
door’ day, the lunch box 
includes a leaflet with the 
recommendations, healthy 
recipes, calendar of fruits 
and vegetables and menu 
of the week

PRINTEMPS

WWW.FOODPROGRAM.BE

FIGHTING 
OBESITY THROUGH 

OFFER AND 
DEMAND This folder arises from the project FOOD which has received funding from the European Union, in the framework of the Public Health Programme.

The European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein. The sole responsibility lies with the author.

Jeunes oignons, chou �eur, radis, épinards, asperges, salade, 

cerfeuil
Rhubarbe, fraises framboises

Poireaux, (jeunes) oignons, échalotes, carottes, chou �eur, 

brocoli, chou rave, chou vert, chou chinois, chou blanc, 

chou rouge, betterave, bette, radis, navet, tétragone, céleri 

branche, céleri rave, chicorée, fenouil, courgette, potiron, 

concombre, tomate, poivron, aubergine, salade, haricots, 

petits pois
Groseille, cassis, prune, fraise, myrtille, mûre, cerise, pomme 

poire, melon

ETE

LEGUMES -

FRUITS -

LEGUMES -

FRUITS -

In the six countries, the sources of information that have most familiarised the 
employees with the FOOD project are: 

 Internet-based material: (FOOD project website, social networks, emailing) = 72,9%

 Meal vouchers (Ticket Restaurant®) advertisements = 40,6%

 Media (Newspapers, press articles, TV, Radio) = 35,9%

Goed in mijn vel,
goed in mijn hoofd!

www.foodprogram.be

brooddozen_V2.indd   1
22/06/2011   17:00:20

Electronic meal voucher card  
The FOOD logo is stamped on the 
back of the card in order to raise 

awareness on the programme
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Restaurants

The partners had decided to create a range of tools to accommodate the different needs of the many FOOD 
restaurants.

Cards with 
recommendations 

to chefs and 
restaurateurs 
Similar to the 

fan cards for 
consumers; these 
include practical 

information on each 
recommendation

Menu holders  
A holder for the restaurants’ menus giving details of the project. Despite the fact 
that this tool included information on the project and the way the restaurants are 
involved in it, many restaurants chose not to display it and the tool was discontinued
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Je propose  

des plats à Base  

de Volaille  

ou de Viande BlancHe

 exemples : poulet, dinde, médaillons de porc, pintade, veau…

 

 astuces prix : 

 > la plupart des viandes blanches sont moins chères que 

 les viandes rouges

 > diminuez progressivement la quantité de viande en  

 adaptant votre technique de découpe et en compensant 

 par des légumes pour conserver l’asp
ect visu

el dans l’ass
iette

 > pensez à p
roposer vos plats e

n 2 portions : « Grande »  

 (version actuelle) et « normale » (version réduite)

 exemples d’assiettes de légumes en accompagnement : 

salades, crudités, potage de légumes frais sans matière grasse 

ajoutée, assiette de légumes de saison cuits…

 exemples de desserts à base de fruits : coupe de fruits de 

saison, salade de fruits mélangés…

 idéalement, pour un plat principal (viande + féculents + 

légumes), la moitié de l’assiette doit être consacrée aux légumes

 astuces prix : 

 > préférez les légumes de saison, ils sont moins chers  

 (voir calendrier)

 > réduisez légèrement la quantité de viande pour  

 compenser l’augmentation de la quantité de légumes

 > pensez à proposer vos plats en 2 portions : « Grande »  

 (version actuelle) et « normale » (version réduite)

Je propose  

des léGumes  

en accompaGnement  

et des fruits en dessert

n°1
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Trainings delivered by the CIRIHA 
for half a day (2 to 3 hours with the 
trainees). Restaurants were selected 
through the website and given a 
presentation of the project and 
explanation of the recommendations, 
followed by a discussion

Face to face visits  
Door to door contacts were organised 
with the objective of setting up the FOOD 
network of restaurants in Belgium. Visits 
were made to 160 restaurants in 12 days in 
Brussels and South Belgium. 70 restaurants 
joined either on the spot or after a second 
discussion about the FOOD network

Certificate for FOOD affiliated 
restaurants The certificate 

stresses the restaurant’s 
engagement with the project 

especially when framed and 
put on display

Restaurant window stickers  
A QR code was added to the sticker which 
when scanned automatically added a 
“Like” to the Belgian Facebook Fan page

I COMMIT MYSELF TO THE WELLBEING OF MY CLIENTS

CERTIFICATE

Fruits as dessert and vegetables on the sideWhole bread on table
No salt on table
Poultry or white meat on the menuFish on the menu
Tapwater on demand
Olive oil in place of butter with breadDairy product as dessert
Dry fruits or crudenesses as apetizersOven, steamed or grilled dishes

The Restaurant Owner

The European project FOOD
(Fighting Obesity through Offer and Demand)

certifies that the restaurant
 

………………………………

is part of the FOOD network and makes the commitment to apply the following  national recommendations  of the FOOD program for the improve-
ment of its clients nutrition.

The FOOD National Coordinator

This folder arises from the project FOOD which has received funding from the European Union, in the framework of the Public Health Programme.

The European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein. The sole responsibility lies with the author.
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Je m’engage pour votre bien-être !

Ik engageer me voor uw welzijn!

www.foodprogram.be
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Vitro FOOD V2.pdf   1   19/04/2011   16:42:56

And also...
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9 - The Food restaurant network

114 restaurants have joined the FOOD network in Belgium since July 2010.

As many restaurants do not have a regular email address, they were quite often hard to reach. The Belgian 
partners have consequently decided to conduct face-to-face meeting with the chefs and restaurant owners. 
Another reason for preferring face to face meetings was that the partners could explain the project to them 
and at the same time receive feedback on the potential problems they may face when trying to implement the 
recommendations.

Restaurateurs were then met in person and the project was described to them. They were also given a 
demonstration of the tools at their disposal.

Therefore these meetings achieved three goals simultaneously: they raised the restaurant owner’s awareness 
about the importance of balanced nutrition, recruited restaurants to become part of the FOOD network and 
facilitated an exchange of views about the best strategy to be applied in the next communication initiative.

To be part of the FOOD network in Belgium, a restaurant needs to apply at least seven out of the 10 
recommendations defined by the partners. Once a restaurant joins the network, it receives a certificate listing 
the chosen recommendations.

The restaurateur may choose additional material to be displayed in the restaurant. When a restaurant joins the 
network, its name and address is uploaded on to the Belgian FOOD website where employees and the general 
public can find out which of the recommendations are implemented in that restaurant.

Once the network was launched, the Belgian partners started offering the affiliated restaurants training 
sessions. The sessions aimed at restaurateurs and chefs offered them an opportunity to further understand 
the recommendations, combining theoretical information about healthy eating with practical advice and tip to 
improve the healthfulness of the food they offer.

The CIRIHA conducted the training and during two months trained 12 restaurants. The one training session was 
useful yet feedback from most restaurateurs was that they would have like to receive at least two sessions.

A geolocalisation tool that enables to locate the nearest FOOD restaurant is available on 
the European website at www.food-programme.eu.

To become acknowledged as a “FOOD restaurant” a country-specific number of recommendations 
must be followed by the applicant restaurant (all of the recommendations, 7 out of 10, or less depending 
on criteria set by each country).

Each country used different methods to reach and recruit restaurants. Using email contact (Italy), video-
emailing (France), door to door contact (Belgium and Czech Republic) or taking advantage of existing 
nutritional schemes (Spain and Sweden), the six countries were successful in establishing a network of 
FOOD restaurants across Europe.

After a few months, more than 1,760 restaurants joined the FOOD restaurant network following 
national recommendations.
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“Food enabled us to have a fruitful collaboration with organisations with 
whom we never worked before. These new partnerships led to new insights but 
more importantly they allowed us to see what we could achieve on the ground 
when different partners brought on board a wide spectrum of expertise. In this 
case, the whole was larger than the sum of the parts.”

Olivier Christiaens, Communications Expert - Federal Public Service Health, Food Chain Safety and 
Environment

“This programme allows me to meet people coming from different countries 
with different points of view and different experiences. I bring along my own 
expertise and share it with the other partners.

The Food project is an excellent medium for raising awareness about health 
issues. I am proud to be part of this programme.”

Sylvie Dejardin, nutritionniste. Nutri-Challenge

“Partners from eight european countries have worked for two years on this 
project. Interdisciplinary collaborations and sharing of experiences despite the 
diversity of the partners, have led to concrete actions (tools, training, etc.) for 
employees and restaurants. each tool, from the very basic, is tailored to the 
cultural dietary habits of each country.

For me, it was a rewarding interpersonal and professional experience to pursue.”

Ghislaine Dufourny – Nutritionist – Head of CIRIHA
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1 - Country overview

The Czech Republic is one of the European countries with the highest prevalence of overweight and obesity. 
Half or more of the adult population is now defined as being either overweight or obese (52% of the population 
over the age of 15 were overweight and 17% obese according to OECD statistics from 2007). A Eurobarometer 
study found that regarding health and diet, 27% of Czech citizens consider information about healthy eating 
contradictory and confusing (EU, Eurobarometer, Health and food, 2006).

In the Czech Republic, restaurants typically serve extra-large portions, too many carbohydrates and animal fats, 
and not enough vegetables. The FOOD pilot project partners worked with restaurants to reduce caloric values 
and make changes to ingredients and portion sizes. The objective was to decrease the “toxic environment” in 
Czech restaurants that leads people to make unhealthy lifestyle choices.

Edenred is using its network as a unique channel of communication between the main target groups. 
In the six participating countries, Edenred’s network comprises of around 4.2 million employees, 
185,000 companies and 352,000 restaurants.

2 - Partners

The national partner in the Czech Republic joining forces with Edenred is STOB. STOB is part of the non-for 
profit non-governmental civic association, The Hravě žij zdravě o. s. (Healthy Living the Easy Way). Project STOB 
(Stop Obesity) helps people lose weight sensibly. It aims to promote a healthy lifestyle and prevent obesity in 
children and adults.

The objective of STOB is to create a systemised platform focusing on the care for overweight or obese children 
and adults, and includes both experts and laypersons. The civic association’s further activities include organising 
weight reduction courses founded on cognitive/behavioural psychotherapy currently taking place in 100 towns all 
over the Czech Republic. Courses consist of one-hour of fitness adapted for overweight people and two hours of 
therapy focused on general changes to lifestyle by means of cognitive-behavioural therapy tackling obesity.
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The consortium took several actions before the creation of the tools and the launch of communication 
campaigns to understand what has been done so far in this area and to determine the needs of both 
target groups.

A detailed inventory of existing programmes related to nutritional interventions was first conducted. This 
review of existing programmes was carried out in order to understand the initiatives already conducted 
in the various countries regarding interventions to promote healthy eating through a work setting. The 
core of the review was on initiatives targeting balanced food in restaurants and those targeting employees 
in a company setting. It focused especially on existing programmes in the six partner countries and where 
relevant, further countries were covered such as: Hungary, Canada, Chile and Switzerland.

70 programmes matched the review criteria and were entered into the study. The second part of the 
document was dedicated to the results from the ‘Move Europe’ project that took place in 25 European 
countries. The document presented good practices in the field of lifestyle-oriented workplace health 
promotion. In total, 68 best practices were compiled in the “healthy diet” field of the campaign, with two 
of them implemented in the Czech Republic.

3 - Inventory of existing programmes

Below are the five programmes and interventions that were identified in the Czech Republic and included in the 
FOOD inventory.

Health Company was launched by Metal Alliance in 1999, for an unlimited duration and was offered free of 
charge. The aim of the intervention was to decrease employment sickness and to improve companies’ responsibility 
and involvement in creating healthy workplaces. This was done by targeting companies and encouraging them to 
increase their involvement through internal communication.

The programme was aimed only at companies signed up for insurance with Metal alliance providing means to 
improve customers’ health thus increasing company profit. The main weakness identified was that employees 
were not actively involved.

Move Europe SZU (in Czech Rep) was launched in 2002 and offered free of charge. Its objective was to 
encourage companies to care about their employees’ health, targeting employees and employers, and to improve 
companies’ responsibility and involvement in health and safety in the workplace. Self-evaluation was to be 
conducted by the companies using a questionnaire with reports of the evaluation to be made every three years.

The main message was to increase companies’ involvement through high levels of communication for employees and 
companies. The programme created stimulation for companies to try and change their employees’ health behaviour.

The project integrated all the parameters for health, safety and wellbeing of employees, and didn’t concentrate solely 
on food but also on safety and healthy lifestyle. Also here the employees did not take an active part in the project.

Health Company A free programme promoting healthy nutrition launched by Skoda Auto in 2006 and 
scheduled to run for 3 years or more. Skoda is a big company that demonstrates its care for its employees, offering 
its own private medical care.

The programme’s objectives were to decrease employees’ sickness and long-term disease. The main message was 
to improve healthy habits by offering more alternative healthy foods. This was done through providing information 
to all employees on the intranet – such as useful tools to check personal BMI status. Evaluation was performed 
through employees giving information about their energy intake and meal composition. Here as well, employees 
were not actively involved.
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Company supporting employees’ health was a free programme launched by SZU in 1999 for an unlimited 
period. The programme’s objectives were supporting and stimulating the company to take responsibility for its 
employees’ health to influence behaviour change (on a management level); improving company responsibility and 
involvement in employee health and safety in the workplace, through internal communication. This programme is 
government supported and includes other aspects of healthy lifestyle. Its weakness was that employees didn’t play 
an active part in the programme.

Easy live healthy The programme was launched by STOB in 2008 and was free to participate in. It aimed to 
support the public in its attempt to make lifestyle changes regarding food and physical activity. It is open to the 
general public and to employees. The programme aims to help its participants to lose weight and improve their 
healthy eating habits to increase their wellbeing. This is done through the use of an interactive internet application 
that runs for around four weeks and also includes a training programme.

The programme uses cognitive behavioural methods to change personal habits. It is highly interactive and requires 
self-study and personal involvement. It also requires commitment from its users as it only runs for a limited period.

All the interventions that were reviewed were free to use. This is 
an advantage on the one hand as it may encourage more people to 

participate but on the other hand can result in a low commitment level.

Out of the five programmes, four were company based. In these cases, 
healthy employees create a healthier workforce, which is beneficial to the 
company. This demonstrates that companies are developing an interest 
in the wellbeing of their employees indicating that the time is right to 

develop such interventions.

One of the weaknesses found in the majority of the programmes was that 
employees were not actively engaged in them. Another was that none of 
the programmes had strict monitoring and evaluation criteria and their 

cost was also impossible to calculate.

The review of the existing programmes included in the inventory enabled the 
partners to draw several common conclusions: 

 There was a general lack of evaluation of most programmes 

 The projects weren’t well promoted 

 Target audiences were mostly passive 

 Low presence of professionals 

 Unsuitable tools were created as a result of wrong assessment of the target audience’s 

 Lack of visibility and clarity of the tools created
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4 - Quantitative and qualitative surveys

Following the review of existing programmes and based on the main findings, a survey was launched, 
with two questionnaires: one aimed at restaurants and the other at employees. The survey was 
conducted in each of the participating countries through Edenred’s network, designed by the CIRIHA 
and the Institute Paul Bocuse and later analysed by the Institute Paul Bocuse, in France.

At least 52,000 employees and 5,000 restaurants were targeted by the questionnaires in the six 
participating countries. A total of 4,529 employees and 399 restaurants responded to the questionnaires, 
a response rate above the 5% that was anticipated.

First questionnaires for employees and restaurants

The next section highlights the result of both questionnaires from the Czech Republic

employees

300 employees responded to the questionnaire. The target response was 5%, which was not reached in this case. 
Nonetheless, some important results emerged from this initial questionnaire that helped to shape the first set of 
tools and messages.

The following graph analyses the overall weight of employees. This self-reported response fits with the national 
statistics previously mentioned in the percentage of overweight adult population.

2009

Figure 6:
Breakdown of employee 
reported weight

60,3%
Normal weight27,5%

Overweight

10,8%
Obese

1,4%
Underweight
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The percentage of employees who have a lunch break during the working day is shown in the following graph. The 
Czech Republic has the lowest percentage of employees having lunch every working day (53.2%). Only a small 
minority though never have a lunch break clearly making the majority a suitable target group.

More than 90% Czech employees eat lunch in a restaurant (94.8%):

Figure 7:
Percentage of employees 
having lunch daily

Figure 8:
Breakdown 
of lunch places frequented 
by Czech employees

53,2%
Every working day

40,7%
Often or Sometimes

6,1%
Never

72,1%
In a restaurant

11,9%

In a fast food 
restaurant

7,1%

In a bakery/ 
sandwich bar

3,7%

In a foreign food 
restaurant

2,7%
At home

2,5%
Common room
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The following questions were taken from the questionnaires and show the attitude of the Czech respondents:

During working day, I choose a restaurant or a cafeteria because: ‘It is close to my workplace’ 
(67%), ‘It offers a big quantity of food’ (47%).

The majority of employees are looking for convenience and value for money when choosing where to have their 
lunch break. Nutrition was the least chosen answer with unfortunately only 11.5% of respondents motivated by 
the nutritional quality of the food.

At lunchtime, I decide what I am going to eat according to: ‘What I want at the present time’ 
(78.9%). Convenience was again the main determinant of choice. The least chosen answer was: ‘The waiter’s 
advice’ (3.6%), which leads us to assume that customers prefer to make their own food choices.

What do you think is the meaning of ‘balanced nutrition’? ‘Various types of food in moderate 
amounts eaten in a nice environment’ (88.7%).

Regarding nutritional advice in a restaurant I would like to have: ‘An indication of the total energy 
value’ (47.7%), ‘a symbol pointing balanced dishes’ (47.3%).

More than in any of the other countries surveyed, in the Czech Republic 9.7% of respondents were not interested in 
nutritional information. The majority of employees declared that a list of restaurants close to their company, which 
offer balanced food, completed by nutritional information sent by email would be the best way to alert them to a 
nutritional programme. Employees are therefore interested in being contacted directly and receiving guidance.

‘For me, the best way to be sensitised about a nutritional programme would be’: In the 
workplace - a list of restaurants close to my company (65%). At the restaurant or cafeteria - Placemats on the table 
(46.4%). These results have led to the development of the restaurant network and some of the project’s tools.

restaurants

41 restaurants responded to the questionnaire. Despite the small number of results, some conclusions regarding this 
sector were made that lead to recommendations toward restaurants and formed the base of the communication 
effort.

56% of respondents claimed not to be aware of the existence of nutritional programmes. This result leads to the 
need to educate the restaurateurs about the existence of such programmes and their possible implementations in 
the restaurants.

The main reasons given for not making changes to the food on offer were budget (46.2%) and time (33.3%). Also, 
63.4% of the respondents do not use local products in their cooking. However, a majority of respondents would like 
to learn more about balanced food.
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Figure 9:
Restaurateur’s’ knowledge 
about balanced food

50% of restaurant owners would like to have received training and practical work and be informed about balanced 
nutrition. This has lead to the delivery of individual workshops to restaurants in the Czech Republic that was 
piloted in 45 restaurants.

63,4%

Medium, I could 
learn more19,5%

Yes, I do have 
knowledge

9,8%

No and 
I do not really 
pay attention

7,3%

No, 
not at all

Restaurant Qualitative Survey

Five restaurants were chosen in the Czech Republic and their owners were interviewed regarding their attitudes 
toward healthy cooking. Several common themes emerged from these even though the restaurants chosen were 
varied in the type of food they offer and their clientele. The main issue that emerged was that eating healthy 
balanced food is not part of the Czech culture. This means that restaurant owners do not pay much attention to 
their cooking methods, for example the amount of fat used in preparing the dishes. Restaurateurs were also not 
aware of any existing national health schemes. Seasonality depended on the restaurant type and products were 
bought locally or abroad depending on price and demand for quality from the clients.

Nevertheless, restaurant owners have noticed an increase in the demand for healthy food and all but one of the 
restaurateurs interviewed had a positive approach toward healthy cooking and were interested in training that 
would explain how to cook healthily without spending more money.

In parallel with the quantitative survey, a qualitative restaurant study has been conducted in 2009. This 
survey was conducted in twelve countries and five restaurants were chosen in each country. The aims 
of the survey were to understand how and why chefs cook the way they do, and what could trigger a 
change in attitude. The next stage was to try and convince restaurants that cooking healthily has many 
benefits with no additional costs.
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5 - recommendations for the Czech republic

The recommendations that were adopted in the Czech Republic related to the food on offer, which is culturally 
specific to the country and also depended on local eating habits and the relationship with healthy food, aiming to 
tackle increasing rates of overweight and obesity. The partners incorporated the nutritional recommendations 
created by the Health Ministry of the Czech Republic.

Following a consolidation of the results from the first survey of 2009 and the inventory, experts outlined 
a set of recommendations targeted at restaurants and employees.

The purpose of these recommendations was to offer tangible and practical advice to help both target 
groups adopt healthier nutritional habits.

Despite the intention of some partners to have only common European recommendations, each country 
decided to adapt the recommendations to its local cultural habits. Following further consultation on 
national level, the partners accepted six recommendations to employees and one to the restaurants:

Common recommendations to employees in the six countries

  Taste the food before adding salt and/or try other condiments

  Use less fat and preferably use vegetable oils

  Eat at least 5 portions of fruit/vegetables a day

  As a dessert, choose a fresh fruit based option and sometimes as an alternative,  
 a dairy product

  Choose types of cooking that do not add too much fat (steaming, roasting, grilling, etc.)

  Choose water to accompany your lunch

Common recommendation to restaurants in the six countries

Regarding the restaurants, in common remained only one recommendation relating to healthy cooking 
methods:

  Favour cooking methods that use steam, oven or grill

Offering two portion sizes, which is the only recommendation directly related to reduced consumption 
in the fight against obesity, remained common to all countries but Belgium, where it is a suggestion.
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Main recommendations to employees that are specific  
to the Czech Republic

The purpose of the recommendations was to provide employees with simple and easy to use guidelines to assist 
them in choosing food during the working day. One of the basic nutrition rules to be related was the importance 
of eating three main meals during the day. The maximum energy content of these is to be 20% energy intake 
during breakfast, 35% during lunch and 30% during dinner. Morning and afternoon snacks are to provide no more 
than 5-10% of the daily energy intake with approximately three-hour intervals between meals.

Employees are to use these as guidelines to improve their health and to modify their eating habits not only during 
the working day.

 Choosing and maintaining a balanced  

 diet every day is essential. Three meals  

 a day are recommended, spaced out  

 every three hours.

 One must remember that breakfast is  

 the most important meal of the day – it  

 provides a sense of wellbeing and a good  

 start to your day.

 Hunger between meals should be  

 satisfied with fruits/vegetables.

 An afternoon snack should be  

 included before the end of the  

 working day.

 Lunch must be healthy also when  

 brought from home.

As part of the communication strategy, employees were advised on how to choose a balanced lunch in a traditional 
restaurant.
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Recommendations to the restaurants

Eight recommendations in total were agreed on in the Czech Republic. Recommendations 2-7 are specific to local 
cultural habits. Together these form the guidelines to the Czech restaurants. The emphasis to the restaurateurs 
and chefs was on cooking the traditionally heavy Czech food in a more balanced form. The recommendations 
were based on the traditional daily menus and followed these principles:

 Offer dishes in two portion sizes    Offer smaller portion sizes or half portions and label them ‘healthy servings’ or  
 ‘recommended portion’.

 Reduce the size of side dishes (they are excessive compared with  
 other European countries and include too many carbohydrates).

    Modify the nutritional ratios of dishes by serving more vegetables and less meat and  
 smaller portions of side dishes in both made-to-order and traditional Czech meals  
 (e.g. 1/2 vegetables, 1/4 side dish and 1/4 meat).    Allow a choice and variety of side dishes in the daily menu (potatoes instead of  
 French fries, fresh or stewed vegetables instead of standard side dishes). Serve smaller portions   (especially for soups except if they are the main dish)    The traditional offer of soup such as goulash is typical of the Czech cuisine.  

 When the soup is served as a main meal, it can be served with a bread  
 accompaniment. When served as a starter, no bread should be offered and there  
 should be a preference for offering broth-type soups. Serve a bigger variety of vegetables or salads, especially with  
 olive or canola oil dressings    Offer a significant amount of raw foods, especially fruit and vegetables 

    Increase the offer of salads served with olive or rapeseed oil and expand the  
 range of meals served with vegetables and legumes    Include at least one vegetarian meal (not fried) as a main course in the daily menu.  
 Choosing seasonal vegetables will reduce its cost     In the summer, offer salads as main courses     Add a small helping of salad to the main course in the menu    Place the salads at the top of the menu
 Use more pulses during winter months
 Cut down on the use of fats and salt; use iodised salt    Reduce the amount of fat used in the cooking and prefer the use of healthier fats

    Supplement foods with nutrients when a major deficiency is detected, such as the  
 use of iodised salt

 Reduce the use of trans-fats by choosing cold-pressed   oils such as olive oil
    Choose healthier cooking methods that reduce the loss of nutrients especially  
 when cooking meat consequently reducing fat intake
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The Czech national recommendations aim to target aspects of Czech 
cuisine that may influence weight gain and that are unhealthy. Most of 

them relate specifically to modes of food preparation. Implementing these 
kinds of changes will require training and support to the restaurants and 

monitoring the adherences to them.

”Ready meals” in the Czech Republic

The typically Czech ‘ready meals’ (“hotovky”) probably pose the biggest problem to health in the Czech cuisine. In 
standard restaurants, the “daily menu” always consists of such ready meals that are usually cheap and fast. There is 
therefore a need to make sure that these dishes are less energy dense, and include non-fried and fresh vegetable 
dishes as part of the common Czech menu. They should include:

 A salad dish with poultry

 Simply prepared lean meat with stewed vegetables, etc.

 A non-fried fish dish

 A dessert of seasonal fruit, accompanied by a yogurt dip

 Fruit salads
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6 - The communication strategy

The road show

In the first stage of the project, a set of tools was created to provide practical advice and assist in 
implementing the recommendations to encourage healthy choices.

The tools and messages presented in the next chapter were developed in line with the first steps’ 
results and according to the recommendations for each of the participating countries. They were either 
printed or in digital format.

The list of the specific tools developed in line with the decisions reached on the national level appears in 
chapter 8.

The communication campaign officially started in October 2009 with a ‘road show’ in the six 
participating countries. A double-decker bus customised with the FOOD colours drove through the 
main city of each of the six countries. The journey started in Paris and then continued on to Brussels, 
Stockholm, Prague, and Milan ending in Madrid. These one-day stops enabled the partners to showcase 
the first tools created and to explain the project objectives and actions.

With the help of professionals such as nutritionists, dieticians and chefs, the general public together with 
employees and guests from the restaurant sector, had the opportunity to learn about the aims of the 
project. The bus raised interest in all city centres and attracted many visitors and journalists.
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In the Czech Republic, many journalists and visitors came and took part in the activities.

The Chef Martin Sindelar of the famous restaurant “Le Pavillon” offered many culinary demonstrations: appetizers, 
healthy sandwiches, fruit preparations, banana cake and more.

An exhibition was organized by STOB, the Czech partner in which Iva Malkova compared traditional foods 
conventionally prepared being calorie rich with healthier methods of cooking resulting in leaner dishes, and 
answered many questions. Many people were amazed to discover that industrial beverages could contain almost 
44 grams of sugar!

Comedians offered a show where they explained in a humoristic way what a balanced diet is and the comparisons 
between typical dishes prepared in different ways,.

Finally, visitors were invited to measure their blood cholesterol and check their eating habits.

The restaurant network

Separate effort was put into creating a network of dedicated restaurants that adhere to the national 
FOOD recommendations, thought as the most effective way to reconnect the offer and the demand 
sides of balanced nutrition.

Please refer to chapter 9 for more details and information.
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7 - Pilot evaluation

A second survey was conducted in 2010 to try and evaluate the first stage of the project and 
the success of the tools. At this point the project had achieved many of its targets. Nutritional 
recommendations had been formed in each country for both the restaurants and the employees and 
communication tools were created in each country and across the whole project. More than 100 
communication initiatives were introduced and implemented in the 28 months duration of the project. 
Especially popular was the website that was visited more than 66,600 times between February 2009 and 
May 2011. The Belgian site was visited nearly 12,000 times within a shorter period.

It is estimated that after 28 months, around four million employees and 195,000 restaurants were 
reached.

Following both surveys the Karolinska Institutet conducted an internal evaluation of the project. The 
evaluators looked at the methodology used and the project’s outcomes, made several comments and 
raised several issues.

The main issues that were raised relate to the methodology of the surveys and were: making sure that 
the correct questions were asked, ensuring the quality of the methodology, allowing for a big enough 
sample size to allow measuring meaningful change in outcomes and relating the outcomes to the 
project’s objectives.

The evaluators pointed out to several difficulties encountered regarding the survey questionnaires, in 
particular the fact that the questionnaires ended up being very long due to need to assess several types 
of national interventions, possibly resulting in fewer responses.

Outcomes and impacts on a European level were analysed by the Centre of Research of the Institut Paul 
Bocuse.

The questionnaires have reached a minimum of 52,000 employees. It is hard to say in which way the 
project had impacted on employees’ choice of balanced food as the general objective was to sensitise 
and provide this target group with the information needed to help them make healthier choices. 
Nevertheless, an important result from the 2010 survey was that 59% of employees were in favour of 
eating healthily at lunchtime meaning that this continues to be an important target group.

From the restaurant perspective, at least 5,000 establishments were reached via the questionnaires. 
Very positively, after a few months, more than 1,760 restaurants joined the FOOD restaurant network 
following national recommendations despite the fact that the interventions targeted at the restaurant 
staff took place quite late in the project. This short time frame could also offer an explanation to the 
second survey’s pretty low awareness results from restaurants (only 10% of respondents were familiar 
with the project’s objectives), yet the results indicated that 51% of them saw the value in serving healthy 
meal.

Therefore, continued support from programmes such as FOOD is needed to further 
increase the demand for this kind of food/meals by the customers and to increase 
the number of restaurants offering it.

On top of the many actions and tools created and implemented and the creation of 
the FOOD restaurant network a further achievement of the project is the creation 
of a successful partnership between the public and private sectors.
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Employee and restaurant second survey

employee questionnaire results

In the Czech Republic, 873 employees responded to the questionnaire (14.1% of the total sample, compared with 
only 7% in 2009). The respondents were 80% female (more than the average in the other countries), with 27.9% 
of them over the age of 50 (the proportion is significantly higher than expected).

Regarding diet, Czech respondents perceived their diet is unhealthy more frequently than in other countries. 
Only 6% of respondents (58 people) admitted to eating 5 portions of fruit and vegetables 6-7 times a week. The 
majority (214 respondents or 25%) only have 5 portions once or twice a week.

50% of employees were still unaware of national programmes that promote healthy eating but nevertheless would 
have liked to receive more information on the subject.

64% of respondents reported having a lunch break every day with only 5% never having lunch during the day. 83% 
of those who have a lunch break have it in a restaurant. This continues to indicate that the Czech employees are 
good targets for this project.

A majority (around 60%) of employees responded that a balanced meal is never on display when they eat out 
in a restaurant. Fruit is not an option for dessert claim the majority (a third of respondents) and neither are 
there alternatives to biscuits as starters (46%). This is an indication that the FOOD recommendations in these 
restaurants were not adhered to. These options being available would have helped the Czech employees to make 
healthier choices (diffusing the ‘toxic environment’ previously mentioned).

Still 58% were not interested in seeking nutritional advice from restaurant staff and ranked staff knowledge or 
willingness to help with meal choice as last in the importance when choosing a restaurant. A similar trend exists 
in the other countries yet the percentage is the highest in the Czech Republic.

restaurant questionnaire results

57 restaurants responded to the quetionnaire (corresponding to 18% of the total sample of responses across the 
six countries). Out of these, 73.7% of the restaurants offered a special lunch option (deal, dish, meal or menu) 
with soup, main course and dessert as the popular option. The majority of customers in these restaurants were 
employees (our target audience).

Positively, 40% of the respondents wished to receive more information about balanced food and the FOOD 
project. Most restaurants would like to receive training sessions to learn about balanced food.

However, more than 40% of restaurants were convinced that their customers may think negatively about them 
serving balanced food. Changing the attitude of restaurant owners toward healthy food should be a priority in the 
Czech Republic. This should be done through demonstrating to them that these changes can be achieved without 
spending more time or money on the cooking.

2010
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Despite the short time that passed between the first and second surveys 
and the difficulty to determine whether there was a change in behaviour, 

some promising results emerge from the questionnaires.  
The Czech employees continue to be good candidates  

for the interventions as they often have lunch in a restaurant.  
They are also interested to learn more about healthy eating. Increased 

demand from the employee side would encourage the restaurants  
to make the necessary changes to the food they offer.

Site visits

Positively, in 88% of the restaurants surveyed in the Czech Republic, healthier methods of cooking were adopted 
(the first recommendation) and salad was offered in 74% of them (corresponding to the fifth recommendation). 
It was also possible to choose a balanced meal or dish in all but one of the restaurants.

The three recommendations that were not well adhered to, were those that were alien to the Czech cuisine. 
These require cultural changes from the restaurant owners and changes would be hard to implement as around 
40% of restaurants stated that they do not have time or budget to spend on activities relating to healthy food and 
more than 40% of restaurants presumed their customers would react negatively to being served balanced food.

In order to encourage restaurant owners to make the desired changes, the partners have chosen to take a 
positive approach reassuring the restaurants of the importance of making the desired changes using convincing 
arguments and an easy to understand step-by-step approach.

Around 25 restaurants belonging to the FOOD restaurant network were randomly chosen in each 
of the participating countries and were visited in March-April 2011 to try and establish their level of 
adherence to the national recommendations.

These ‘mystery’ visits were conducted by the partners who made use of two check lists; ‘must have’ and 
‘good to have’ to collect information in the restaurants.
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8 - The communication tools

Following the analysis of the first survey, certain tools were proposed as described below. These tools 
and messages relate specifically to those developed in the Czech Republic.

In total, 102 communication initiatives were developed under the project, targeted at three main groups: 
the employees, the restaurateurs and the general public. 18 country specific tools were developed in the 
Czech Republic.

Tools aimed at employees and the general public

Some tools have been developed that are common to all countries and aimed at the general public. These tools 
address a broader audience and are often used when presenting the project in meetings and conferences. 

From a classic leaflet to an online cooking game, the main partner has been developing diverse tools to respond 
to diverse needs:

WWW.FOOD-PROGRAMME.EU

BALANCED NUTRITION AT WORKThe European FOOD project: a successful Public Private Partnership

FINAL PUBLICATION

FOOD: Fighting Obesity through Offer and Demand

This publication arises from the project FOOD which has received funding from the European Union, in the framework of the Public Health Programme.
The European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein. The sole responsibility lies with the author.

An introduction 
to the FOOD 
project leaflet

Final publication (summary version)

DVD on the creation  
of the FOOD project
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Facebook page

Interactive cooking game

European website

Blog
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Employees

Two main channels of communication were used in order to communicate directly with the target groups. First 
were e-mail and Internet and second were printed materials.

The main message to the employees was that eating healthily and being healthy would contribute to their health 
and prevent them from getting chronic diseases. The project was not only to inform about what needs to be done 
regarding behaviour change but also how go about making the changes. The style of the message was to be simple 
in order to be accessible and also humoristic.

The tools implemented were:

A country specific Czech questionnaire 
on eating habits

Leaflet with 
recommendations

Evropský projekt FOOD*

* Fighting
Obesity through
Offer and
Demand
– boj s obezitou
pomocí nabídky
a poptávky

Par tner projektu

Na podporu zdravéhoa vyváženého stravování

Partneři projektu FOOD:Garantem projektu je odborné konsorcium PPP (Public-Private Partnership),
složené ze soukromých a veřejných subjektů, jehož členy jsou odborníci zešesti evropských zemí (Belgie, České republiky, Francie, Itálie, Španělskaa Švédska), kterým velmi záleží na dosažení společných cílů stanovenýchEvropskou komisí v oblasti zdraví a ochrany spotřebitelů, zejména pak v boji

proti obezitě. Evropská komise projekt FOOD také spolufinancuje.
Odborné konsorcium je tvořeno 21 partnery, kteří představují základnípřínos v utváření a realizaci programu. Odborné konsorcium je organizováno
následovně:

Hlavní partner: Accor Services, společnost, která projekt koordinuje a zajišťuje
jeho chod v každé ze šesti zapojených evropských zemí. Prostřednictvímstravenek Ticket Restaurant® představil Accor Services svůj pilotní program
Gustino, pojmenovaný „Chuť & zdraví v rovnováze“.

Zapojení partneři: Odborníci na výživu, státní správaa univerzity
• Akademie: Institut Paul Bocuse – Francie, University of Perugia – Itálie,Karolinska Institutet – Švédsko
• Veřejné zdravotní instituce:AESAN (Agency for Food Security and Nutrition)

– Španělsko, SFP SP (Public Health – Federal Public Service) – Belgie• Odborníci na výživu: Haute École Lucia de Brouckère-Centre for Information
and Research on Food Intolerances and Hygiene (HELdB-CIRIHA) – Belgie,Fundación Dieta Mediterránea (FDM) – Španělsko, STOB (STop OBezitě)– Česká republika

• Accor Services: 6 národních poboček, zajišťujících koordinaci projektu

Spolupracující partneři, kteří tvoří komisi poradců– odborníků projektu FOOD z řad veřejného a soukroméhosektoru
• Evropské projekty: Move Europe, FOOD Pro-Fit (Government of the Balearic

Islands)

• Mezinárodní organizace: International Labour Office (ILO)• Univerzity: Université de Lyon 1 – Francie, City University of London– Velká Británie
• Ministerstvo zdravotnictví: Key Hole Programme, Švédsko• Asociace, sítě, restaurace: EuroToques, European Network for WorkplaceHealth Promotion (ENWHP)

Více informací na www.food-programme.eu

Evropský projekt FOODNa podporu zdravého a vyváženého stravování
Kdy: 16. října 2009 od 10 do 18 hodinKde: Náměstí Republiky, Praha 1
Co vás čeká: bohatý celodenní program• odborná poradna PhDr. Ivy Málkové (STOB)• rady a zdravé tipy mistra kuchaře• tipy na sestavení jídelníčku• měření cholesterolu

• divadelní jednoaktovky, které vám vysvětlí,proč se stravovat zdravě

Cíle projektu FOOD:
• Zvýšit povědomí mezi zaměstnanci a širokou veřejnostív oblasti každodenního stravování
• Zlepšit nutriční kvalitu nabízených jídel díky spoluprácis manažery restaurací a šéfkuchaři
FOOD tak oslovuje miliony zaměstnanců v šesti zemích,aby se stali součástí projektu.

Hlavním partnerem a organizátorem zodpovědnýmza koordinaci projektu je společnost Accor Services– společensky odpovědná firma. Nabízí úzkou spolupráci meziveřejným a soukromým sektorem, aby svým jedinečnýmnástrojem, kterým jsou zaměstnanecké stravenky TicketRestaurant, oslovila 32 milionů uživatelů a 1,2 milionuzapojených restaurací po celém světě.
www.accorservices.cz

Občanské sdružení Hravě žij zdravě, o. s., bylo založeno jakodobrovolné nevládní neziskové občanské sdružení. ProjektSTOB (STop OBezitě) pomáhá hubnout lidems rozumem. Propagace zdravého životního stylu a prevenceobezity u dětí i dospělých je oblast vyžadující velmisystematický postup. Cílem je vytvořit základnu, která sevěnuje právě systematizaci péče o děti i dospělé s nadváhouči obezitou a sdružuje jak odborníky, tak i laiky se zájmemo danou problematiku.
www.stob.cz

Akce plánovaná na 16. října 2009 v Praze je pořádána podzáštitou pana Petra Hejmy, starosty městské části Praha 1.
www.praha1.cz
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STOB Cooking Book, Online chat with nutritionists

Newsletters  
for employers

And also...

na dopravu, stejně tak i podpora sezonního ovoce a zeleniny apod.Poprvé v historii se odborníci ze šesti zemí z mnoha různých a vzá-jemně se doplňujících oborů roz-hodli spolupracovat a vybudovat komunikační kanál mezi veřejností a provozovateli veřejného stravo-vání ve vztahu poptávka a nabídka. Odpovědí mohou být nové inovač-ní přístupy zahrnující více zaintere-sovaných stran na více úrovních.Prostřednictvím originálních kon-taktů na restaurace a firmy bude vybudován významný a jedinečný, a přitom málo obvyklý komunikač-ní kanál, jímž konsorcium hodlá pozitivně ovlivňovat nabídku jídel v restauracích, jakož i životní styl a návyky evropských spotřebitelů.Podle evropského motta „jedno-ta v rozmanitosti“ bude nejprve vytvořena společná strategie čin-ností, která bude posléze upravena podle národních specifik.

Projekt se bude v letech 2009 a 2010 týkat šesti zemí a k účasti v jeho kampani již bylo přizváno 52 000 zaměstnanců (asi 3000 fi-rem) a 5000 restaurací.

Garantem projektu je odborné konsorcium PPP (Public-Private Partnership), složené ze soukro-mých a veřejných subjektů, je-hož členy jsou odborníci ze šesti evropských zemí – Belgie, České republiky, Francie, Itálie, Španělska a Švédska, kterým velmi záleží na dosažení společných cílů stanove-ných Evropskou komisí.

Hlavním partnerem a organizáto-rem zodpovědným za koordinaci projektu a rozšiřování informací a vý-sledků je Accor Services – francouz-ská a evropská firma – nabízí úzkou spolupráci mezi veřejným a soukro-mým sektorem, aby svým jedinečným nástrojem, kterým jsou zaměstnanec-ké stravenky (32 milionů uživatelů a 1,2 milion zapojených restaurací po celém světě) podpořila propagaci veřejných politik s konkrétními cíli, kterých není snadné dosáhnout. 

Partneři začlenění do programu se silně angažují v různých fázích projektu s ohledem na své znalosti a kompetence, jedná se o odbor-níky na výživu, státní orgány činné v oblasti zdravotnictví a vysoké školy.

Kromě hlavního partnera Accor Services najdeme v jednotlivých zemích další partnery: 

Belgie
High School Lucia de Brouckère (HELdB-CIRIHA) 
Belgian Public Health Ministry (SPF SP) 

Česká republika
STop OBesitě (STOB) 

Francie
Paul Bocuse Institute (IPB) 

Itálie
University of Perugia (UP) 

Španělsko
Spanish Agency of Food Security and Nutrition (AESAN) Mediterranean Diet Foundation (FDM) 

Švédsko
Karolinska Institutet (KI) 

Spolupracující partneři, kteří tvoří komisi poradců – odbor-níků projektu FOOD z řad veřejné-ho a soukromého sektoru:
• Evropské projekty: Move Europe, FOOD Pro-Fit – (Government of the Balearic Islands)
• Mezinárodní organizace: Interna-tional Labour Office (ILO)
• Univerzity: University of Lyon 1 – Francie, City University de Lon-don – Velká Británie
• Ministerstvo zdravotnictví: Key Hole Programme, Švédsko
• Asociace, sítě, restaurace: Euro-Toques,  European Network for Workplace Health Promotion (ENWHP)

Po řadě přípravných aktivit se konečně i široká veřejnost může seznámit s obsahem a náplní programu FOOD, a to zábavnou formou roadshow. Za tímto účelem bude vypra-ven speciální autobus a jeho trasa povede z Paříže do Mad-ridu všemi zúčastněnými ze-měmi. U nás se autobus objeví 16. října 2009 v samém centru Prahy 1, na náměstí Republiky.Akce v Praze se uskuteční pod záštitou pana Petra Hejmy, sta-rosty městské části Praha 1. 
Na programu bude propagace zdravějšího životního stylu na pracovišti, uvidíte  v praxi, jak zdravěji vařit a stravovat se. Přijďte se nechat okouzlit at-mosférou, poslechnout si nej-novější rady našich nutričních odborníků nebo si jen nechte změřit cholesterol odborníky ze Státního zdravotního ústavu. Nutriční experti vám budou k dispozici celý den. Inspirací pro zdravější životní styl vám budou i výstavky s mnoha podněty k sestavení chutného zdravého jídelníčku.

Časový harmonogram roadshow:

•  Paříž  6. října•  Brusel  7. a 8. října•  Stockholm  12. října•  Praha  16. října•  Milano  20. října •  Madrid  27. října
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Text: Petr Hájek

Vyzvedl jsem na babiččině půdě 

z prachu ohmatanou, hlodavci a léty 

naštěstí pouze povrchově zdevasto-

vanou knihu. Očistil jsem ji a zjistil 

jsem, že je to původní vydání „sbírky 

kuchařských receptů jídel“, kterou 

roku 1935 napsal toho času význam-

ný pražský hoteliér Karel Šroubek. Jak 

jsem se dočetl, v Grand hotelu Šrou-

bek se vařila nejen „normální“ jídla, 

ale vařilo se taktéž „pro nemocné“. 

Kromě receptů pro lidi dodržující die-

tu neslanou, dietu při nervose, dietu 

při průjmech, dietu při zácpě atd., 

nalézá se zde taktéž pojednání zvané

Dieta odtučňovací (směrnice 

podle prakse naší kuchyně)

Štíhlá linie těla stala se v poslední době 

módou nejen u žen, ale i celá řada 

mužů častokráte až ztřeštěně prahne 

po této moderní vymoženosti, a to 

takovým způsobem, že se dopouští až 

hříchu na vývoji své tělesné zdatnosti.

Pod tlakem této módy vynořila se nová 

věda, která různými způsoby, často-

kráte tělu nesvědčícími, zbavuje osoby 

zbytečné tloušťky na úkor činnosti 

vnitřních tělesných orgánů. Nejsou 

ojedinělé případy, že nerozumné toto 

počínání ne-li usmrtilo, tedy alespoň 

zanechalo neblahé následky v podobě 

onemocnění srdce, jater nebo ledvin. 

Luštění těchto problémů spadá ovšem 

do vědy lékařské.

My se tuto chceme zmíniti pouze o při-

rozené cestě k odtučnění, t. j. o výživě, 

aby bylo docíleno nenásilným způso-

bem toho, po čem jednotlivci tak touží.

Arciť pokud se tloušťka léčí z důvodů 

ideálních, není tato „kura“ nebezpeč-

ná. Hůře je tomu, u koho se dostavují 

různé důsledky z tloušťky v podobě 

onemocnění, které pak nutno léčiti po 

poradě s lékařem způsobem mnohem 

energičtějším. Nemoce tyto projevují 

se všeobecnou únavou, slabostí, krát-

kým dechem, bolestmi na prsou apod. 

Tu odtučňování jest nutností.

V tomto případě vedle výkonů tělo-

cvičných a sportů vůbec má slovo 

– kuchařka. Úkolem jejím jest při-

pravovati nemocnému v prvé řadě 

pokrmy neobsahující tuku a látek, 

tloušťku podporujících.

Polévky hovězí nahrazuje polévkami 

vodovými, jejichž recept jest uveden 

v knize.
Telecímu masu dává přednost před 

masem vepřovým, zelenině a salá-

tům před knedlíkem, kompotu nebo 

sýru před obyčejným moučníkem. 

Z drůbeže volí masa bílá, t. j. kuřata, 

pulardy, kapouny, krocany apod., 

jichž úprava může býti různá. Do 

týdenního programu zařadí častěji 

ryby, zeleninu a ovoce. Z nápojů pivo 

nahradíme vínem neb různými šťa-

vami, míchanými vodou.

Tento text, byť sedmdesátiletý, 

neztrácí na aktuálnosti ani dnes. 

Je tu však jedna podstatná změ-

na. Tehdejší restauratéři si museli 

s menu člověka toužícího zhub-

nout poradit sami. Museli si vystačit 

se svými vědomostmi a zkušenost-

mi – viz citace výše. V dnešní době 

se majitelé restaurací mají možnost 

zapojit do programu, o kterém se 

jejich kolegům před několika desít-

kami let ani nesnilo. Je to program 

na podporu zdravého stravování 

pracujících a nese název FOOD, což 

je nejen v překladu „strava nebo 

jídlo“, ale taktéž kryptogram zna-

menající Fighting Obesity through 

Offer and Demand. 

FOOD – program na 

podporu zdravého 

stravování na pracovišti

Text: Alena Strobachová

FOOD = Fighting Obesity through 

Offer and Demand je zkratka pro 

„boj s obezitou prostřednictvím 

nabídky a poptávky“. Je to název 

programu, kterého se pod záštitou 

Evropské unie účastní i Česká re-

publika, a to prostřednictvím spo-

lečnosti Accor Services a STOBu.

Nárůst obezity a chronických one-

mocnění v rozvinutých zemích 

upozornil státní orgány na potřebu 

akčního plánu. Proto v roce 2006 

podepsali evropští ministři společ-

ně se Světovou zdravotnickou orga-

nizací Chartu boje proti obezitě.

Na úrovni evropských struk-

tur byla vytvořena řada aktivit 

a prostředků:

• Evropská akční platforma pro 

stravování, fyzickou aktivitu 

a zdraví 
• High Level Group on Nutrition 

– Evropská skupina řešící otázky 

výživy a fyzické aktivity 

• Propagace péče o zdraví v politi-

ce EU 
• Akční program v oblasti veřejné-

ho zdraví 
• Program činnosti Společenství 

v oblasti zdraví pro období 

2008–2013

FOOD je jedním z nových projektů, 

na nichž se Evropská unie finančně 

podílí.

Projekt FOOD přispívá k propagaci 

zdravější životosprávy během pra-

covního dne, jelikož spotřebitelům 

umožňuje porozumět problemati-

ce a podle toho i jednat.

Dva hlavní cíle jsou:

• Zvýšit povědomí zaměstnanců 

o této problematice, aby mohli 

zlepšit své stravování. 

• Zlepšit nutriční hodnotu nabídky 

jídel prostřednictvím spolupráce 

s majiteli restaurací, kuchaři a číš-

níky.

Projekt si klade za cíl přesvědčit širo-

kou veřejnost, že zdravá strava není 

drahá. Cestou k tomuto tvrzení je 

podpora lokálním produktům, které 

nejsou zatíženy vysokými náklady 

F.O.O.D
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Newsletter for 
members of the 

STOB Club

Meal voucher ads

Evropský projekt FOOD

Kdy: 16. října 2009 od 10 do 18 hodin
Kde: Náměstí Republiky, Praha 1

Co vás čeká: bohatý celodenní program

Partner projektu

Na podporu zdravého
a vyváženého stravování

Přijďte se podívat i vy!

AS_inzert_food  21.9.2009  
13:48  Str. 1
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The main actions proposed at the start of the implementation stage were:

 Using the meal voucher as a communication tool.
 In the Czech Republic, Ticket Restaurant® meal vouchers are distributed in envelopes. On four occasions  
 inserts were put into the envelopes. These named envelopes functioned as direct mail, informing the  
 employees about the FOOD project and the national recommendations.

 Passing information to employees and employers through web-based tools such as  
 the website, newsletter, email and FOOD video. Important contact groups were general managers,  
 HR representatives, nutrition experts and the media.

  The databases indicated that regular communication existed with more than 11,000 employers. 

  They were subsequently requested to distribute the main information to their employees.

  The newsletter prepared in cooperation with the partner STOB was very successful. It included  
 basic information about the project, the national recommendations and also plenty of advice about  
 balanced food, nutritional values of different ingredients and recipes.

  Employees were invited to participate in an on-line chat with nutritionists from STOB

  A country specific Czech questionnaire on eating habits was launched via the internet. This  
 questionnaire was accompanied by a media campaign appearing on different websites. The use of these  
 tools created a brand awareness of the FOOD project and received a very good media coverage.

 Organising workshops for interested overweight employees. This benefitted from using  
 STOB existing materiel and included: self-help manuals, books, journal and DVDs complemented by an  
 online programme.

 Organising a regular distribution of a list of restaurants that offer healthy food.

The second survey, enabled to evaluate the communication tools:

 The company newsletter and emailing achieved good results. They were effective  
 and not too costly.

 The creation of a questionnaire on eating habits for employees and the  
 organisation of an important media campaign were very successful for increasing  
 the visibility of the FOOD project and for obtaining an important media coverage.

 The inserts distributed with the Ticket Restaurant® meal vouchers were very  
 effective (as shown by the 2010 questionnaire results) despite a certain cost.

 The printed leaflet had detailed information dedicated to each target group.  
 It was a successful communication channel with good returns and visibility for the  
 project.

Media coverage totalled 197 articles. News reports appeared in the Czech TV, radio and newspapers. Within two 
years, 2009-2011, three press conferences were organised.

The next objective for the programme is to improve the visibility and awareness of the FOOD programme and 
its recommendations in order to reach as many employees as possible.
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In the six countries, the sources of information that have most familiarised the 
employees with the FOOD project are: 

 Internet-based material: (FOOD project website, social networks, emailing) = 72,9%

 Meal vouchers (Ticket Restaurant®) advertisements = 40,6%

 Media (Newspapers, press articles, TV, Radio) = 35,9%

Restaurants

Following the analysis of the first survey, certain tools were proposed. The main message and the Czech specific 
tools are described below.

The tools that were implemented are:

Newsletter

Leaflet with recommendations

 

 

Evropský projekt FOOD*

* Fighting
Obesity through
Offer and
Demand
– boj s obezitou
pomocí nabídky
a poptávky

Par tner projektu

Na podporu zdravéhoa vyváženého stravování

Partneři projektu FOOD:
Garantem projektu je odborné konsorcium PPP (Public-Private Partnership),složené ze soukromých a veřejných subjektů, jehož členy jsou odborníci zešesti evropských zemí (Belgie, České republiky, Francie, Itálie, Španělskaa Švédska), kterým velmi záleží na dosažení společných cílů stanovenýchEvropskou komisí v oblasti zdraví a ochrany spotřebitelů, zejména pak v bojiproti obezitě. Evropská komise projekt FOOD také spolufinancuje.

Odborné konsorcium je tvořeno 21 partnery, kteří představují základnípřínos v utváření a realizaci programu. Odborné konsorcium je organizovánonásledovně:

Hlavní partner: Accor Services, společnost, která projekt koordinuje a zajišťujejeho chod v každé ze šesti zapojených evropských zemí. Prostřednictvímstravenek Ticket Restaurant® představil Accor Services svůj pilotní programGustino, pojmenovaný „Chuť & zdraví v rovnováze“.

Zapojení partneři: Odborníci na výživu, státní správaa univerzity
• Akademie: Institut Paul Bocuse – Francie, University of Perugia – Itálie,Karolinska Institutet – Švédsko
• Veřejné zdravotní instituce:AESAN (Agency for Food Security and Nutrition)– Španělsko, SFP SP (Public Health – Federal Public Service) – Belgie• Odborníci na výživu: Haute École Lucia de Brouckère-Centre for Informationand Research on Food Intolerances and Hygiene (HELdB-CIRIHA) – Belgie,Fundación Dieta Mediterránea (FDM) – Španělsko, STOB (STop OBezitě)– Česká republika

• Accor Services: 6 národních poboček, zajišťujících koordinaci projektu

Spolupracující partneři, kteří tvoří komisi poradců– odborníků projektu FOOD z řad veřejného a soukroméhosektoru
• Evropské projekty: Move Europe, FOOD Pro-Fit (Government of the BalearicIslands)

• Mezinárodní organizace: International Labour Office (ILO)• Univerzity: Université de Lyon 1 – Francie, City University of London– Velká Británie
• Ministerstvo zdravotnictví: Key Hole Programme, Švédsko• Asociace, sítě, restaurace: EuroToques, European Network for WorkplaceHealth Promotion (ENWHP)

Více informací na www.food-programme.eu

Největší evropská studie stravovacích návykůOd ledna do června 2009, 52 000 zaměstnanců a 5 000 majitelůrestaurací v Evropě, bylo vyzváno k účasti v průzkumech, připravenýchspolečností CIRHIA a Institutem Paula Bocuse.V České republice průzkum oslovil na 8 000 zaměstnanců a 700 majitelůrestaurací, mezi nimiž jsou jak klasické restaurace, tak i jídelny či rychláobčerstvení.

Hlavní fakta z průzkumu:
Jak se zaměstnanci a majitelé restaurací dívají na zdravé stravování?• Většina respondentů prohlásila, že udávání nutričních hodnot u pokrmův restauracích je užitečné, ale je jim těžké porozumět.• 50 % zaměstnanců by uvítalo dostávat e-mailem seznamem restauracív okolí jejich zaměstnání, obsahující společně s nabídkou jídel i informaceo nutričních hodnotách těchto jídel.• Mezi názory majitelů restaurací, 44 % odpovídá, že poptávka po zdravémjídle stoupá. 90 % z nich věří, že mají přímý vliv na zdravé stravování svýchzákazníků.

• Polovina dotázaných majitelů restaurací slyšela o iniciativách podporujícíchzdravé a vyvážené stravování. 66 % z nich však již aplikuje některávšeobecná doporučení.
• Většina šéfkuchařů nemá dost prostoru na to, co by si přáli dělat (nedostatekčasu, nebo finančních prostředků), 79 % z nich podporuje nápad nazavedení školících programů ve svých provozovnách.

Evropský projekt FOODNa podporu zdravého a vyváženého stravování

Seznamte se s praktickými doporučeními, která Vámumožní reagovat na poptávku Vašich zákazníků.

Cíle projektu FOOD:
• Zvýšit povědomí zaměstnanců a široké veřejnostio stravovacích návycích a jejich zlepšení.• Zlepšit nutriční hodnotu nabídky jídel prostřednictvímspolupráce s majiteli restaurací, kuchaři a číšníky.

Hlavním partnerem a organizátorem zodpovědnýmza koordinaci projektu je společnost Accor Services– společensky odpovědná firma. Nabízí úzkou spolupráci meziveřejným a soukromým sektorem, aby svým jedinečnýmnástrojem, kterým jsou zaměstnanecké stravenky TicketRestaurant, oslovila 32 milionů uživatelů a 1,2 milionuzapojených restaurací po celém světě.
www.accorservices.cz

Občanské sdružení Hravě žij zdravě, o. s., bylo založeno jakodobrovolné nevládní neziskové občanské sdružení. ProjektSTOB (STop OBezitě) pomáhá hubnout lidems rozumem. Propagace zdravého životního stylu a prevenceobezity u dětí i dospělých je oblast vyžadující velmisystematický postup. Cílem je vytvořit základnu, která sevěnuje právě systematizaci péče o děti i dospělé s nadváhouči obezitou a sdružuje jak odborníky, tak i laiky se zájmemo danou problematiku.
www.stob.cz

AS_letak_food_restaurace  10.12.2009  15:31  Str. 1
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Pilot in restaurants (face to face interviews)

And also...

E-learning DVD

E-mailing  
(for creation  
of the FOOD  

restaurant network)

Restaurant Pilot 
questionnaire

                                   
             

 

PILOTNÍ PROJEKT 

RESTAURACE FOOD 
 
Název restaurace: 

 
 
Adresa: 
 
 
O RESTAURACI 
 
Nabízí se v restauraci standardně polední menu? 

 
      ANO         NE  

 
Kategorie restaurace podle kuchyně (převažující)? 

 
      česká         italská – pizzeria       mezinárodní   jiná (jaká?) 

         ……………………… 

Kdo jsou nejčastější zákazníci? 

 
      pracující         studenti – mládež        rodiny s dětmi  turisté 

 
 
O PROJEKTU FOOD 
 
Máte v současné nabídce jídla odpovídající doporučením FOOD? 

 
      ANO         NE  

 
Jsou pro Vás praktická doporučení FOOD srozumitelná? 

 
      ANO         NE  

 
Jsou pro Vás praktická doporučení FOOD snadno aplikovatelná? 

 
      ANO         NE  

 
Bude pro Vás zapojení do projektu přínosem, myslíte, že existuje mezi vašimi klienty 

poptávka po vyvážené stravě? 

 
      ANO         NE     NEVÍM 

 
Máte zájem se do projektu zapojit? 

 
      ANO         NE  za restauraci: 

v …………………………………… 

dne .…………….…………………. 
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Restaurant owners were encouraged to join the FOOD network in order to best connect the offer and the 
demand side of balanced nutrition. The main message stressed was that healthier cooking is not more expensive 
or time consuming and that it answers a real demand from their customers. 

The main actions defined were:

 Newsletter:
 The newsletter had two main messages; basic information about the project, and an invitation to the Pilot  
 programme for creation of the FOOD restaurants network

 Celebrity involvement:

 Mrs Malková Goodwill, who appears regularly with her show on Czech TV, mentioned the FOOD project  
 and its recommendations. Thanks to her collaboration, three reports appeared on the subject. 

After the second survey, all tools were evaluated:

  Company newsletters and emails were successful communication tools. A possible problem lied in  
 the fact that as most restaurants have generic email addresses, it is not clear if communication has  
 reached the same person each time.

  Pilot program in restaurants. 
  Restaurants interested by the project FOOD were asked to participate in a pilot programme for  

 the creation of a network. 45 visits were organised including face-to-face interviews with owners and  
 chefs. The response from the pilot offered an insight into the way the restaurants work. Positively, the  
 recommendations were seen as simple and easy to apply. However, restaurant owners thought making  
 changes to the menu labelling is a complicated process.

  The leaflet had more detailed information dedicated to this target group. Distribution was done  
 during four months to all restaurants in the agencies and was also sent along with restaurants  
 invoices. This tool was most successful. It included information about the FOOD project and the  
 national recommendations and focused on five parts of the daily menu:

    • Soups
    • Smaller servings
    • Side dishes with main courses
    • Vegetables in traditional cuisine

  Ready meals
  This tool enabled direct communication with the owner or responsible person in the restaurant.
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9 - The Food restaurant network

84 restaurants have joined the FOOD network in the Czech Republic since April 2010.

Restaurants that answered the questionnaires in 2009 or responded to an emailing presenting the FOOD 
recommendations were invited to participate. The idea was to start the network with strong commitments 
from the restaurants by initially giving them a good understanding of the elements at stake for them and their 
customers. The STOB team visited 45 restaurants for about 40 minutes each, delivering a short presentation of 
the project and explaining the recommendations. The team demonstrated some of the STOB project principles, 
which are very relevant to restaurateurs. Specifically, that it is possible to prepare a less calorie dense version of 
the same dish which ends up looking the same, tasting good and being healthier.

In the Czech Republic, a restaurant must apply five recommendations out of the eight defined by the partners.

A geolocalisation tool that enables to locate the nearest FOOD restaurant is available on 
the European website at www.food-programme.eu.

To become acknowledged as a “FOOD restaurant” a country-specific number of recommendations 
must be followed by the applicant restaurant (all of the recommendations, 7 out of 10, or less depending 
on criteria set by each country).

Each country used different methods to reach and recruit restaurants. Using email contact (Italy), video-
emailing (France), door to door contact (Belgium and Czech Republic) or taking advantage of existing 
nutritional schemes (Spain and Sweden), the six countries were successful in establishing a network of 
FOOD restaurants across Europe.

After a few months, more than 1,760 restaurants joined the FOOD restaurant network following 
national recommendations.
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“What I value most about cooperation with the Food project are its long-term 
benefits. The promotion of a healthy lifestyle, working toward the prevention 
of obesity, requires a systematic approach.

Cognitive behavioural therapy is capable of working within a toxic 
environment that pushes people to consume excessive amounts of food in 
an unsuitable structure, motivating them to develop an active approach to 
changing their behaviour and thinking. This is what the Food project has been 
all about. It influences restaurants and dinners simultaneously.

The project recommends practical solutions to people when choosing their 
meals both in the restaurants on working days and at home. The Food 
project advises restaurants how to replace their established meals with more 
nutritional ones that are just as delicious...

my motto: A small change is always more lasting!”

Iva Málková – STOB partner of the FOOD project in the Czech Republic
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1 - Country overview

In France, obesity rates are among the lowest in the OECD countries, yet have been increasing steadily in recent 
years. In the latest national survey from 2009, figures show that obesity has risen from 8.5% in 1997 to 14.5%, 
reaching 6.5 million adults (The Fifth Annual National Survey ObEpi, 2009). The epidemic is evident in every age 
and social group yet women are significantly more affected (15.1% compared with 13.9% in men), as are those 
from lower socio-economic backgrounds (as can be seen in relation to household income, geographical areas and 
education levels).

Despite the fact that most French people consume a diet rich in saturated fat, mortality rates from heart disease 
in France are rather low (NEPHO, 2005). This is often referred to as the ‘French paradox’. One of the explanations 
for this phenomenon may be the attitude and food-related practices common to French people, which are evident 
in their low consumption of processed foods. Other explanations offered are the variety of foods consumed, the 
ratio of macronutrients in the diet and the daily distribution of calorie intake.

The importance and attitudes of French employees to food are evident from the surveys and are in line with these 
findings, as is evident in the following sections.

Edenred is using its network as a unique channel of communication between the main target groups. 
In the six participating countries, Edenred’s network comprises of around 4.2 million employees, 
185,000 companies and 352,000 restaurants.

2 - Partners

In France, the Research Centre of the Institute Paul Bocuse joined Edenred France to form the local partnership. 
The Institute Paul Bocuse is a management school specialising in hospitality, restaurateur and culinary arts. A new 
research centre has recently opened tasked with giving back food its real identity and also with building a new 
vision of nutrition. In partnership with the Centre de Recherche en Nutrition Humaine (CRNH) and several 
universities, the Institute Paul Bocuse and its associates combine their strengths in a multidisciplinary approach 
engaging with issues around: nutrition, culinary arts, sensory evaluation, sociology, psychology, linguistic, arts de la 
table, design, marketing, consumer behaviour, economy, etc. The core activity of the Research Centre is the study 
of nutrition and eating behaviours where three themes gained importance: taste / pleasure, health / wellbeing and 
economy.
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The consortium took several actions before the creation of the tools and the launch of communication 
campaigns to understand what has been done so far in this area and to determine the needs of both 
target groups.

A detailed inventory of existing programmes related to nutritional interventions was first conducted. 
This review of existing programmes was carried out in order to understand the initiatives already 
conducted in the various countries regarding interventions to promote healthy eating through a work 
setting. The core of the review was on initiatives targeting balanced food in restaurants and those 
targeting employees in a company setting. It focused especially on existing programmes in the six 
partner countries and where relevant, further countries were covered such as: Hungary, Canada, Chile 
and Switzerland.

70 programmes matched the review criteria and were entered into the study. The second part of the 
document was dedicated to the results from the ‘Move Europe’ project that took place in 25 European 
countries. The document presented good practices in the field of lifestyle-oriented workplace health 
promotion. In total, 68 best practices were compiled in the “healthy diet” field of the campaign.

3 - Inventory of existing programmes

Eight programmes were identified in France and were included in the FOOD inventory.

Bien se nourrir pour mieux vivre! was launched by Auchan in 2006 and was free to use. Targeting its 
employees, the programme provided access to information about healthy food and products sold in supermarkets, 
certified by a private Agency using nutritional information.

Mieux vivre (‘Live better’) was launched by the insurer AXA in 2006 for an unlimited period and was free 
to use. Promoting a healthy lifestyle, the programme targeted AXA’s 15,000 employees. Communication was 
performed via email to employees who also received personalised coaching by dieticians and doctors. Weaknesses 
identified were the lack of clear objectives and interaction on the employee side and an inadequate match 
between tools and objectives.

Mon Espace Equilibre was launched by the company E. Leclerc in 2008 for a two-year period and was free 
to use. Targeting the general public, this programme offered consumers information on healthy food. Originally, 
the software created a selection of balanced meals based on the user’s preferences. The references were unclear 
however with some inaccuracies in the programme itself.

Santé & Bien-être was launched by Kraft foods in 2006 and was free to use. The very successful programme 
targeted the company’s employees educating them about healthy lifestyles. No professionals participated in the 
running of the programme.

Prosper was a coaching tool launched by Protéines in 2002 to companies wishing to communicate healthy 
messages to their employees. The programme offered engaging and visual content to its paid users.

Protéines Campus was another programme offered by Protéines to companies interested in educational 
programmes for their employees. Backed up by professionals, the programme was innovative yet only computer 
based and therefore rather rigid.
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Unilever launched Diététicoach targeting the general public. Advice was sent weekly by email during four weeks, 
to customers interested in balanced food. The programme only promoted Unilever products by an unidentified 
source of experts and also made no reference to physical activity.

KFC launched a programme targeting its customers aiming to prove that fast food can be healthy. The intervention 
provided customers with plenty of information based on PNNS recommendations and was available on the internet.

In summary, quite a few interventions and programmes were included in 
the inventory from France. Unlike Italy where most of the programmes 

were offered by public bodies, here in France (apart from the PNNS) 
all were offered by private companies, several of them from the food 

industry. Apart from three programmes, all were free to use. The cost 
was not specified in all but one programme. Half of the programmes had 
evaluation planed with two of these evaluating the programme itself. A 
general lack of addressing the subject of physical activity was noticed, as 

was the absence of a glossary or references to books on the subject.

The review of the existing programmes included in the inventory enabled the 
partners to draw several common conclusions: 

 There was a general lack of evaluation of most programmes 

 The projects weren’t well promoted 

 Target audiences were mostly passive 

 Low presence of professionals 

 Unsuitable tools were created as a result of wrong assessment of the target audience’s 

 Lack of visibility and clarity of the tools created
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4 - Quantitative and qualitative surveys

Following the review of existing programmes and based on the main findings, a survey was launched, 
with two questionnaires: one aimed at restaurants and the other at employees. The survey was 
conducted in each of the participating countries through Edenred’s network, designed by the CIRIHA 
and the Institute Paul Bocuse and later analysed by the Institute Paul Bocuse, in France.

At least 52,000 employees and 5,000 restaurants were targeted by the questionnaires in the six 
participating countries. A total of 4,529 employees and 399 restaurants responded to the questionnaires, 
a response rate above the 5% that was anticipated.

First questionnaires for employees and restaurants

The next section highlights the result of both surveys from France:

employees

1,959 employees responded to the questionnaire from France, the biggest response (nearly three time the average 
response) out of the six countries. From this initial survey, some important results emerged that helped to shape 
the first set of tools and messages.

The following graph analyses the overall weight of employees. Only around a third claim to be overweight or 
obese, lower than the OECD estimate. This may be a result of the survey demographics, which was composed of 
74.2% women with more than half of the respondents under 35 years of age.

2009

Figure 10:
Breakdown of employee 
reported weight

62,3%
Normal weight23,9%

Overweight

9%
Obese

4,8%
Underweight
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The largest number of employees out of the six countries claimed to have knowledge of a national programme 
dealing with balanced food (74%). The two popular definitions for balanced food chosen were eating: ‘various 
foods in moderate amount, in a nice environment’ and ‘eating pleasant food while at the same time protecting 
your health’.

79% of respondents claimed to have a lunch break daily and the most respondents out of the six countries claimed 
to never have a break (6.7%). Out of those who have a lunch break, 32.1% eat out, 26.6% go home during lunch 
and the majority (41.3%) have food brought from home. The main reason for not eating out for those who would 
have time to do so and do not bring their own food is restaurant food being too high in calories (19.5%).

The employees eating out tend to choose a restaurant close to their workplace (55.5%) and which is cheap 
(50.2%). In line with the results from the other six countries, French employees choose what to eat when eating 
out depending on what they want at that moment (65.7%). Price again was the next most important determinant 
(36.7%).

Over half of respondents spotted nutritional information in the restaurants they eat in, yet this information was 
not easily found (78.6%) and not always clear (63.5%). Having nutritional information is useful thought 70.1% of 
respondents and triggers positive eating habits (74%). 58% of respondents would have liked an icon indicate the 
balanced meal and 42% wish to know the calorific value of their chosen dish.

Figure 11:
Breakdown 
of lunch places frequented 
by French employees

15,8%
In a restaurant

2,6%

In a fast food 
restaurant

10,6%

In a bakery/ 
sandwich bar

3,1%

In a foreign food 
restaurant

26,6%
At home

41,3%
Common room
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Figure 12:
Respondents’ restaurant 
classification

restaurants

Again in France, the most responses to the questionnaire were received with 91 restaurants participating; just 
over half of them independently run. A special lunch ‘formula’ was offered by half of the restaurants surveyed.

51,8%
Restaurant

24,1%

Bakery/
Sandwich

9,6%
Hotel restaurant

4,8%
Snack

8,4%
Fast food

6%
Restaurant Chain

Similar to the response by the employees, restaurant owners were aware of the existence of a programme 
on balanced nutrition (62.8%). Most respondents thought these programmes were government run; yet 72.5% 
did not know the name of the programme. These results indicate that despite the fact that such programmes 
are becoming popular and restaurateurs are more aware of them, they do not always leave a strong or lasting 
impression on this target audience.

Respondents who were aware of a nutritional programme tended to also follow its recommendations such 
as reducing salt, fat and sugar in preparing their dishes and offering more fruit and vegetables. The minority 
not following any recommendations (37.2%) blamed it on lack of time and budget. Another reason given by 
45.5% of respondents for not following recommendations was lack of demand by customers. This answer slightly 
contradicts the fact that over half of employees surveyed claimed to choose their restaurant based on its menus 
and nutritional information offered.
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Figure 13:
Restaurant owners’ 
knowledge about 
balanced food

64,7%

Medium, I could 
learn more

25,9%

Yes, I do have 
knowledge

9,4%

No, 
not at all

Restaurant owners were willing to participate in improving their customers’ health. None of the respondents, as 
evident from the previous graph, were uninterested in balanced food. Out of the 28.2% of respondents who saw 
obstacles to promoting balanced food, budget and time were perceived to be the main barriers. Those interested 
in improving their knowledge would mainly prefer training (50%) and wished to be contacted by email.

The response from France was the biggest for both sectors that also 
claimed to have knowledge and interest in the issues relating to balanced 
food. A third of French employees eat in a restaurant at lunchtime with 
the rest preferring homemade food. The choice of restaurant was most 
often based on proximity to the workplace and price. Working directly 
with the restaurants and providing employees with a list of restaurants 

close to their workplace offering balanced food and signposting the 
healthy meal option (despite its complicated implementation) could help 

them eat better and make healthier choices in the future.
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Restaurant Qualitative Survey

In parallel with the quantitative survey, a qualitative restaurant study was conducted in 2009 in twelve 
countries and five restaurants were chosen and interviewed in each country.

The aims of the survey were to understand how and why chefs cook the way they do, and what could 
trigger a change in attitude. The next stage was to try and convince restaurants that cooking healthily 
has many benefits with no additional costs.

The five participating restaurants varied in type and in attitude toward healthy cooking. Apart from one traditional 
restaurant that was not interested in healthy food or making changes to its cooking despite noticing a change in 
people’s eating habits, all other were very much in favour.

Following on from the demand from their clients, the restaurant owners found healthy cooking an important 
subject and not just a passing trend. Very positively, they use seasonal, fresh produce and do not perceive it to be 
more expensive. Emphasis was given to producing healthier dishes that are both tasty and high quality. They were 
all interested in training to help make balanced dishes that are not time consuming
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Six principles form the basis for balanced nutrition according to the French recommendations in order to achieve 
a good balance between the nutritional needs of the body and the food consumed.

 Diversity - eating foods from the different food groups while varying menus and cooking methods

 Rhythm - eating three to four meals daily to include breakfast, paying attention to seasonality

 Adaptivity - matching the quantity eaten to levels of hunger, amount of physical activity and one’s lifestyle

 Conviviality - paying attention to the environment in order to enjoy one’s meal

 Quality - choosing ‘good’ products and preferring cooking methods that preserve the taste and  
 nutritional value of the food

 Pleasure - taking time to enjoy the meal while paying attention to the senses involved

5 - recommendations for France

Following a consolidation of the results from the first survey of 2009 and the inventory, experts outlined 
a set of recommendations targeted at restaurants and employees.

The purpose of these recommendations was to offer tangible and practical advice to help both target 
groups adopt healthier nutritional habits.

Despite the intention of some partners to have only common European recommendations, each country 
decided to adapt the recommendations to its local cultural habits. Following further consultation on 
national level, the partners accepted six recommendations to employees and one to the restaurants:

Common recommendations to employees in the six countries

  Taste the food before adding salt and/or try other condiments

  Use less fat and preferably use vegetable oils

  Eat at least 5 portions of fruit/vegetables a day

  As a dessert, choose a fresh fruit based option and sometimes as an alternative,  
 a dairy product

  Choose types of cooking that do not add too much fat (steaming, roasting, grilling, etc.)

  Choose water to accompany your lunch

Common recommendation to restaurants in the six countries

Regarding the restaurants, in common remained only one recommendation relating to healthy cooking 
methods:

  Favour cooking methods that use steam, oven or grill

Offering two portion sizes, which is the only recommendation directly related to reduced consumption 
in the fight against obesity, remained common to all countries but Belgium, where it is a suggestion.
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 Offer dishes in two portion sizes

 Taste the food before adding salt and/or other condiments

 Lower the use of fat and preferably use vegetable oils

 As a dessert, choose a fresh fruit based option

 Choose types of cooking that do not add too much fat  

 (steaming, roasting, grilling, etc.)

 Choose water to accompany your lunch

 Eat raw fruit or vegetable with your meal

 Eat a dairy product with your meal and prefer those  

 which are low in sugar, fat and additives

 Choose fish as a main dish (The consumption of fish  

 is recommended at least twice a week)

 Choose wholegrain bread 

And… Exercise  
at least 30 minutes a day! 

Recommendations to the employees

FOOD France has chosen to follow the Plan National Nutrition Santé (PNNS) principles and dietary guidelines. 
This has resulted in the need to make changes to the initial employee recommendations and adjust them to apply 
to a whole day and to add a recommendation specifically regarding physical activity (the only country together 
with Belgium in which this is part of the recommendations):
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 Offer two portion sizes
 Offer at least one starter with salads (raw vegetables  

 and/or fruit)
 Have at least one dish with fish or vegetable proteins on the menu

 Serve vegetables and starchy food as accompaniments  

 to all the dishes
 Serve at least one fruit-based dessert Offer as appetisers/aperitifs, olives, dried fruit, raw  

 vegetables instead of peanuts and salty biscuits
 Make low-fat seasoning for salads available (e.g. made  

 with low-fat cottage cheese, lemon juice and herbs)
 Wholemeal bread is available Tap water is automatically served to the clients

Recommendations to the restaurants

The Institute Paul Bocuse formed the ten recommendations to the restaurants following the French PNNS 
guidelines. On top of the common recommendation the recommendations were:
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The recommendations to both target groups in France relate specifically 
to the nutritional composition of the food and also to the way the food 
was to be eaten paying particular attention to the environment making 

balanced food more than just about its content. This indicates that food is 
taken seriously and the way it is consumed should not be neglected.

Regarding the restaurants, despite the fact that the initial 
recommendations to the restaurants were very specific, when forming 

the restaurant network recommendation criteria, the recommendations 
ended up being more general and easier to apply.

The Institute Paul Bocuse offered restaurants a base for creating a balanced menu. A balanced meal should be 
composed of the following:

 1 portion (minimum 100g) of fruit and/or vegetable crudités

 1/2 portion (75 to 100g) of starch: cereals (whole if possible), legumes,  
 and/or potatoes

 1/2 portion (100g) of cooked vegetables and/or fruits

 1 portion (100 to 150g for the whole meal) of proteins: meat, fish, egg, and soy.  
 Prefer recipes with low fat. Take care with the quantity and composition of sauce!

 Bread according to your appetite, prefer whole cereal bread and try to diversify them

 Fat is to be used in moderation, preferably vegetable fat

 1 portion (30g for dry cheese and 125 g for fresh cheese) of dairy products:  
 within a dish or as a dessert. Preferred are dishes low in sugar, fat and additives
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6 - The communication strategy

The road show

In the first stage of the project, a set of tools was created to provide practical advice and assist in 
implementing the recommendations to encourage healthy choices.

The tools and messages presented in the next chapter were developed in line with the first steps’ 
results and according to the recommendations for each of the participating countries. They were either 
printed or in digital format.

The list of the specific tools developed in line with the decisions reached on the national level appears in 
chapter 8.

The communication campaign officially started in October 2009 with a ‘road show’ in the six 
participating countries. A double-decker bus customised with the FOOD colours drove through the 
main city of each of the six countries. The journey started in Paris and then continued on to Brussels, 
Stockholm, Prague, and Milan ending in Madrid. These one-day stops enabled the partners to showcase 
the first tools created and to explain the project objectives and actions.

With the help of professionals such as nutritionists, dieticians and chefs, the general public together with 
employees and guests from the restaurant sector, had the opportunity to learn about the aims of the 
project. The bus raised interest in all city centres and attracted many visitors and journalists.
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In Paris, a fruit and vegetable garden specially installed in front of the bus, appealed to Parisian employees, restaurant 
managers and passers-by tempting them to come in and find out more about healthy eating.

Despite the rain, many showed interest in the food issue, and came into the bus to take part in the activities 
offered: measurement of weight and Body Mass Index, comparisons of the nutritional value of various products, 
healthy food tasting and more.

Amongst other activities, visitors and journalists had the opportunity to try a 10kg vest, aiming at demonstrating 
the impact of excess weight on the body: a lasting experience for those who tried!

The restaurant network

Separate effort was put into creating a network of dedicated restaurants that adhere to the national 
FOOD recommendations, thought as the most effective way to reconnect the offer and the demand 
sides of balanced nutrition.

Please refer to chapter 9 for more details and information.
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7 - Pilot evaluation

A second survey was conducted in 2010 to try and evaluate the first stage of the project and 
the success of the tools. At this point the project had achieved many of its targets. Nutritional 
recommendations had been formed in each country for both the restaurants and the employees and 
communication tools were created in each country and across the whole project. More than 100 
communication initiatives were introduced and implemented in the 28 months duration of the project. 
Especially popular was the website that was visited more than 66,600 times between February 2009 and 
May 2011. The Belgian site was visited nearly 12,000 times within a shorter period.

It is estimated that after 28 months, around four million employees and 195,000 restaurants were 
reached.

Following both surveys the Karolinska Institutet conducted an internal evaluation of the project. The 
evaluators looked at the methodology used and the project’s outcomes, made several comments and 
raised several issues.

The main issues that were raised relate to the methodology of the surveys and were: making sure that 
the correct questions were asked, ensuring the quality of the methodology, allowing for a big enough 
sample size to allow measuring meaningful change in outcomes and relating the outcomes to the 
project’s objectives.

The evaluators pointed out to several difficulties encountered regarding the survey questionnaires, in 
particular the fact that the questionnaires ended up being very long due to need to assess several types 
of national interventions, possibly resulting in fewer responses.

Outcomes and impacts on a European level were analysed by the Centre of Research of the Institut Paul 
Bocuse.

The questionnaires have reached a minimum of 52,000 employees. It is hard to say in which way the 
project had impacted on employees’ choice of balanced food as the general objective was to sensitise 
and provide this target group with the information needed to help them make healthier choices. 
Nevertheless, an important result from the 2010 survey was that 59% of employees were in favour of 
eating healthily at lunchtime meaning that this continues to be an important target group.

From the restaurant perspective, at least 5,000 establishments were reached via the questionnaires. 
Very positively, after a few months, more than 1,760 restaurants joined the FOOD restaurant network 
following national recommendations despite the fact that the interventions targeted at the restaurant 
staff took place quite late in the project. This short time frame could also offer an explanation to the 
second survey’s pretty low awareness results from restaurants (only 10% of respondents were familiar 
with the project’s objectives), yet the results indicated that 51% of them saw the value in serving healthy 
meal.

Therefore, continued support from programmes such as FOOD is needed to further 
increase the demand for this kind of food/meals by the customers and to increase 
the number of restaurants offering it.

On top of the many actions and tools created and implemented and the creation of 
the FOOD restaurant network a further achievement of the project is the creation 
of a successful partnership between the public and private sectors.
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Employee and restaurant second survey

employee questionnaire results

1,483 employees responded to the second questionnaire. This was a satisfactory response rate despite being 
lower than the 2009 one. 61% of employees reported a normal weight, the largest group out of the countries 
responding. Around 70% of them claimed to eat healthily or rather healthily.

The most respondents out of the six countries claimed to be familiar with a programme promoting healthy food, 
the majority of them familiar with the PNNS (National Health Nutrition Plan) through a food industry campaign.

Almost 70% of respondents consider nutritional recommendations in their eating habits. 20% have been following 
recommendations, 25% have made changes in the past year and 25% more were about to make such changes. 
These results indicate a positive trend in people’s behaviour toward issues relating to nutrition and balanced diet.

Less employees than in the 2009 questionnaire claim to never eat lunch during the working day (2%). 91% have a 
lunch break often or every working day. Three quarters of those eat at least in one type of restaurant. The main 
reasons given for not eating in a restaurant remain as in 2009: lack of time and preferring to bring food from 
home. For those eating out, speed of service and proximity to the workplace were now the main determinants in 
choosing a restaurant. A varied offer of meals and price were the next most important criteria.

Regarding balanced diet, ‘diversified food in moderate quantity and in a nice environment’ together with ‘good food 
that at the same time protects my health’ were the main definitions chosen as chosen in 2009. The results point 
out to diversity, quantity, quality and environment being the most relevant to respondents regarding balanced food.

restaurant questionnaire results

44 restaurants have responded to the second questionnaire. This low response rate can imply that the use of 
the internet as means of communication with restaurants is not perfectly adequate. Direct contact through 
phone calls or face-to-face meetings may be necessary in order to reach further restaurants. Furthermore, time 
constraints were often a reason for owners not to answer the questionnaire.

The majority of restaurants responding to the questionnaire were independently run (73%) and were heterogeneous 
in size and clientele. 82% of these restaurants offer a special lunch menu, most often a starter, main and dessert.

15% of restaurant owners believed their staff had sufficient knowledge about nutrition with 65% acknowledging 
they were in need of further knowledge. The main reason for these restaurants to not implement nutritional 
recommendations was budget.

Unlike in the case of the employees, where more and more were considering issues of nutrition in their eating 
habits, restaurants were still not making nutrition a priority. This was evident from the results, where only 27% of 
restaurants had made changes following the recommendations and over 40% had not considered the subject or 
were not interested. The short time period of implementation can be a one of the causes.

2010
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In France, four of the communication tools successfully obtained 
approval from the PNNS: the guide for Chefs and restaurants, the two 
cards with recommendations and the poster made for employees. The 
use of the PNNS logo on these tools indicates an objective approval 
of the tools by an external evaluator.

The results from the second survey indicate yet again that there is a 
growing interest amongst the French employees in issues concerning 
nutrition. The majority of employees were familiar with a national 

programme promoting healthy eating, mostly the PNNS, making the 
latter a good programme to partner with. 

More employees now claimed to have a lunch break and when eating out 
a varied menu was one of several factors when choosing a restaurant. It 
is important to feed this information back to restaurants to get them 
motivated to follow nutritional recommendations. New methods of 

contacting restaurants should be considered.
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Site visits

In France, restaurants must adhere to at least six of the ten national recommendations in order to become an 
affiliated restaurant.

25 restaurants had been visited in France. None of the restaurants adhered to all recommendations. Eight 
recommendations was the maximum achieved by one restaurant. Ten restaurants however, successfully followed 
the minimum required.

The four recommendations best adhered to were: offering at least one starter with raw fruit or vegetables (84%), 
offering fish or vegetarian protein based dishes (88%), accompanying meals with vegetables and starchy foods 
(67%) and offering fruit based desserts (67%).

Low fat salad seasoning, offering wholemeal bread and offering two portion sizes were the least adhered to out of 
the ten recommendations. In 92% of restaurants it was possible to choose a balanced meal, making this the most 
adhered to FOOD recommendation.

Regarding the use of the FOOD communication tools, those were displayed in only 8% of restaurants visited, the 
lowest percentage out of the six countries (similar to the Belgian results). This result is perfectly logical since the 
FOOD material in France is made specifically for the restaurant chefs and staff. Unlike in other countries, no tools 
are produced for restaurant clients.

Locally produced foods were used in less than half of the restaurants and staff was not knowledgeable about 
healthy food or was not willing to help with balanced meal choice in less than 50% of restaurants.

Around 25 restaurants belonging to the FOOD restaurant network were randomly chosen in each 
of the participating countries and were visited in March-April 2011 to try and establish their level of 
adherence to the national recommendations.

These ‘mystery’ visits were conducted by the partners who made use of two check lists; ‘must have’ and 
‘good to have’ to collect information in the restaurants.
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8 - The communication tools

Following the analysis of the first survey, certain tools were proposed as described below. These tools 
and messages relate specifically to those developed in France.

In total, 102 communication initiatives were developed under the project, targeted at three main groups: 
the employees, the restaurateurs and the general public. Eight country specific tools were developed in 
France.

Tools aimed at employees and the general public

Some tools have been developed that are common to all countries and aimed at the general public. These tools 
address a broader audience and are often used when presenting the project in meetings and conferences. 

From a classic leaflet to an online cooking game, the main partner has been developing diverse tools to respond 
to diverse needs:

WWW.FOOD-PROGRAMME.EU

BALANCED NUTRITION AT WORKThe European FOOD project: a successful Public Private Partnership

FINAL PUBLICATION

FOOD: Fighting Obesity through Offer and Demand

This publication arises from the project FOOD which has received funding from the European Union, in the framework of the Public Health Programme.
The European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein. The sole responsibility lies with the author.

An introduction 
to the FOOD 
project leaflet

Final publication (summary version)

DVD on the creation  
of the FOOD project
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Facebook page

Interactive cooking game

European website

Blog
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Employees

The FOOD communication tools for employees developed in France are listed below:

FOOD poster 
A poster created together with 

the Institute Paul Bocuse was 
sent out to 49,000 companies

Cards with 
Recommendations 
Created together with 
the Institute Paul 
Bocuse, these cards 
inform employees 
about the FOOD 
recommendations, 
providing practical tips 
and advice.
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périodes de récolte et de consommation

CalenDrier Des Fruits De saison
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In the six countries, the sources of information that have most familiarised the 
employees with the FOOD project are: 

 Internet-based material: (FOOD project website, social networks, emailing) = 72,9%

 Meal vouchers (Ticket Restaurant®) advertisements = 40,6%

 Media (Newspapers, press articles, TV, Radio) = 35,9%

FOOD awareness day in companies 
A balanced nutrition day was organised in Edenred’s head office to inform employees 
about the project. 700 employees participated in a day full of activities promoting 
nutrition and balanced food.

And also...

Ticket Restaurant® Booklet:  
The booklet was used to 

inform employees about FOOD 
recommendations and had 
reached 1.2 million French 

users daily
Donnons au déjeuner,
l’importance qu’il mérite.

Couv_oct_09maquette.indd   1
27/08/09   13:49:39

This folder arises from the project FOOD which has received funding from the European Union, in the framework of the Public Health Programme.

The European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein. The sole responsibility lies with the author.
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Restaurants

The FOOD communication tools for restaurants that were developed in France are listed below:

n°8

 les sau
ces so

nt so
uvent ric

hes en matière gra
sse, lim

itez 

les quantités et servez-les à p
art q

uand c’est possible.

 votre ava
ntage

 ave
c la 

sauce au fromage blanc : 

 > le produit lai
tier est in

tégré dans la 
sauce.

 > l’ap
port énergétique est ré

duit.

 > le fromage blanc est un produit de base très bon march
é.

 réduisez la 
quantité de sel en utilisa

nt d’autres épices et 

herbes aro
matiques pour re

lever vo
s préparat

ions. 

 incitez vo
s cli

ents à 
goûter ava

nt d’ajouter du sel. 

 eventuellement ne mettez pas sy
stématiquement de sel 

sur la t
able pour n’en donner qu’à la 

demande.

 astuce p
rix : 

 > vous réduisez ain
si vo

tre  

 consommation de sel.

assaisonnement 

Je propose un assaisonnement 

pour les crudités à Base 

de fromage Blanc maigre,  

Jus de citron, aromates

n°7

 choisisse
z des fruits se

cs non salés (les cacahuètes ne 

sont pas des fruits se
cs) et des légumes de saiso

n.

 votre avantage : 

 > les personnes sensibles à l’é
quilibre de leur alim

entation  

 apprécieront cette attention.

apéritif 

Je propose des olives, fruits 

secs, légumes crus en 

remplacement des cacahuètes 

et autres Biscuits salés

viande ou poisson : 
alternative ? 
Je propose au moins un plat 
à Base de poisson ou de 
protéines végétales

 alternez entre les poissons maigres et les poissons gras, 
ces derniers sont plus riches en oméga-3.

 préférez des espèces qui ne sont pas menacées.

 astuce prix : 

 > certains poissons sont meilleur marché : dorade, lieu  
 noir, truite saumonée, maquereau…

 les céréales, légumineuses, légumes secs sont source de 
protéines végétales et constituent une alternative à la viande 
ou au poisson. 

 Quinoa, sarrasin, sésame, riz, soja, fève, haricot blanc ou 
rouge, lentille, pois, pois chiche… préférez-les complets, ils 
seront plus riches en fibres. 

 astuce prix : 

 > même en version complète voire « bio »,  ils sont avantageux  
 par rapport à la viande ou le poisson.

n°2

en partenariat avec

Cards with 
Recommendations 
Created together 
with the Institute 
Paul Bocuse, these 
cards inform chefs and 
cooks about the FOOD 
recommendations, 
providing practical tips 
and advice.

Video communication  
A video emailing presenting the programme at the launch party in Paris on October 
6th 2009 was sent to 1,000 restaurants. The mailing also included links to download the 
Restaurant & Chefs guide in order to: request more information on the FOOD programme, 
request the e-learning DVD and forward to a friend. Once affiliated, the restaurant receives 
the kit by post that includes: leaflet, e-learning DVD and guide. Despite the fact that this 
tool can reach a large number of restaurants (3,471 restaurants were contacted), as seen 
from the survey results, restaurants are not best to be reached by email.
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1 – LE pROgRAMME FOOd

pOuRQuOI  

dE tELLES  

REcOMMAndAtIOnS ?
I - LE pROgRAMME FOOd

Encouragé par l’intérêt suscité par le programme « Alimentation & Equilibre® » de ticket Restaurant®, 

baptisé gustino®, Accor Services décide en 2008 de s’investir davantage et initie un projet à 

l’échelle européenne.

Six pays d’Europe acceptent de s’impliquer dans le projet, regroupant différents experts  

de la nutrition, de la santé au travail, de la cuisine et de la restauration :

la France, la Belgique, l’Espagne, l’Italie, la Suède et la République Tchèque.

Le projet est baptisé FOOD : “Fighting Obesity through Offer and Demand”  

(combattre l’obésité au travers de l’offre et la demande).

 
L’objectif du projet : déployer sur deux ans un programme de sensibilisation et d’accès à 

une alimentation équilibrée en agissant sur un canal souvent oublié mais essentiel, l’offre des 

restaurateurs et la demande des salariés : 

> Il sensibilise et incite les restaurateurs à améliorer la qualité nutritionnelle de 

leur offre en proposant des menus équilibrés ;

> Il informe les employés en leur donnant les clés pour mieux comprendre et agir 

sur leur alimentation.

Toutes les études scientifiques confirment qu’une alimentation variée et équilibrée, et une acti-

vité physique sont des facteurs de protection contre de nombreuses maladies. Aussi, en 2001, le 

Ministère de la Santé a lancé un grand programme, le pnnS programme national nutrition Santé, 

qui a donné lieu à de nombreuses actions d’information et de sensibilisation des consommateurs 

sur l’importance de leur alimentation et d’une activité physique régulière et fournit, à travers 

divers guides alimentaires (www.mangerbouger
.fr) de nombreux conseils pratiques aux différentes 

catégories de consommateurs, associant respect de la santé et plaisir de manger. de nouvelles 

actions ont également été engagées plus récemment pour faire évoluer l’offre alimentaire, afin 

que la mise en pratique de ces conseils soit plus facile pour eux. une enquête nationale a montré 

que plus du tiers des Français actifs prennent leur déjeuner hors domicile. Il est donc capital que 

l’offre de restauration soit en phase avec ces nouvelles attentes.

ce guide alimentaire, élaboré dans le cadre du programme FOOd, s’inscrit dans la continuité et 

les principes du programme national nutrition Santé. ce guide propose des conseils et astuces 

qui, en tenant compte des contraintes économiques et gustatives, permet de contribuer à amélio-

rer la santé de ses clients, et ceci en conservant le plaisir de manger.

Aucun aliment n’est en lui-même mauvais. Si l’on recommande d’éviter la consommation 

excessive ou de limiter la prise de certains aliments, il n’est pas question d’en interdire 

la consommation. un excès de temps en temps ne fait de mal à personne !

Simplement, il est utile de s’interroger sur sa façon de composer ses menus et 

de les cuisiner, en essayant d’acquérir, progressivement certaines habitudes 

qui pourront répondre à une demande croissante de la part des clients : 

MAngER éQuILIbRé !

18
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n° 3:  
dES MOdES dE cuISSOn  RESpEctuEux dES QuALItéS  nutRItIOnnELLES

pour préserver  les qualités nutritionnelles  des aliments

LE SAVIEz VOuS?La cuisson à la vapeur est la méthode qui préserve le plus les vitamines et les minéraux. 

lEs consEIls d’olIvIEr roEllIngEr
Chef de cuisine
(les maisons de bricourt, Cancale)

LES cuISSOnS
- pour la cuisson, celle à la vapeur,  offre 
beaucoup d’avantages. L’utilisation d’un 
cuiseur vapeur est très simple comme 
celle d’un couscoussier ; elle garde aux 
aliments leurs saveurs originales par une 
cuisson odorante en vase clos.- Les cuissons en papillote permettent de 

marier les saveurs et les parfums.- pour les rôtis de volaille, piquez la peau 
avant la cuisson pour faciliter l’écoulement 
de leur graisse, en fin de cuisson, il faudra 
totalement dégraisser le jus obtenu.- Les poissons entiers rôtis au four avec 

herbes, aromates et épices donnent un jus 
de cuisson savoureux : une sauce crème ou 
beurre devient alors inutile.

source pnns

A FAVORISER : 
> à la vapeur
> grillé
> Sauté dans une poêle antiadhésive  sans matières grasses> En papillote au four> tous les modes de cuisson utilisant  peu de matières grasses

A LIMItER :
> Friture
> panure
> tous les modes de cuisson utilisant  beaucoup de matières grasses

jE pROpOSE dES pLAtS gRILLéS, cuItS VApEuR Ou Au FOuR
> Astuces prix : -  vous faites des économies sur votre consommation 
de matières grasses.- en cuisant « al dente », vous gagnez du temps, 
réduisez votre consommation d’énergie, et vous 
améliorez l’aspect visuel et le croquant de vos 
légumes.

pOuR VOuS FAIRE unE IdéE !une grande part de frites apporte l’équivalent de 2 cuillères à soupe d’huile.

En hiver, comme en été, pensez aux soupes !Soupe de petit pois, gaspacho, velouté d’asperge, 
soupe de concombre, légumes des quatre 
saisons etc.

5 – LES REcOMMAndAtIOnS dE FOOd

 
RESTAURATEURS 

& CHEFS

G
U

ID
E
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This folder arises from the project FOOD which has received funding from the European Union, in the framework of the Public Health Programme.

The European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein. The sole responsibility lies with the author.

Restaurants and Chefs Guide 
A guide on food and balanced nutrition giving detailed explanations of the 
recommendations, practical advice and information to raise awareness on the subject. 
The guide was sent to 130 restaurants offering advice on how to create healthy yet 
inexpensive balanced meals. The guide does not offer recipes and is mainly targeted at 
bistro styled restaurants. Recipes are available on the website.

Face to face visits in restaurants to promote the project and recruit establishments in 
order to build the FOOD network.

And also...
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9 - The Food restaurant network

124 restaurants have joined the FOOD network in France since July 2010.

The creation of the network has been possible thanks to two complementary steps. The first was a video emailing 
sent to a large number of restaurants. It comprised of a short video of the road show, an explanation of the 
project and an interactive subscription form for joining the FOOD network. The return rate was not high and 
the partners decided to conduct a face-to-face campaign, similar to the one that has been successfully trialled in 
Belgium. In this second step following visits to 274 restaurants, 124 restaurants chose to enrol in the programme.

In France (similar to the results in the Czech Republic), it was established that email correspondence with 
restaurateurs was not the best mode of contact, explaining the low response rate from the video emailing. Direct 
and personal contact had been considerably more successful.

In France, to be part of the FOOD network, a restaurant should apply at least six out of the 10 proposed 
recommendations. Once making the commitment to follow the recommendations, restaurants receive the Guide 
for Restaurants and Chefs or the short version in a handy format.

The emphasis in France is on providing restaurants with solid material, giving restaurateurs all the information 
needed to best implement the recommendations. However, professional constraints are taken into account and 
the Guide provides chefs with handy, ready to use tips.

A geolocalisation tool that enables to locate the nearest FOOD restaurant is available on 
the European website at www.food-programme.eu.

To become acknowledged as a “FOOD restaurant” a country-specific number of recommendations 
must be followed by the applicant restaurant (all of the recommendations, 7 out of 10, or less depending 
on criteria set by each country).

Each country used different methods to reach and recruit restaurants. Using email contact (Italy), video-
emailing (France), door to door contact (Belgium and Czech Republic) or taking advantage of existing 
nutritional schemes (Spain and Sweden), the six countries were successful in establishing a network of 
FOOD restaurants across Europe.

After a few months, more than 1,760 restaurants joined the FOOD restaurant network following 
national recommendations.
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“For many years, I have been interested in adding scientific advice to the 
Gustino® project in France and now to the Food project at the european level. 

This was a fantastic opportunity to improve the knowledge about nutritional 
problems (and solutions) of our target groups (such as clients of commercial 
restaurants) that are difficult for public health authorities to reach. 

To exchange knowledge and experience with european colleagues was an 
additional motivation for participating in the project. however, my main goal 
and reason for choosing to take part was that the project was fully in line with 
the principles and recommendations of the French nutrition health Policy 
(Pnns, programme national nutrition santé) in which I was involved. I was 
therefore very happy when the documents produced by the Food project were 
authorised to use the Pnns logo after a rigorous external evaluation. 

It was also a great satisfaction to see that the public and private partners 
involved since the beginning of the project, have the will to continue after 
the end of european funding stage. As improvement of nutrition is a complex, 
difficult and long-term task requiring continuous efforts this commitment 
demonstrates the interest of such european projects in generating fruitful and 
deeply motivated partnerships”

Professor Ambroise Martin
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FOOD > natiOnal sectiOns > italy

1 - Country overview

Relative to most OECD countries, obesity rates in Italy are low with only one in ten people obese (compared to 
the OECD average of one in six), yet more than one in two men and one in three women are overweight (OECD, 
2007). Several factors could be attributed to the slow increase in obesity rates in Italy, such as consumption of 
the ‘Mediterranean diet’ and the lack of systematic increase in portion size, evident by the stable per capita total 
energy intake in Italy in the 80s and 90s (Gallus et al, 2006). These factors could possibly explain why currently in 
Italy a national nutritional programme does not exist.

Edenred is using its network as a unique channel of communication between the main target groups. 
In the six participating countries, Edenred’s network comprises of around 4.2 million employees, 
185,000 companies and 352,000 restaurants.

2 - Partners

In Italy, the University of Perugia (UP) joined Edenred Italy to form the local partnership. The University of Perugia 
is one of the most accredited national universities and holds a prestigious place within the European context. The 
university has three Centres of Excellence of international importance as well as a number of national research 
centres. Moreover, the University has collaborative scientific relationships with other European, American, 
Japanese, Chinese and Indian universities. The university is a member of the International Association for Health 
Promotion and Education and since 1996 is also a partner of the European Network for Workplace Health 
Promotion (ENWHP). In particular, Dr Giuseppe Masanotti has been consulate for ENWHP of the National 
Institute for Health Protection at Work. The institute is also a consulate of the Umbria Region and the Ministry of 
Health for public health policies – in particular on the subjects of training on health promotion.

In Italy, as no national nutritional programme exists, the FOOD partnership counted on the expertise of INRAN 
(the National Institute for Research of Food and Nutrition) when forming the national recommendations. INRAN 
has been an ad hoc partner, working on the recommendation and content of the first tools.
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The consortium took several actions before the creation of the tools and the launch of communication 
campaigns to understand what has been done so far in this area and to determine the needs of both 
target groups.

A detailed inventory of existing programmes related to nutritional interventions was first conducted. This 
review of existing programmes was carried out in order to understand the initiatives already conducted 
in the various countries regarding interventions to promote healthy eating through a work setting. The 
core of the review was on initiatives targeting balanced food in restaurants and those targeting employees 
in a company setting. It focused especially on existing programmes in the six partner countries and where 
relevant, further countries were covered such as: Hungary, Canada, Chile and Switzerland.

70 programmes matched the review criteria and were entered into the study. The second part of the 
document was dedicated to the results from the ‘Move Europe’ project that took place in 25 European 
countries. The document presented good practices in the field of lifestyle-oriented workplace health 
promotion. In total, 68 best practices were compiled in the “healthy diet” field of the campaign, with 
three of them implemented in Italy.

3 - Inventory of existing programmes

Several main programmes were identified and included in the Italian section of the FOOD inventory.

Esperienze intersettoriali delle comunità locali per Guadagnare Salute. This programme was 
launched jointly by Ccm (the national centre for diseases prevention and control) and Formez (a survey and 
training centre) in 2007. The targets of the programme were to encourage local authorities to identify and 
promote best practices on correct and balanced diet, physical activity, prevention of smoking and alcohol habits. 
This national programme coordinated many local initiatives yet had a long hierarchy of organisations involved and 
due to little feedback on the projects, is hard to assess.

L’appetito vien lavorando. The programme was launched in 2007 by DoRS. DoRS was founded in 1988 
in the Piedmont Region to facilitate health change for individuals and organisations. The programme promotes 
a good nutritional culture among employees using a computer-based system created by dieticians, doctors and 
computer scientists. The programme used a variety of tools most of them computer based for the purpose of 
health promotion and was free to use.

Linee guida per una sana alimentazione italiana was launched by INRAN in 1986 for an undefined 
period of time. The programme aimed to provide families, schools, companies and institutions with valid advice 
on eating in a balanced way according to Italian culinary traditions. Around 30 experts provided technical and 
scientific expertise to consumers aiming to improve their eating habits. The programme was widespread yet 
evaluated only twice since its launched. Its cost is unknown.

INARI was launched by INRAN in 2006 for 2/5 years and was free to use. The programme aimed to inform 
and educate consumers, companies, institutions and schools on food and nutrition subjects, promoting healthy 
behaviours and lifestyles. The programme was well communicated through events and advertising campaigns yet 
ended in mid-2008, earlier than planned for unpublished reasons.

Frutta snack was launched in 2005 by the Health Ministry and the Public Education Ministry. The aims of the 
programme were to encourage consumption of fruit and vegetable based snacks. It targeted school children, 
teachers, parents and employees promoting nutrition education. The programme encouraged collaboration 
between education and health bodies, and public and private bodies. Most of the effort was directed at the schools 
with limited initiatives in the workplace. As part of the project, vending machines were installed offering freshly 
cut and ready to eat fruit and salad.
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The programme Promozione alimentazione protettiva per la salute e corretti stili di vita in 
un’azienda manifatturiera di Bologna was launched by the province of Bologna in 2008 for a 
nine months period. The target audience were employees of a manufacturing company in Bologna. The objectives 
of the programme were to promote healthy lifestyle, the interventions on catering, availability of healthy food and 
physical activities. Positively, the programme brought together several sectors yet due to the short duration and 
the ambitious targets and lack of evaluation, it is unclear if objectives were met.

Fondazione Vital was launched in the province of Bolzano in 2006. The programme, targeted at companies 
and municipalities aimed to improve the level of awareness on healthy lifestyles. A network of companies and 
municipalities was formed by the creation of a certification programme and a separate network of cooking and 
nutrition experts was launched for a three-year period. Many initiatives were carried out bringing together public 
and private partners yet the only five communities and nine companies ended up participating.

Alcol e alimentazione sul posto di lavoro was launched by SICURF@D in 2001. The SICURF@D 
website devoted to online information and training on safety at the workplace, targeted companies, industries 
and trade unions in the district of Prato promoting health at work by adopting a healthy lifestyle and appropriate 
nutrition. Free access was provided on the internet offering training through the website. However, the concrete 
advice was limited in quantity and in quality and targeted at a very limited audience geographically.

“The balanced meal: how healthy nutrition improves the quality of life” workshop was launched 
by CIR Food in 2004. This annual conference organised by one of the major restaurant and food service companies 
in Italy, CIR Food, aims to spread information to restaurants about healthy and balanced nutritional habits. Despite 
the fact that it reached a small target audience this event is currently still gaining recognition and popularity.

In summary, it is clear that issues of nutrition are becoming important as 
several interventions were identified in Italy with all but one initiated by 
public bodies. Only one of the interventions was targeted at restaurants. 
All the programmes were free to use but their impact is hard to assess as 

only two had evaluation planned into the implementation process. In all but 
two of the programmes the cost remains unknown. Three programmes had 
high levels of communication and those also involved scientific knowledge, 

which was absent from some of the other programmes.

The review of the existing programmes included in the inventory enabled the 
partners to draw several common conclusions: 

 There was a general lack of evaluation of most programmes 

 The projects weren’t well promoted 

 Target audiences were mostly passive 

 Low presence of professionals 

 Unsuitable tools were created as a result of wrong assessment of the target audience’s 

 Lack of visibility and clarity of the tools created
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4 - Quantitative and qualitative surveys

Following the review of existing programmes and based on the main findings, a survey was launched, 
with two questionnaires: one aimed at restaurants and the other at employees. The survey was 
conducted in each of the participating countries through Edenred’s network, designed by the CIRIHA 
and the Institute Paul Bocuse and later analysed by the Institute Paul Bocuse, in France.

At least 52,000 employees and 5,000 restaurants were targeted by the questionnaires in the six 
participating countries. A total of 4,529 employees and 399 restaurants responded to the questionnaires, 
a response rate above the 5% that was anticipated.

First questionnaires for employees and restaurants

The next section highlights the result of both questionnaires from Italy:

employees

795 Italian employees responded to the questionnaire. From this initial survey, some important results emerged 
that helped to shape the first set of tools and messages.

2009

Figure 14:
Breakdown of employee 
reported weight

The previous graph analyses the overall weight of employees. In Italy, the largest number of employees with 
normal weight (67.4%) was identified out of the six countries and the fewest reported to being obese (5.5%) in 
line with the OECD results in chapter 1.

67,4%
Normal weight

22,3%
Overweight

5,5%
Obese 4,9%

Underweight
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More than 10% of respondents never have breakfast with 60.9% of employees (the fewest of the six countries) 
reporting to having a breakfast every day. This is one of the unhealthy habits of Italian employees that the national 
partners wish to change as highlighted in the Guidelines for a healthy Italian nutrition available for the employees.

More than 80% of employees reported having a lunch break every single day and only 2% never have one. 
However as can be seen in the next graph, similar to the results from Spain and France, employees frequently 
ate at home or ate food brought from home. 50% of them who ate in a restaurant are the main targets of the 
communication tools.

Over half of employees claimed to choose the restaurant they have lunch in, based on its proximity to their 
workplace. Affordable or cheap was the second reason mentioned by 32.5% of respondents. In line with the 
results from the other six countries, the majority of employees choose what they are going to eat based on what 
they feel like at that given time. Positively though, the second chosen factor was the ‘what is good for me’.

The meaning of balanced nutrition to 66.8% of respondents is ‘eating pleasant food while at the same time 
protecting your health’. Only very few of the respondents associated balanced food with being low in calories, fat, 
salt and sugar. This is an indication that balanced food is not associated with diet but encouragingly has positive 
connotations.

In terms of nutritional advice in the restaurants, 41.3% of respondents would have liked to see a symbol indicating 
the balanced dish.

Figure 15:
Breakdown of lunch 
places frequented by Italian 
employees

25,8%
In a restaurant

2,7%

In a fast food 
restaurant

18,1%

In a bakery/ 
sandwich bar

1,2%

In a foreign food 
restaurant

16,4%
At home

35,8%
Common room
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In Italy, the fewest respondents out of the six countries, claimed to have knowledge about balanced food. The 
majority, in line with responses from all other countries apart from Spain, state that they could learn more.

restaurants

72 restaurants responded to the first survey.  More than 50% were independently run and only 1.4% belonging to a chain, 
which is typical to the Italian restaurant sector and causes an added difficulty in reaching this very segmented sector.

Figure 16:
Respondents’ restaurant 
classification

Figure 17:
Restaurant 
owners’ knowledge 
about balanced food

56,9%
Restaurant

8,3%

Bakery/
Sandwich

2,8%

Hotel
restaurant

18,1%
Snack

12,5%
Fast food

1,4%

Restaurant 
Chain

69%

Medium, I could 
learn more

16,9%

Yes, I do have 
knowledge

12,7%

No, 
not at all

1,4%

No and 
I do not really 
pay attention
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90.3% of respondents (the second highest after Sweden out of the six countries) do not see an obstacle to 
promoting balanced nutrition in their restaurants.

The Italian restaurant sector is very fragmented consisting mainly of 
independently owned restaurants. Only 16.9% respondents claimed 

to have an overall knowledge of balanced nutrition. Nevertheless, the 
majority were open to learning more about it with very few who saw 

any obstacles to doing so. With the majority of employees choosing their 
lunch restaurant based on proximity to their work place, and choosing to 
eat what they feel like at the time, it is important to improve the offer 
in these restaurants thus improving employees’ chances of receiving a 

healthy meal.

Restaurant Qualitative Survey

In parallel with the quantitative survey, a qualitative restaurant study was conducted in 2009 in twelve 
countries and five restaurants were chosen and interviewed in each country.

The aims of the survey were to understand how and why chefs cook the way they do, and what could 
trigger a change in attitude. The next stage was to try and convince restaurants that cooking healthily 
has many benefits with no additional costs.

Apart from one pizzeria, all other restaurateurs were aware of a raise in demand for healthy food by the customers. 
They have noticed a growing preference for quality not quantity. Quality is manifested in using local produce and 
Italian olive oil. None of the restaurants interviewed were aware of any government initiatives to promoted 
healthy eating, as currently in Italy none exist. The restaurants serving Italian food were also aware of seasonal 
food and were changing their menu regularly.

In regard to making changes to the way they cook, only three reported having the willingness to make changes 
and would consider those only following demand from the customers. The restaurateurs were looking for ways 
that would encourage restaurants to cook healthily suggesting tax incentives as one possible option. Several of the 
restaurant owners were keen to participate in training that demonstrates healthy cooking in an economical way.
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5 - recommendations for Italy

The INRAN guidelines provided the basis for the national recommendations in Italy. These ten recommendations 
tackle the relevant priority areas of nutrition.

The partners addressed the cultural and educational differences between the target groups by creating simple and 
clear recommendations to engage with both the employees and the restaurateurs.

Following a consolidation of the results from the first survey of 2009 and the inventory, experts outlined 
a set of recommendations targeted at restaurants and employees.

The purpose of these recommendations was to offer tangible and practical advice to help both target 
groups adopt healthier nutritional habits.

Despite the intention of some partners to have only common European recommendations, each country 
decided to adapt the recommendations to its local cultural habits. Following further consultation on 
national level, the partners accepted six recommendations to employees and one to the restaurants:

Common recommendations to employees in the six countries

  Taste the food before adding salt and/or try other condiments

  Use less fat and preferably use vegetable oils

  Eat at least 5 portions of fruit/vegetables a day

  As a dessert, choose a fresh fruit based option and sometimes as an alternative,  
 a dairy product

  Choose types of cooking that do not add too much fat (steaming, roasting, grilling, etc.)

  Choose water to accompany your lunch

Common recommendation to restaurants in the six countries

Regarding the restaurants, in common remained only one recommendation relating to healthy cooking 
methods:

  Favour cooking methods that use steam, oven or grill

Offering two portion sizes, which is the only recommendation directly related to reduced consumption 
in the fight against obesity, remained common to all countries but Belgium, where it is a suggestion.
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Recommendations to the employees

The ten recommendations in Italy were based on INRAN guidelines to complement the common European ones:

Regarding employee habits, specific attention is to be given to educating employees about the importance of 
having a balanced breakfast. Choosing the ‘right’ restaurant at lunchtime that offers local food is also encouraged.

 Always taste the food before adding salt

 Prefer water with your meal

 Pay attention to the portion size you need, 

 it can be more or less

 Eat at least 5 portions of fruit and vegetables a day

 Prefer a fresh fruit based dessert, and  

 sometimes a dairy product

 Choose cooking methods that do not require  

 excessive amount of fat

 Avoid snacks high in fat, salt or sugar

 An alternative to meat is a combination of  

 legumes and cereals

 Change your menu daily

 Balance is achieved by keeping a healthy  

 lifestyle day after day!
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 Offer vegetable side dishes and fruit based desserts
 Offer legumes
 Offer wholemeal bread at lunchtime Pay attention to the amount of salt in your dishes

 Offer poultry and ‘white’ meat based dishes Have fish as part of the meals offered Prefer the use of olive oil to butter Offer dairy based desserts
 Prefer serving olives and vegetables as aperitif

Recommendations to the restaurants

At the beginning of 2011 and following the completion of the restaurant guide, the Italian partners decided to 
adapt the message by adjusting the original seven recommendations and splitting some of them while retaining 
the original content. This has resulted in nine recommendations being added to the common European one, as 
listed below:

The Italian partners have chosen to partner with INRAN to formulate 
their national recommendations both to the employees and the 

restaurants. Based on the fact that Italy has a long tradition of healthy 
eating and currently obesity rates are still low, the most important 

message to convey to both sectors is to continue eating and cooking in 
a balanced way. Therefore the recommendations are general making no 

reference to reducing calorie intake but are rather about healthy and 
balanced eating.
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6 - The communication strategy

The road show

In the first stage of the project, a set of tools was created to provide practical advice and assist in 
implementing the recommendations to encourage healthy choices.

The tools and messages presented in the next chapter were developed in line with the first steps’ 
results and according to the recommendations for each of the participating countries. They were either 
printed or in digital format.

The list of the specific tools developed in line with the decisions reached on the national level appears in 
chapter 8.

The communication campaign officially started in October 2009 with a ‘road show’ in the six 
participating countries. A double-decker bus customised with the FOOD colours drove through the 
main city of each of the six countries. The journey started in Paris and then continued on to Brussels, 
Stockholm, Prague, and Milan ending in Madrid. These one-day stops enabled the partners to showcase 
the first tools created and to explain the project objectives and actions.

With the help of professionals such as nutritionists, dieticians and chefs, the general public together with 
employees and guests from the restaurant sector, had the opportunity to learn about the aims of the 
project. The bus raised interest in all city centres and attracted many visitors and journalists.
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The fifth stop of the Road Show FOOD bus was in 
Milan, on October the 20th, 2009.

Communication tools for Employees and Restaurant 
owners had been especially prepared for the event: 
newsletter, meal voucher advertising, leaflet, flyer, 
website, pedometers and more.

The representative of the Istituto Nazionale di Ricerca 
per gli Alimenti e la Nutrizione (INRAN) supported 
the team with a much-appreciated demonstration that 
included videos describing the guidelines for a balanced 
nutrition.

Visitors were invited to calculate the number of 
calories in a dish and in a recipe, etc. Many journalists 
participated in the FOOD press conference.

On top of that, visitors could meet experts for an 
individual and personalised session.

Finally, visitors had the opportunity to try a 10kg vest, 
aiming at demonstrating the impact of excess weight 
on the body: a lasting experience for those who tried!

The restaurant network

Separate effort was put into creating a network of dedicated restaurants that adhere to the national 
FOOD recommendations, thought as the most effective way to reconnect the offer and the demand 
sides of balanced nutrition.

Please refer to chapter 9 for more details and information.
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7 - Pilot evaluation

A second survey was conducted in 2010 to try and evaluate the first stage of the project and 
the success of the tools. At this point the project had achieved many of its targets. Nutritional 
recommendations had been formed in each country for both the restaurants and the employees and 
communication tools were created in each country and across the whole project. More than 100 
communication initiatives were introduced and implemented in the 28 months duration of the project. 
Especially popular was the website that was visited more than 66,600 times between February 2009 and 
May 2011. The Belgian site was visited nearly 12,000 times within a shorter period.

It is estimated that after 28 months, around four million employees and 195,000 restaurants were 
reached.

Following both surveys the Karolinska Institutet conducted an internal evaluation of the project. The 
evaluators looked at the methodology used and the project’s outcomes, made several comments and 
raised several issues.

The main issues that were raised relate to the methodology of the surveys and were: making sure that 
the correct questions were asked, ensuring the quality of the methodology, allowing for a big enough 
sample size to allow measuring meaningful change in outcomes and relating the outcomes to the 
project’s objectives.

The evaluators pointed out to several difficulties encountered regarding the survey questionnaires, in 
particular the fact that the questionnaires ended up being very long due to need to assess several types 
of national interventions, possibly resulting in fewer responses.

Outcomes and impacts on a European level were analysed by the Centre of Research of the Institut Paul 
Bocuse.

The questionnaires have reached a minimum of 52,000 employees. It is hard to say in which way the 
project had impacted on employees’ choice of balanced food as the general objective was to sensitise 
and provide this target group with the information needed to help them make healthier choices. 
Nevertheless, an important result from the 2010 survey was that 59% of employees were in favour of 
eating healthily at lunchtime meaning that this continues to be an important target group.

From the restaurant perspective, at least 5,000 establishments were reached via the questionnaires. 
Very positively, after a few months, more than 1,760 restaurants joined the FOOD restaurant network 
following national recommendations despite the fact that the interventions targeted at the restaurant 
staff took place quite late in the project. This short time frame could also offer an explanation to the 
second survey’s pretty low awareness results from restaurants (only 10% of respondents were familiar 
with the project’s objectives), yet the results indicated that 51% of them saw the value in serving healthy 
meal.

Therefore, continued support from programmes such as FOOD is needed to further 
increase the demand for this kind of food/meals by the customers and to increase 
the number of restaurants offering it.

On top of the many actions and tools created and implemented and the creation of 
the FOOD restaurant network a further achievement of the project is the creation 
of a successful partnership between the public and private sectors.
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Employee and restaurant second survey

employee questionnaire results

760 employees responded to the second questionnaire with more people over 50 participating and more of them 
being women compared with the first survey. The majority of respondents claimed to eat rather healthily (64%).

Unlike the results in 2009, 83,4% of respondents perceived balanced food to mean ‘various food in a moderate 
amount, in a nice environment’. Low calorie, fat, salt, and sugar were yet again only chosen by a small minority.

A smaller proportion (32%) of respondents were aware of a programme promoting healthy or balanced food in 
this sample than for the 2009 questionnaire with most of the information coming from the food industry.

15% of respondents have seen the FOOD logo. Out of these, only 3% of respondents (22 people) stated that they 
knew the content of the programme, with the website being their main source of information. Taking into account 
the very short time frame in which the actions and communications for this target group were produced, these 
figures were encouraging and welcomed by the national experts.

A majority (over 65%) of respondents reported having a lunch break every day (or almost every day) during the 
working week. Similar to the results from 2009, those who do not have lunch in a restaurant eat at home or bring 
their lunch from home. For those choosing not to eat out, the main reasons given were: preferring homemade 
food, lack of time and the inferior nutritional quality of the restaurant food.

The top five factors important to respondents in choosing a restaurant were: speed of service, affordability, the 
nutritional quality of the food, pleasant environment and a varied menu. Proximity to the workplace, which was 
ranked third when consolidating the results from the six countries, was only the seventh factor chosen by the 
Italian employees. This is different to the 2009 results where proximity was the main factor in choosing where to 
have lunch.

Apart from speed of service and affordability, Italian employees continue to place an emphasis on issues concerning 
healthy eating.

2010
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restaurant questionnaire results

Fewer restaurants participated in the second questionnaire, 52 compared with 72 in 2009. Around 40% of them 
independently owned. Almost 65% of these restaurants offer a ‘dish of the day’ and over 60% offer a set menu at 
lunchtime.

75% of respondents showed interest in healthy or balanced food but only a few were aware of any existing 
nutritional programmes. Over 70% of respondents were interested in learning more about the subject. 23% 
perceived their knowledge to be sufficient and only 4% were not interested. These results indicate that restaurant 
owners are willing to learn more about healthy food and that they continue to be a good target group for the 
project’s interventions.

Lack of time and budget are most frequently chosen as reasons for not offering balanced meals. These results 
make it clear that working with restaurants to educate them about healthier cooking methods that are not more 
expensive or time consuming, should be advocated. This is in line with the response that free and short training 
sessions and leaflets are the most desired material for nutritional information.

In the past 12 months, half of respondents have either made some changes based on nutritional recommendations, 
were preparing to make changes or were considering making those changes. The restaurants currently have a positive 
attitude toward the nutritional recommendations. With the exception of an increase in the demand for different 
portion sizes, restaurant owners have not observed a change in the demand for healthier food by their customers.

Despite the difficulty in comparing the survey from 2009 to the later one, 
some themes emerge from both. Healthy food continued to be important 

to both sectors. Employees considered their eating habits to be rather 
healthy often choosing their lunch place based on nutritional quality of 
the food on offer, and three quarters of restaurateurs were interested 

in issues concerning balanced food. Both sectors were also interested in 
learning more about the subject.

In this second survey, both employees and restaurants were mostly still 
unaware of national nutritional programmes and with the lack of one; 

the FOOD project has an important role to play in educating these target 
groups about food and nutrition.
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Site visits

In order to become a FOOD restaurant, Italian restaurants must adhere to seven out of the ten national 
recommendations.

27 restaurants had been visited in Italy. Positively, the three most adhered to recommendations were the ones 
relating to healthy cooking methods and included favouring steaming, baking and grilling, and not exceeding the 
amount of salt and sugar used.

Only three of the recommendations were not very well adhered to. These were the recommendations relating to 
offering dishes in two sizes, offering whole meal bread and serving plenty of water. The other recommendations 
were carried out in more than 67% (67%-92%) of the 27 restaurants visited.

Regarding the use of the FOOD tools, those were only assessed in 20 restaurants were it was found applicable. 
Of these restaurants, in six of them, five of the recommendations were adhered to. The recommendations missed 
out by four of these restaurants was making it possible to choose a balanced meal in the restaurant, keeping 
nutritional information available and using locally produced food. However, after Sweden, Italy had the most 
restaurants serving locally produced food (79%).

In 76% of these twenty restaurants, menu holders, posters and leaflets were being used. Staff knowledge about balanced 
food and willingness to provide help with balanced meal choice was evident however in less than half of these restaurants.

Around 25 restaurants belonging to the FOOD restaurant network were randomly chosen in each 
of the participating countries and were visited in March-April 2011 to try and establish their level of 
adherence to the national recommendations.

These ‘mystery’ visits were conducted by the partners who made use of two check lists; ‘must have’ and 
‘good to have’ to collect information in the restaurants.
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8 - The communication tools

The main concept behind the communication strategy was to be simple and easy and the 
communication tools created followed these guidelines:

 Use a plain and easy to understand language

 Be clear and not boring

 Use images and pictures in order to better convey the message;

 Integrate with the common European design format created for the FOOD project.

Following the analysis of the first survey, certain tools were proposed as described below. These tools 
and messages relate specifically to those developed in Italy.

In total, 102 communication initiatives were developed under the project, targeted at three main groups: 
the employees, the restaurateurs and the general public. 19 country specific tools were developed in 
Italy.

Tools aimed at employees and the general public

Some tools have been developed that are common to all countries and aimed at the general public. These tools 
address a broader audience and are often used when presenting the project in meetings and conferences. 

From a classic leaflet to an online cooking game, the main partner has been developing diverse tools to respond 
to diverse needs:

WWW.FOOD-PROGRAMME.EU

BALANCED NUTRITION AT WORKThe European FOOD project: a successful Public Private Partnership

FINAL PUBLICATION

FOOD: Fighting Obesity through Offer and Demand

This publication arises from the project FOOD which has received funding from the European Union, in the framework of the Public Health Programme.
The European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein. The sole responsibility lies with the author.

Final publication (summary version)

DVD on the creation  
of the FOOD project
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Facebook page

Interactive cooking game

European website

Blog

An introduction 
to the FOOD 
project leaflet
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Employees

The FOOD communication tools for employees developed in Italy are listed below:

1MANTIENITI
 ATTIVO

2
5 I GRASSI NON

SONO TUTTI UGUALI

3 PIU’ CEREALI
  e LEGUMI 4

6

TANTA FRUTTA

 E VERDURA

NON  TEMERE LA 

BILANCIA
Modera la quantità di grassi ed oli che 

usi per condire e cucinare, sopra�u�o 

quelli di origine animale, preferendo 

condimenti come olio extravergine 

d'oliva e in subordine oli di semi. 

Mangia più spesso il pesce e, tra le 

carni, preferisci quelle magre 

eliminando il grasso visibile. 

Tu�i i formaggi contengono quantità 

elevate di grassi: consumali con 

moderazione scegliendo i più magri. 

Sforzati di avere sempre una dieta varia ed 

appetibile evitando di abusare di condimenti 

grassi e zuccheri.

Conserva un peso corporeo acce�abile, 

a�raverso un buon livello di a�ività motoria 

moderando l’assunzione di dolci.

Limita le occasioni di consumo di zuccheri 

aggiunti

Consuma alcolici con moderazione, 

dando la preferenza a quelli a basso 

tenore alcolico (vino e meglio ancora 

birra) e bevendo solo ai pasti.

Evita del tu�o l’assunzione di alcol 

durante l’infanzia, l’adolescenza, la 

gravidanza e l’alla�amento, riducila se 

sei anziano.

Non consumare bevande alcoliche se 

assumi farmaci, se devi me�erti alla 

guida o far uso di apparecchiature 

delicate

Riduci od elimina l’assunzione di alcol se 

sei in sovrappeso od obeso o se presenti 

una familiarità per il diabete.

Scegli quantità adeguate (porzioni) di 

alimenti appartenenti a tu�i i diversi 

gruppi, alternandoli nei vari pasti della 

giornata.

Combina opportunamente i diversi 

alimenti: o�errai, così, l’apporto di 

tu�e le sostanze nutrienti indispensa-

bili evitando il pericolo di squilibri 

nutrizionali.

Evita il pericolo di 
squilibri nutrizionali 

variando la scelta 
dei cibi.

Il tuo peso dipende anche da te. 

Pesati almeno una volta al mese controllando che il 

tuo Indice di Massa Corporea sia entro i limiti.

In caso di sovrappeso preferisci il consumo di cibi 

leggeri, distribuendoli i pasti lungo tu�o l’arco della 

giornata. 

In caso di so�opeso, mantieni comunque un giusto 

livello di a�ività �sica e un’alimentazione equilibrata, 

consumando tu�i i pasti agli orari abituali.

Evita le diete “fai da te”, riduci semplicemente le 

quantità degli alimenti più densi caloricamente e 

ricordati che una buona dieta deve sempre includere 

tu�i gli alimenti nelle corre�e porzioni.

Consuma regolarmente pane, pasta, riso 

ed altri cereali, meglio se integrali, 

evitando di aggiungere troppi condimenti 

grassi.

Quando puoi, scegli prodo�i o�enuti a 

partire da farine integrali 

e non con la semplice

 aggiunta di 
crusca o 
altre �bre.

Consuma quotidianamente più porzioni di 

ortaggi e fru�a fresca (almeno 5), 

avendo sempre cura di limitare le 

aggiunte di sale, e contenere quelle di olio 

e di grassi, che vanno eventualmente 

sostituiti con aromi e spezie.

Fru�a e verdura sono 

essenziali in una dieta 

equilibrata e sana. 

Abituati a muoverti di più ogni giorno e conserva un 

peso corporeo acce�abile.

In caso di sovrappeso consulta il medico, riduci le 

entrate energetiche mangiando meno e preferendo cibi 

a basso contenuto calorico, aumenta le “uscite” 

energetiche svolgendo una regolare a�ività �sica. 

Dopo l’a�ività �sica bevi per 

reintegrare le perdite dovute alla 

sudorazione, ricorrendo prevalentemente

 all’acqua.

7 ACQUA 
IN ABBONDANZA

Asseconda sempre il senso di sete e anzi tenta di 

anticiparlo, bevendo mediamente 1.5-2 litri di acqua al 

giorno.

L’equilibrio idrico deve essere mantenuto bevendo 

essenzialmente acqua. Bevande diverse apportano anche 

altre sostanze che contengono calorie o che sono 

farmacologicamente a�ive.

In determinate condizioni patologiche che provocano una 

maggiore perdita di acqua i liquidi perduti devono essere 

rapidamente reintegrati. 

8 SALE?
MEGLIO POCO

Riduci progressivamente l’uso di sale sia a 

tavola che in cucina, preferendo comunque 

quello iodato.

Limita l’uso di condimenti alternativi contenen-

ti sodio, come dadi o salse, insaporisci i cibi con 

erbe aromatiche, spezie e condimenti naturali.

Evita di mangiare spesso alimenti trasformati 

ricchi di sale, come snack e patatine in 

sacche�o.

Nell’a�ività sportiva 

moderata reintegra con 

la semplice acqua i liquidi

 perduti a�raverso la 

sudorazione.

9 ALCOLICI CON
MODERAZIONE

10 VARIA LE 
SCELTE A TAVOLA

ZUCCHERI?
NON ESAGERARE

Guide for employees

Z-cards

10

3 - FARE ATTENZIONE ALLE PORZIONI. 
MANGIARE SOLO QUELLO DI CUI SI 
HA BISOGNO, NÉ PIÙ NÉ MENO

Per adattarsi alle necessità e preferenze, consideriamo la possibilità di chiedere mezze porzioni, mezzo menu o un piatto unico. Si può condividere il menu con un altro commensale.

1 piatto di insalata mista (50 - 80g)1 piatto di verdura cotta
1 pomodoro grande o 2 carote

VERDURA E 
ORTAGGI

250g
Minimo

2
PORZIONI
al giorno

1 bicchiere di latte vaccino
1 yogurt
2 - 3 fette (50g) di formaggio stagionato1 porzione di formaggio fresco (100g)2 - 3 porzioni a settimana di formaggi

LATTE E DERIVATI
(preferibilmente parzialmente scremati)

2-3
PORZIONI
al giorno

Olio di oliva (per condire e cucinare)Olio di girasole ad alto contenuto di acido oleico (per cucinare)

OLIO VEGETALE 
(1 cucchiaio da minestra)

3-5
PORZIONI
al giorno

PANE E CEREALI
(preferibilmente integrali)

4-6
PORZIONI
al giorno

1 piatto normale di riso o pasta cotta1 patata grande o 2 piccole (non più di 2 volte a settimana)
3 - 4 fette di pane o panino

FRUTA
120 - 200g

1 frutto medio (mela, pera, arancia, kiwi)1 tazza di ciliegie, fragole
2 fette di melone, anguria
2 mandarini, albicocche

Almeno

3
PORZIONI
al giorno

11

RICORDA 
SEMPRE

Conviene non servirsi 
porzioni abbondanti, che 

invitano a mangiare più del 
necessario:

– Se si è sazi, lasciare qualcosa nel 
piatto.

– Quando si prepara il 
portavivande, fare attenzione 

alle porzioni che si 
inseriscono.

3 - FARE ATTENZIONE ALLE PORZIONI. MANGIARE SOLO QUELLO DI CUI SI HA BISOGNO, NÉ PIÙ NÉ MENO

1 pesce da porzione
5 pesci piccoli

PESCE
125 -150g

3-4
PORZIONI

alla settimana

ACQUA 
POTABILE

200 ml

8 a 10 
BICCHIERI
al giorno

LEGUMI
30 - 50g di prodotto secco

2-3
PORZIONI

alla settimana
1 pugno o singola porzione

FRUTTA SECCA
20 - 30g

3-7
PORZIONI

alla settimana

CARNI GRASSE 
E SALUMI

Con moderazione

Alternare il consumo di:
2 - 3 uova
1 fettina piccola
1 quarto di pollo o coniglio

CARNI MAGRE, 
POLLAME E UOVA

100 - 125g 
3-4

PORZIONI
alla settimana

1 piatto singolo normale

1 bicchiere

6

1 - ASSAGGIARE 
SEMPRE IL CIBO
PRIMA DI AGGIUNGERE SALE

In generale, i piatti vengono serviti già conditi, quindi non si deve abusare della saliera: meglio mangiare con poco sale. Per ridurre il consumo di sale e potenziare il gusto dei piatti si possono utilizzare erbe aromatiche, aglio, sedano, aceto e spezie.

In Italia il consumo di sale è elevato e rappresenta uno dei princi-pali fattori implicati nell’ipertensione arteriosa, nelle malattie car-diache e nella circolazione sanguigna.

7

1 - ASSAGGIARE SEMPRE IL CIBO PRIMA DI AGGIUNGERE SALE.

RICORDA
SEMPRE

Prima di utilizzare 
la saliera, verificare che 
sia necessario salare il 

piatto servito.

This folder arises from the project FOOD which has received funding from the European Union, in the framework of the Public Health Programme. 

The European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein. The sole responsibility lies with the author.

 

ALIMENTAZIONE 
EQUILIBRATA
per la pausa pranzo

G
U

ID
A
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In the six countries, the sources of information that have most familiarised the 
employees with the FOOD project are: 

 Internet-based material: (FOOD project website, social networks, emailing) = 72,9%

 Meal vouchers (Ticket Restaurant®) advertisements = 40,6%

 Media (Newspapers, press articles, TV, Radio) = 35,9%

Meal voucher ads 

iPhone application

Poster

FOOD è un programma europeo promosso da Accor Services e 
co-finanziato dall’Unione Europea allo scopo di promuovere la sana alimentazione nell’ambito del lavoro attraverso due canali originali. 
Nei ristoranti mira a migliorare la qualità nutrizionale offerta, per una pausa pranzo equilibrata.
Nelle aziende, tramite una 
comunicazione mirata e attività di sensibilizzazione, punta a facilitare la scelta dei dipendenti utilizzatori di Ticket Restaurant®.

Per maggiori informazioni vai su:www.food-programme.eu

FIGHTING 

OBESITY THROUGH 

OFFER AND 

DEMAND

WWW.FOOD-PROGRAMME.EURitrovo: Piazza Santo Stefano

martedì 20 ottobre 2009

a partire dalle 9:00
Con il patrocinio della

10 detachable cards - meal voucher ad, E mailing, Automatic Newsletter with invoices

And also...
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Restaurants

All the FOOD communication tools for restaurants that were developed in Italy are listed below:

Guide for restaurants

32

Estate Autunno inverno PrimaveraGiu. Lug. Ago. Set. Ott. Nov. dic. Gen. Feb. Mar. Apr. Mag.
ALBiCOCCHE
ANGuRiE

ARANCE

CACHi

CASTAGNE

CiLiEGiE

FiCHi

FRAGOLE

Kiwi

MANdARANCi
MELE

MELONi

PERE

PESCHE

SuSiNE

uVA

7 - ALLEGATO
iL CALENdARiO dELLA FRuTTA  E dELLA VERduRA di STAGiONE

Periodi di raccolta e di consumo

CALENDARIO DELLA FRUTTA DI STAGIONE
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Giu. Lug. Ago. Set. Ott. Nov. dic. Gen. Feb. Mar. Apr. Mag.
ASPARAGi

BiETOLE

BROCCOLi

CARCiOFi

CAROTE

CAVOLFiORi

CAVOLi

CETRiOLi

CiCORiE

CiME di RAPA

CiPOLLiNE

FAGiOLiNi

FiNOCCHi

iNSALATE

MELANZANE

PATATE

PEPERONi

POMOdORi

PORRi

RAdiCCHi

RAVANELLi

RuCOLA

SPiNACi

ZuCCA

ZuCCHiNE

7 – ALLEGATO

Periodi di raccolta e di consumo

CALENDARIO DELLE VERDURE DI STAGIONE
Estate Autunno inverno Primavera
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5 - LE  
RACCOMANdAZiONi  
FOOd

PERCHÉ MANGIARE SANO ED EQILIBRATO? 
il cibo è il carburante del nostro motore. Ed è negli alimenti che il nostro organismo trova i nutrienti essenziali che gli assicurano il suo buon funzionamento. Gli eccessi, come le carenze, influiscono sul nostro metabolismo e possono essere la causa di numerosi disturbi o malattie vere e proprie (stanchezza, sovrappeso, osteoporosi, depressione, infarto del miocardio, diabete tipo 2, persino alcuni tipi di tumore).

una buona alimentazione, oltre a farci stare bene in salute e sempre in forma, contribuisce, al buon tono dell’umore, alla concentrazione, ad un migliore rendimento. È così semplice … Ecco qualche proposta per il benessere dei vostri clienti che potete attuare facilmente per aiutarli a compiere scelte più salutari!

SCEGLIERE PER VIVERE MEGLIO!

VISITATE I SITI:
www.food-programme.it
www.sapermangiare.mobi
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5 – LE RACCOMANdAZiONi FOOd

La guida FOOd propone 7 azioni:

N° 1: PENSARE IN TERMINI DI ALIMENTAZIONE EQUILIBRATA

N° 2 : FAVORIRE IL CONSUMO DI FRUTTA E VERDURA 

N° 3 : CURARE IL TIPO DI COTTURA

N° 4 : CURARE IL CONDIMENTO

N° 5 : CURARE LE PROPORZIONI

N° 6 : INTEGRARE FORMAGGI E DESSERT

N° 7 : INTEGRARE PANE E BIBITE

This folder arises from the project FOOD which has received funding from the European Union, in the framework of the Public Health Programme.

The European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein. The sole responsibility lies with the author.
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Exhibition «Tutto food»
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NEWS&ATTUALITÀ
DAL SETTORE 
DEI PUBBLICI ESERCIZI

ACQUISIZIONI
BUONCHEF ENTRA 
NELLA FAMIGLIA EDENRED

TUTTOFOOD
EDENRED PROTAGONISTA

DEL MIXER VILLAGE

IL MAGAZINE PER IL TUO BUSINESS

IL MAGAZINE PER IL TUO BUSINESS

il magazine TicketXte
diventa multimediale

10

Progetto FoodMigliorare la salute dei lavoratori. Un’ iniziativa promossa da Edenred e presentata in Fiera a Milano 

Protagonista al Tutto Food
Secondo la World Health Organisation (WHO)–Organizzazione Mondiale Sanitaria, l’obesità è una delle più grandi sfide sanitarie pubbliche del ventunesimo secolo. 

Edenred ha per questo sviluppato un programma internazionale, FOOD FIGHTING OBESITY THROUGH OFFER AND DEMAND, che si inserisce nel programma di attività stabilito dalla Commissione Europea, coinvolgendo il Fuori Casa.
Il progetto ambisce a:
● promuovere la consapevolezza tra i dipendenti, per aiutarli a migliorare il proprio regime alimentare durante i giorni di lavoro;

● migliorare la qualità nutrizionale dell’offerta di piatti e menù, lavorando con ristoratori, baristi e cuochi.
Un’iniziativa che è stata presenta-ta ufficialmente a Milano durante Tutto Food, la più importante Fiera Alimentare in Italia dove Edenred ha voluto partecipare con uno stand inte-ramente dedicato a sensibilizzare gli esercenti sull’argomento.

Aderire a Progetto Food è semplice:
basta collegarsi al sito 
www.ticketrestaurant.it e scaricare il modulo di adesione che trovi nell’area Affiliati.
Compilalo e invialo timbrato e firmato al n. di fax: 02 26904519

 Ti verranno inviati in omaggio:  
● la vetrofania che certifica      

l’appartenenza al circuito Food 
● un interessante DVD che contiene consigli e dimostrazioni per una cu-

cina semplice, gustosa ed equilibrata 
● la Guida del Ristoratore

Edenred ha sviluppato un programma internazionale per coinvolgere i ristoratori ad una rivoluzione in campo alimentare

EXPENDIASMART
la prima carta 
prepagata 
di Edenred

PROGETTO FOOD

RISTORATORI IN PRIMA LINEA 
PER LA SALUTE DEI CLIENTI

BUONI PASTO

PER AUMENTARE 
IL TUO GIRO D’AFFARI

CALENDARIO
QUANDO CONSEGNARE 
I BUONI PASTO IN SCADENZA

EXPENDIASMART

IL MAGAZINE PER IL TUO BUSINESS
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www.food-programme.eu/it/ 10

Un programma europeo promosso 
da Edenred per migliorare la salute 
dei lavoratori 

Per un equilibrio 
                   quotidiano
Secondo la World Health Organisation (WHO) – Orga-nizzazione Mondiale Sanitaria, l’obesità è una delle più grandi sfide sanitarie pubbliche del ventunesimo secolo. Dagli inizi degli anni ’80 la sua presenza è triplicata in molti paesi europei e il numero delle persone che ne sono affette è in continua crescita, arrivando a raggiungere risultati allarmanti, in particolar modo fra i bambini. 

Edenred ha per questo sviluppato un programma inter-nazionale, finanziato dalla Comunità Europea – FOOD FIGHTING OBESITY THROUGH OFFER AND DE-MAND – con l’intento di coinvolgere i ristoratori in un progetto che vuole essere l’inizio di una rivoluzione nel campo alimentare.
Nello scorso numero abbiamo allegato al giornale un volantino rivolto a tutti gli affiliati per valutare se il menù proposto fosse in linea con questa nuova filosofia alimen-tare che vede la pausa pranzo al centro dell’attenzione dei nutrizionisti. 

Un’iniziativa che ha avuto grande successo e che in tanti ci hanno chiesto di riproporre. 

Non appena riceveremo la tua adesione al Progetto Food ti verranno inviati in omaggio:  
- la vetrofania che certifica l’appartenenza al circuito Food 
- un interessante DVD che contiene consigli e dimostrazioni      per una cucina semplice, gustosa ed equilibrata 
- la Guida del ristoratore

Progetto Food

Cosa 
aspetti? 

Aderisci anche 
tu al Network Food! 

Collegati al sito 
www.ticketrestaurant.it e 

scarica il modulo di adesione 
che trovi nell’Area Affiliati. 

Compilalo e invialo timbrato 
e firmato al n. di fax: 

02 26904 519. 

Per gli affiliati

Window Stickers

Newsletters

Cover page of a magazine for 
professionals + iPad version
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Goodies - roadshow, Automatic Newsletter with invoices

And also...

Following the evaluation, no tools were withdrawn for the second 
communication campaign.

Questo per te signi�ca tanta pubblicità in più, una certi�cazione di 

qualità e un’ulteriore occasione per �delizzare i tuoi clienti!  

Aderisci al circuito FOOD! 

Verrai inserito nell’elenco dei ristoranti quali�cati FOOD  

presente sul sito www.ticketrestaurant.it nell’area dedicata al Progetto Food. 

 

Per garantire la più ampia visibilità al Progetto, l’iniziativa è 

costantemente promossa su tutte le nostre 55.000 aziende clienti  e 

oltre 1.000.000 di utilizzatori  Ticket Restaurant. 

Numerose sono le iniziative di comunicazione dedicate sia a te che ai 

clienti e agli utilizzatori:  

Aderisci al circuito FOOD!

Questo per te signi�ca tanta pubblicità in più, una certi�cazione di 

qualità e un’ulteriore occasione per �delizzare i tuoi clienti!

Verrai inserito nell’elenco dei ristoranti quali�cati FOOD presente 

sul sito www.ticketrestaurant.it 

nell’area dedicata al Progetto Food.

Per garantire la più ampia visibilità al Progetto, l’iniziativa è costantemente promossa su tutte le 

nostre 55.000 aziende clienti  e oltre 1.000.000 di utilizzatori  Ticket Restaurant.

Numerose sono le iniziative di comunicazione dedicate sia a te che 

ai clienti e agli utilizzatori.

E-mailing - FOOD network – 
programme presentation letter

Tablemats
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9 - The Food restaurant network

1240 restaurants have joined the FOOD network in Italy since July 2010.

Thanks to a sustainable and trust-based relationship between the affiliated restaurants and Edenred, the launch 
of the network has been exceptionally quick and efficient. With a mail out in July 2010, almost 700 restaurants 
immediately joined the FOOD network. The emails were composed of three sections: the explanation of the 
project highlighting the importance for restaurants to respond to a growing demand for healthy food from their 
customers, the national recommendations restaurants need to follow and a commitment of the restaurateur. This 
last point is very important because, unlike in the other countries, the Italian partners require this commitment to 
be personally signed by the restaurateur. This level of commitment is often a hurdle in voluntary based programmes 
yet does not seem to be a problem in the Italian case.

To be part of the network in Italy, a restaurant needs to apply at least 7 out of the 10 proposed recommendations. 
As soon as they return their commitment form, restaurants receive a welcome kit with the restaurant guide, a 
window sticker and the e-learning DVD.

A geolocalisation tool that enables to locate the nearest FOOD restaurant is available on 
the European website at www.food-programme.eu.

To become acknowledged as a “FOOD restaurant” a country-specific number of recommendations 
must be followed by the applicant restaurant (all of the recommendations, 7 out of 10, or less depending 
on criteria set by each country).

Each country used different methods to reach and recruit restaurants. Using email contact (Italy), video-
emailing (France), door to door contact (Belgium and Czech Republic) or taking advantage of existing 
nutritional schemes (Spain and Sweden), the six countries were successful in establishing a network of 
FOOD restaurants across Europe.

After a few months, more than 1,760 restaurants joined the FOOD restaurant network following 
national recommendations.

22%
Cafeteria

16%
Snack Bar

12%
Serf Service

7%

Typical 
Restaurants

3%
Canteen

3%
Take Away

31%
Restaurants

FOOD affiliates
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TOSCANA

SARDEGNA

PIEMONTE

LOMBARDIA

TRENTINO 
ALTO ADIGE

VENETO

FRIULI 
VENEZIA 
GIULIA

LIGURIA EMILIA ROMAGNA

UMBRIA

MARCHE

ABRUZZO

LAZIO

CAMPANIA

MOLISE

VALLE D’AOSTA

PUGLIA

BASILICATA

CALABRIA

SICILIA

Legend

0% - 5%

6% - 10%

11% - 22%

Geographical distribution
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“The offer to join the Food project came right after the university of Perugia 
coordinated the move europe Campaign and was an ideal way to continue 
promoting health in the workplace. The opportunity of creating a public/
private consortium (one of the first in Europe) with clear and underlined 
objectives was not to be missed.

The outcomes here, demonstrate that not only is it possible to work in the field 
of promoting health in the workplace but that it is also possible to work  with 
multiple organisations that agree to work in collaboration on specific issues”

Prof., MD Giuseppe Masanotti, University of Perugia, Italy
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1 - Country overview

Spain has seen an increase in the prevalence of obesity in the last two decades. Currently, more than a third (39.4%) 
of the adult Spanish population is overweight and 22.9% are obese (Study on Nutrition and Cardiovascular Risks 
in Spain ‘ENRICA’, 2010). Spain has also the highest rates of childhood obesity compared to other European 
countries. Obesity is more common amongst women and this prevalence increases with age (Neira, de Onis, 
2006).

One of the potential causes of this trend may be, according to Neira and de Onis, the change in Spanish people’s 
consumption habits manifested by a move away from the traditional Mediterranean diet (that is rich in fruit and 
vegetables with olive oil as one of its main sources of fat) to a diet higher in calories and fat (primarily from animal 
origin). An increase in sedentary lifestyles is another contributor to the obesity ‘epidemic’ and is a result of a less 
physically active life both at work and during leisure time.

Edenred is using its network as a unique channel of communication between the main target groups. 
In the six participating countries, Edenred’s network comprises of around 4.2 million employees, 
185,000 companies and 352,000 restaurants.

2 - Partners

Two partners joined Edenred Spain in forming the local partnership.

The Spanish Agency of Food Security and Nutrition (AESAN) is an Independent organisation 
assigned to the Ministry of Health, Social Services and Equality, whose mission is to guarantee the highest level 
of food security and promote the health of the citizens, by doing the following: Reducing the risks of food 
transmitted diseases, guaranteeing the efficiency of food control systems, promoting the consumption of healthy 
food, improving its accessibility and the information about it. The AESAN plans, coordinates and develops strategies 
and actions to promote health in the area of nutrition and especially in the prevention of obesity. The AESAN aims 
for citizens to have full confidence in the food they consume and sufficient knowledge to make healthy choices.

The Mediterranean Diet Foundation (FDM) is a non-profit organisation with a strict scientific and 
cultural agenda. It was founded in 1996 by the Association for the development of the Mediterranean Diet, to 
preserve the lifestyle that the Mediterranean countries have enjoyed for thousands of years. In addition, the 
Foundation contributes to the maintenance of a sustainable agriculture and to preserving the environment.

The main objectives of the Foundation are to promote scientific research around the Mediterranean diet in 
relation to its healthy, historical, cultural and gastronomic aspects, and to disseminate the results of the studies. 
The most important actions and tasks from 1996 until 2012 are: national and international projects with public 
and private partnerships; workshops, and conferences and seminars both for the general public and for a more 
technical public. The FDM also writes books for the general public and publishes scientific articles in addition to 
promoting research that brings together experts from the world of nutrition through crosscutting actions. The 
FDM has recently promoted the international nomination for the recognition of the Mediterranean Diet as an 
Intangible Cultural Heritage by UNESCO.
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The consortium took several actions before the creation of the tools and the launch of communication 
campaigns to understand what has been done so far in this area and to determine the needs of both 
target groups.

A detailed inventory of existing programmes related to nutritional interventions was first conducted. 
This review of existing programmes was carried out in order to understand the initiatives already 
conducted in the various countries regarding interventions to promote healthy eating through a work 
setting. The core of the review was on initiatives targeting balanced food in restaurants and those 
targeting employees in a company setting. It focused especially on existing programmes in the six 
partner countries and where relevant, further countries were covered such as: Hungary, Canada, Chile 
and Switzerland.

70 programmes matched the review criteria and were entered into the study. The second part of the 
document was dedicated to the results from the ‘Move Europe’ project that took place in 25 European 
countries. The document presented good practices in the field of lifestyle-oriented workplace health 
promotion. In total, 68 best practices were compiled in the “healthy diet” field of the campaign.

3 - Inventory of existing programmes

Eighteen programmes were included in the FOOD inventory from Spain directed at employees and one that 
targeted restaurants.

Eat Well, Live Better was launched by Asepeyo, the nutrition department of the Blanquerna University 
targeting its own employees to encourage them to adopt health eating and lifestyle habits. The programme was 
free to participate in.

Marxing Against Obesity – launched by Barcelona Transports and Roche Farma in 2005 to encourage its 
300 employees to eat healthily and take up physical exercise. The programme was free only if the weight reduction 
objectives were met.

Bonduelle Ibérica launched the programme: Comer Bonduelle, Vivir Mejor to encourage healthy eating habits and 
exercise amongst its employees, identifying groups at risk by getting to know their nutritional status. The company 
used its own expertise to create this three phased programme.

Cuidate de corazón (Take care of your heart) and alimentación saludable (healthy nutrition) was launched by 
CAMPOFRIO (a food company) in 2007. Targeting its own employees, the programme promoted healthy nutrition 
and helped overweight employees lose weight. The healthfulness of the food on offer in the company has not 
improved as a result of the programme.

The company CAPSA launched a programme in 2009 called ‘Look after your health and learn to 
eat healthily’. 600 employees and their families were encouraged to adopt healthy eating habits and were 
offered social benefits. The programme was highly visible and included an evaluation plan. The company was fully 
committed to its success.

The insurance company CIGNA launched a programme in 2007 called: CIGNA PlusVita for its employees 
to help them adopt healthy eating habits. The company recognised the advantages of having a healthy work force 
and were fully committed, creating a holistic programme dealing with health, nutrition, stress management and 
physical activity.
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Coca Cola launched an internal programme targeted at its own employees promoting healthy nutrition and 
offering them social benefits. The programme aimed to improve employee’s nutritional knowledge, however, the 
information was only provided about the company’s own products.

Danone also launched a similar programme targeting its employees and their families. Regular medical check-ups, 
smoking control, monitoring of weigh and diet were all part of the programme.

Danone launched another programme in 2004 called: NUSA – Nutrition and Health. The programme 
targeted over 350 health professionals in private companies providing them with practical resources and references 
to improve their theoretical and practical knowledge of nutrition.

The Melilla Hotel management school launched a programme targeted at its own employees promoting healthy 
nutrition. Employees paid to participate and were offered social benefits and expert interventions in nutrition and 
cooking.

Healthy Food (Alimentación saludable) was launched by Eurest Comedore in 2006. Restaurants and canteens 
that participated in the programme communicated messages about healthy food via menus, posters and brochures 
to the employees and clients eating in the restaurants. The programme was funded by Eurest Comedore and 
supported by the restaurants.

The insurance company Ibermutuamur launched the programme: Health promotion in the work place, 
through exercise (programa de promoción de la salud en el entorno laboral a través del ejercicio físico) in 
2008 for one year. A medical team chose the employees with the highest cardiovascular risk that were invited to 
participate receiving education, evaluation and an activity plan to improve their healthy habits.

Kellogg’s launched a programme in 2004 called: Feeling Great, targeting its own employees. The programme 
aimed to improve the corporate image by promoting healthy eating habits and offering staff social benefits. The 
highly visible programme was regularly communicated to employees also offering nutritional training, healthy 
breakfast and Ticket Restaurant® vouchers and / or a fully equipped kitchen.

Nestlé launched the Internal Health and Wellness Programme in 2007, targeting its employees to 
encourage them to adopt healthy eating and lifestyle habits. The free programme was highly visible and included 
regular check ups.

Therapeutic Diet was launched by Nestlé España in 2005 for one year to help overweight employees lose 
weight by adopting healthy habits. Nutritionists and health professionals delivered a strong evidence based 
communication strategy.

PEPSICO Iberica launched Health and Wellness in 2007 to promote healthy eating habits amongst its 
employees also providing them with social benefits. Participants received regular medical check ups, smoking 
prevention plans and a diet monitored by regular weight checks.

Healthy breakfasts for employees / Unilever takes care of you (“Desayunos saludables para 
empleados” / “Unilever te cuida”) was launched by Unilever España in 2007, to increase the consumption of fruits 
and healthy foods at breakfast to better informed employees. Positively, the programme offered access to healthy 
food yet lacked sufficient education on the subject of healthy food.

BCC (a private practice of nutrition and physical activity experts) and the Catalan Department of Health launched 
a programme targeting employees to prevent and treat overweight and obesity. Employees of the companies that 
signed up to receive BCC services received a newsletter and other printed material regarding healthy nutrition.
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One main programme was included in the document that specifically targeted restaurants. The Catalan Department 
of Health, Fundación Dieta Mediterránea, Restaurants’ Associations and local entities such as City Councils 
launched AMED in 2006 and is still ongoing. The programme that takes place in Catalonia, targets employees 
regularly eating out during the working day promoting healthy nutrition and physical activity. The programme was 
integrated in public health campaigns promoting the Mediterranean Diet as a healthy lifestyle choice. Identified 
was the limitation that for some small restaurants the project was not seen as an added value and/or priority 
unlike for big chains and canteens where the project was easily seen as an opportunity.

Private companies offered all of the programmes targeted at employees 
surveyed here, with a majority of them from the food industry. Despite 
the fact that Spain is a large country with a tradition of healthy eating 
based on the Mediterranean Diet, it is clear that the change in eating 

habits is now a cause for concern evident by the large number of 
programmes identified. All but one of the programmes was free to 

participate in and as they were initiated mainly by private companies, the 
cost could not be estimated.

The programme targeted at the restaurant sector had similar aims to the 
FOOD project but unlike FOOD was led by a public body only. It was an 

original programme; the only one of its kind launched in Spain as early as 
2006 yet was restricted to the region of Catalonia.

Physical activity was integrated into most of the programmes reviewed.

The review of the existing programmes included in the inventory enabled the 
partners to draw several common conclusions: 

 There was a general lack of evaluation of most programmes 

 The projects weren’t well promoted 

 Target audiences were mostly passive 

 Low presence of professionals 

 Unsuitable tools were created as a result of wrong assessment of the target audience’s 

 Lack of visibility and clarity of the tools created
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4 - Quantitative and qualitative surveys

Following the review of existing programmes and based on the main findings, a survey was launched, 
with two questionnaires: one aimed at restaurants and the other at employees. The survey was 
conducted in each of the participating countries through Edenred’s network, designed by the CIRIHA 
and the Institute Paul Bocuse and later analysed by the Institute Paul Bocuse, in France.

At least 52,000 employees and 5,000 restaurants were targeted by the questionnaires in the six 
participating countries. A total of 4,529 employees and 399 restaurants responded to the questionnaires, 
a response rate above the 5% that was anticipated.

First questionnaires for employees and restaurants

The next section highlights the result of both questionnaires from Spain:

employees

507 Spanish employees participated in the first questionnaire, 61% of them female. Less respondents perceived 
themselves to be overweight or obese compared with the national average, as can be seen in the following graph:

2009

Figure 18:
Breakdown of employee 
reported weight

58,4%
Normal weight31%

Overweight

9,4%
Obese 1,2%

Underweight
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42.8% of respondents were aware of a programme promoting balanced food. The main source of information for 
them was through a public initiative (despite the fact that none were mentioned in the inventory). The largest 
number out of the six countries was interested in receiving more information (93.2%).

Spanish employees have a lunch break every single day reported by 82.3% of them, second only to Swedish 
respondents. Over half of employees who have a lunch break, eat at home or home brought food. Spain had the 
largest number of employees reporting to have lunch at home. The main reason given for not eating in a restaurant 
given by 34.9% of respondents was preferring homemade food. The dishes being energy dense was the second 
chosen reason. Lack of time was the third determinant mentioned by 16%. Fewest people out of the six countries 
who eat out chose to eat in a bakery, sandwich bar or fast food restaurant.

The main determinant in choosing a lunch place was its proximity to the work place followed by offering a 
quick service. The nutritional quality of the food was the third reason given. The choice of food in the restaurant 
depended (in line with the other countries), on what the employee wanted at that given time. Appetite was the 
next common determinant. The nutritional quality of the dish on offer was the third criteria.

Similar to Italy and Sweden, balanced nutrition meant to the majority of respondents: ‘eating pleasant food while 
protecting you health’. The second most chosen definition was: ‘various foods in moderate amounts in a nice 
environment’.

In a restaurant menu, The Gustino® symbol (the mascot of the ‘Food and Balance’ programme that was promoted 
to a vast network of Ticket Restaurant® affiliates) was chosen by over half of respondents to be the best to 
indicate a balanced healthy dish. Apart from Sweden where most respondents chose the Keyhole symbol, the 
majority in all the other five countries preferred having the Gustino® symbol on the menu.

38,5%
In a restaurant

3,7%

In a fast food 
restaurant

1,9%

In a bakery/ 
sandwich bar

1,8%

In a foreign food 
restaurant

26,7%
At home

27,9%
Common room

Figure 19:
Breakdown of lunch 
places frequented by Spanish 
employees
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restaurants

64 Spanish restaurants responded to the first questionnaire. A daily lunch formula was offered in all but 5% of 
restaurants surveyed.

Over half of restaurant owners have heard about a national initiative regarding balanced nutrition. The majority 
read about it in a leaflet with television and radio providing other sources of information. Over 90% of respondents 
who were familiar with a nutritional plan have applied its recommendations in their restaurants (the largest number 
of the six countries). Half of those who haven’t applied the recommendations gave lack of time as the main reason. 
Budget and lack of interest from the client side were the other two reasons mentioned. All respondents however 
(again the most out of the six countries), acknowledged that they could contribute to their customers’ health.

71,4%

Independant
Restaurant

11,1%
Fast food

12,7%
Snack

4,8%

Restaurant 
Chain

Figure 20:
Respondents’ restaurant 
classification

Regarding the knowledge about balanced food, none of the respondents claimed to not know or pay attention to 
the subject. However, 65.6% (by far the most out of the six countries) claimed to have no knowledge at all. About 
a third of restaurant owners (second only to Sweden) claimed to have good knowledge of the subject.
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Figure 21:
Restaurant owners’ 
knowledge about 
balanced food

To most of the respondents, balanced nutrition meant tasty food followed by ‘various foods in moderate amount’. 
Again, second only to Sweden, Spanish restaurant owners claimed to use local products in the dishes. Quality, 
customer satisfaction and price in this order were the main benefits in the use of local products.

Similar to the employee results, also restaurant owners found the Gustino® mascot symbol to be the most 
appropriate to indicating a balanced dish (chosen by 59.2%). Three quarters of respondents didn’t see any obstacles 
in promoting balanced nutrition in their restaurants. For 20% of respondents budget would be an obstacle in 
making changes to the food they offer and lack of demand for such food was an issue for 13.3% of respondents.

The survey results indicate that the employees that took part are 
interested in healthy eating. Fewer employees than the national average 

were overweight and only a minority chose to eat fast foods at lunchtime. 
Nearly all respondents were interested in learning more about balanced 

food. For the majority of respondents balanced food had positive 
connotations and was related to protecting one’s health.

The majority of restaurants that participated in the survey were 
independently run. They all showed interest in healthy food yet a large 

number of them had no knowledge of the subject.

The third that had knowledge of balanced food and were aware of such 
national programmes, also implemented the recommendations in their 
restaurants. All the restaurants were willing to act to improve on their 

customers’ health.

3,3%

Medium, I could 
learn more

31,1%

Yes, I do have 
knowledge

65,6%

No, 
not at all
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Restaurant Qualitative Survey

In parallel with the quantitative survey, a qualitative restaurant study was conducted in 2009 in twelve 
countries and five restaurants were chosen and interviewed in each country.

The aims of the survey were to understand how and why chefs cook the way they do, and what could 
trigger a change in attitude. The next stage was to try and convince restaurants that cooking healthily 
has many benefits with no additional costs.

The five restaurant owners interviewed in Spain offer traditional Spanish food. Variety and quality were important 
to all of them, rather than quantity. They were aware that quality produce is more expensive and would be willing 
to offer it as long as there is a demand for it from their customers. All of them used local produce in their cooking. 
They also use olive oil, as this is an important ingredient in the Mediterranean diet. They would consider limiting 
the amount of fat they use but will not stop using it completely. Using steam in the cooking was a potential 
method to be considered to reduce the amount of fat in the food.

A few restaurateurs noticed change in demand for healthy food and a few were making changes to their offer. 
Demand from their customers for all of them would be the only incentive to make changes to the food they offer.
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5 - recommendations for spain

The Spanish recommendations for healthy and balanced eating were based on the Mediterranean Diet, a 
dietary prudent pattern, with a plant-base core, that has substantial scientific evidence of its health benefits. It 
is characterised by advocating consuming an abundance of fruit, vegetables, legumes, cereals and nuts, the use of 
olive oil, the frequent consumption of fish, the moderate consumption of dairy products and the low consumption 
of red meat and simple sugars. The Spanish partners developed their recommendations using the Mediterranean 
dietary pattern as a framework.

General nutritional recommendations were formed to educate employees about their needs in terms of the 
various nutrients.

Following a consolidation of the results from the first survey of 2009 and the inventory, experts outlined 
a set of recommendations targeted at restaurants and employees.

The purpose of these recommendations was to offer tangible and practical advice to help both target 
groups adopt healthier nutritional habits.

Despite the intention of some partners to have only common European recommendations, each country 
decided to adapt the recommendations to its local cultural habits. Following further consultation on 
national level, the partners accepted six recommendations to employees and one to the restaurants:

Common recommendations to employees in the six countries

  Taste the food before adding salt and/or try other condiments

  Use less fat and preferably use vegetable oils

  Eat at least 5 portions of fruit/vegetables a day

  As a dessert, choose a fresh fruit based option and sometimes as an alternative,  
 a dairy product

  Choose types of cooking that do not add too much fat (steaming, roasting, grilling, etc.)

  Choose water to accompany your lunch

Common recommendation to restaurants in the six countries

Regarding the restaurants, in common remained only one recommendation relating to healthy cooking 
methods:

  Favour cooking methods that use steam, oven or grill

Offering two portion sizes, which is the only recommendation directly related to reduced consumption 
in the fight against obesity, remained common to all countries but Belgium, where it is a suggestion.
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 Fat consumption: These days food contains too much fat. Reducing the intake of fat in the diet,  
 mainly saturated fats from animal origin (fatty meats, cold meats, cream and butter), will help in  
 improving health without putting on weight. Saturated fats raise cholesterol levels in the blood and  
 increase the risk of suffering from cardiovascular diseases.

 Food rich in fibre: Fibre is found in foods of plant origin and mostly in vegetables, cereals, fruit  
 and dried fruit. Consuming fibre-rich food increases intestinal strength, improves the glucose levels in  
 the blood and helps cholesterol reduction to prevent diseases like diabetes, cardiovascular disease and  
 certain types of cancer. In addition they have a filling effect and help wwith weight control. It is advisable  
 to consume about 25 grams of nourishing fibre on a daily basis by the varied consumption of fruit,  
 vegetables and cereals.

 Carbohydrate consumption: Carbohydrates are the building blocks of food. Cereals are  
 carbohydrate-rich foods (bread, rice and pastas), as are potatoes and vegetables. They provide a good  
 source of protein if combined with vegetables. They give a filling sensation and are reasonably priced  
 allowing one to eat better cheaply.

 Hydration: We should drink 1.2 to 2 litres of water on a daily basis in order to replace lost fluids  
 from our body and to maintain a suitable state of hydration. One should avoid the consumption of  
 sugary drinks and juices with added sugar as a substitute for water because the excessive consumption  
 of these sugars increases the number of calories therefore contributing to weight gain.

Recommendations to the employees

The local partners added four recommendations to the six common European ones:

 During breaks avoid snacks that are fatty or rich  

 in salt or sugar. Satisfy your appetite with small  

 portions of nuts, dried fruit, olives, breads, fresh  

 fruit or natural fruit juices, and/or semi or low fat  

 dairy products.

 Some days try and do without meat. The  

 combination of legumes and cereals is a good  

 alternative.

 Introduce variety into your diet and ensure that  

 all the food groups are included: grains, fruit and  

 vegetables, dried fruit, legumes, dairy products,  

 meat and fish.

 Drink at least 1.5 or 2 litres of water a day.
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Recommendations for restaurants

Six local recommendations were formed in Spain by the local partners and added to the common one:

 Offer dishes in two portion sizes. Avoid serving big portions that   make people eat more than necessary but rather fill the plates   with larger proportions of vegetables that contribute few calories. Offer customers the option to use different types of spices to   flavour their food. It is recommended not to consume more   than 5 grams of salt daily. In order to season foods, herbs and   spices can replace the salt.
 Place a jug of water (or a bottle in case tap water is not an   option) on the tables before customers ask for the menus. Add the sauces to the dish separately so that the customer can   consume the amount that he or she requires.

 Clearly identify the healthy options on the menus for the customers. To season food choose olive oil in any of its varieties and for   cooking opt for olive or sunflower oil with high oleic acid   content. Priority should be given to the use of unsaturated   fats such as vegetable oils (olive oil and sunflower oil), mainly   olive oil to season salads, for frying and stews. The oleic acid,   present in olive oil, helps lower cholesterol levels and prevents   cardiovascular and metabolic problems.

The Spanish partners have created their recommendations based on the 
typical Spanish cuisine and Mediterranean cultural habits. One of their 

main aims is to encourage a reduction in the consumption of meat, as most 
employees tend to have meat with their lunch. The recommendations 

to the employees are based on the principles of the Mediterranean diet. 
Employees are encouraged to consume more fruit and vegetables and use 

olive oil rather than fats from animal origin in their diet.

Only seven recommendations have been formed for restaurants, the 
fewest out of the six countries, potentially making this an easy target for 

the Spanish restaurants. Only the first recommendation (the common 
one) is to do with cooking methods. The others are mainly to do with the 
way the food is served and presented to the customers. This should make 

it easier for restaurateurs to apply the recommendations.
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6 - The communication strategy

The road show

In the first stage of the project, a set of tools was created to provide practical advice and assist in 
implementing the recommendations to encourage healthy choices.

The tools and messages presented in the next chapter were developed in line with the first steps’ 
results and according to the recommendations for each of the participating countries. They were either 
printed or in digital format.

The list of the specific tools developed in line with the decisions reached on the national level appears in 
chapter 8.

The communication campaign officially started in October 2009 with a ‘road show’ in the six 
participating countries. A double-decker bus customised with the FOOD colours drove through the 
main city of each of the six countries. The journey started in Paris and then continued on to Brussels, 
Stockholm, Prague, and Milan ending in Madrid. These one-day stops enabled the partners to showcase 
the first tools created and to explain the project objectives and actions.

With the help of professionals such as nutritionists, dieticians and chefs, the general public together with 
employees and guests from the restaurant sector, had the opportunity to learn about the aims of the 
project. The bus raised interest in all city centres and attracted many visitors and journalists.
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Spain marked the successful end of the European tour with the FOOD bus arriving there on October 27th.

More than 1500 visitors came and took part in the activities organised by the local partners: AESAN, FDM, FOOD 
PRO FIT and Edenred.

The lower platform of the bus was dedicated to the FOOD e-learning DVD. To gain access to the bus, each person 
had first to calculate his or her BMI together with a nutritionist. The upper platform offered seminars every thirty 
minutes, in which the partner FDM and nutritionists explained to the visitors what a balanced diet is and how it 
can be achieved.

Visitors could also savour many Mediterranean specialties prepared by the Chef Mario Barrero as well as 
different and original and delicious juices to add variety to breakfast such as a popular mix of carrots, oranges and 
strawberries.

Finally, people were invited to try a 10kg vest, aimied at demonstrating the impact of excess weight on the body.

The event was a huge success, which confirmed the need for this kind of information to be passed and sensitised.

The restaurant network

Separate effort was put into creating a network of dedicated restaurants that adhere to the national 
FOOD recommendations, thought as the most effective way to reconnect the offer and the demand 
sides of balanced nutrition.

Please refer to chapter 9 for more details and information.
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7 - Pilot evaluation

A second survey was conducted in 2010 to try and evaluate the first stage of the project and 
the success of the tools. At this point the project had achieved many of its targets. Nutritional 
recommendations had been formed in each country for both the restaurants and the employees and 
communication tools were created in each country and across the whole project. More than 100 
communication initiatives were introduced and implemented in the 28 months duration of the project. 
Especially popular was the website that was visited more than 66,600 times between February 2009 and 
May 2011. The Belgian site was visited nearly 12,000 times within a shorter period.

It is estimated that after 28 months, around four million employees and 195,000 restaurants were 
reached.

Following both surveys the Karolinska Institutet conducted an internal evaluation of the project. The 
evaluators looked at the methodology used and the project’s outcomes, made several comments and 
raised several issues.

The main issues that were raised relate to the methodology of the surveys and were: making sure that 
the correct questions were asked, ensuring the quality of the methodology, allowing for a big enough 
sample size to allow measuring meaningful change in outcomes and relating the outcomes to the 
project’s objectives.

The evaluators pointed out to several difficulties encountered regarding the survey questionnaires, in 
particular the fact that the questionnaires ended up being very long due to need to assess several types 
of national interventions, possibly resulting in fewer responses.

Outcomes and impacts on a European level were analysed by the Centre of Research of the Institut Paul 
Bocuse.

The questionnaires have reached a minimum of 52,000 employees. It is hard to say in which way the 
project had impacted on employees’ choice of balanced food as the general objective was to sensitise 
and provide this target group with the information needed to help them make healthier choices. 
Nevertheless, an important result from the 2010 survey was that 59% of employees were in favour of 
eating healthily at lunchtime meaning that this continues to be an important target group.

From the restaurant perspective, at least 5,000 establishments were reached via the questionnaires. 
Very positively, after a few months, more than 1,760 restaurants joined the FOOD restaurant network 
following national recommendations despite the fact that the interventions targeted at the restaurant 
staff took place quite late in the project. This short time frame could also offer an explanation to the 
second survey’s pretty low awareness results from restaurants (only 10% of respondents were familiar 
with the project’s objectives), yet the results indicated that 51% of them saw the value in serving healthy 
meal.

Therefore, continued support from programmes such as FOOD is needed to further 
increase the demand for this kind of food/meals by the customers and to increase 
the number of restaurants offering it.

On top of the many actions and tools created and implemented and the creation of 
the FOOD restaurant network a further achievement of the project is the creation 
of a successful partnership between the public and private sectors.
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Employee and restaurant second survey

employee questionnaire results

757 employees responded to the second questionnaire, more than in 2009. The breakdown of employee weight 
was identical to the 2009 results. 58% declared being of normal weight, 31% overweight and 9% obese. 20% of the 
respondents perceived their diet to be healthy and 64% claimed to eat rather healthily. Only 6% either eat rather 
unhealthily, unhealthily or don’t think about the healthfulness of what they eat.

24% of respondents were aware of the FOOD project out of which 4% were familiar with its contents. Most were 
acquainted with the project through the Ticket Restaurant® vouchers booklet advertising.

‘Various foods in moderate amount, in a nice environment’ was for the majority of employees the best definition 
for balanced food.  This is different to the 2009 result were most people chose ‘eating pleasant food while 
protecting your health’. This was now chosen by only 35.7% of respondents. This shift toward acknowledging that 
balanced food should be varied and that the environment in which it is eaten is also important is positive and 
confirms the fact that Spanish employees are concerned with the healthfulness of their diet.

The majority of respondents have had a lunch break every day (or almost every day) during the working week 
(74%), yet the number has gone down compared to the 2009 results with more respondents having a break less 
frequently or never.

88% of respondents, who had a lunch break, had it in a least one type of restaurant, the highest result out of the six 
countries. For those not eating out the main reason remained preferring home cooked food. Restaurants offering 
energy dense foods or not catering to specific dietary requirements were the other two reasons mentioned.

When choosing where to eat, offer of varied meals was now the most important determinant, followed by 
proximity to the workplace and offer of a quick service. The price and affordability of the meal was only rated 
6th by the respondents.

The biggest factor in this survey when choosing what to eat at lunchtime was the balance of the dish (chosen by 
67%, compared with only 22% in 2009). Only 39% of respondents now chose ‘What I want at that present time’. 
This indicates a positive trend toward awareness of nutritional issues.

In the last year, 35% of respondents claimed to have made some changes to their diet. Another 21% were 
considering making changes and 21% more claimed to already be eating according to the recommendations.

In order to promote the FOOD project with project with Ticket Restaurant® vouchers users Edenred Spain 
placed various advertisements in the Ticket Restaurant® vouchers booklets which were distributed among approx. 
170,000 users in Spain. These detailed the recommendations and the FOOD webpage. As a result Spain noted a 
large increase in the visits to the Spanish part of the main FOOD webpage.

2010
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restaurant questionnaire results

61 restaurants in Spain responded to the second questionnaire, the largest number out of the six countries. Spain 
is the only country in which a majority of restaurants do not offer a daily lunch menu (59%), unlike the 2009 result.

Regarding the knowledge of balanced food, 21% respondents claimed to have good knowledge. 53% would have 
liked more information and 75% were willing to learn more. Only 5% of respondents were not interested to learn 
more with lack of time and budget given as the main reasons.

13% of respondents have seen the FOOD logo before but only 7% were aware of the project’s contents. The 
restaurant owners who were familiar with the project displayed a good understanding of the recommendations.

Approximately 65% of respondents have either made changes based on nutritional recommendations in the past 
12 months or were considering making changes. The most frequently mentioned reason for not applying the 
recommendations were either the perception that the offer already complied with them or that the restaurateurs 
have not thought about applying them. Despite the fact that there has been a slight increase in the demand for 
healthier dishes, smaller portion sizes and nutritional information by customers, the majority of restaurants have 
not acknowledged this change.

The positive trend observed in the first survey regarding employee 
attitude toward healthy food is also evident in the second survey. Despite 

the fact that less employees have the time to have a lunch break each 
day, the majority who eat out, now choose the restaurant based on the 

food on offer. This was also evident by the fact that for most employees, 
balanced food is connected to the variety of food offered, its quantity and 

where it is to be consumed.

From the restaurant survey results, it seems that restaurants are less 
concerned with health issues. The majority do not offer a special menu 
at lunchtime or have noticed an increase in the demand for balanced 
food. Positively however, more than half of them had either made or 

were considering making changes to the food they offer in line with the 
recommendations.
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Site visits

In Spain, seven recommendations have been formed based on the Mediterranean Diet and restaurants need to apply 
all of them to become affiliated with the network despite the difference in importance between some of them.

21 restaurants were visited, 10 independently run and 11 chain restaurants. None of the restaurants adhered to 
all seven recommendations. A third carried out at least five out of them.

Out of the seven recommendations, the two best adhered to were:  ‘prefer healthy cooking methods such as those 
that use steam, oven or grill ’ (adhered to by 71% of restaurants) and using olive oil to season the food and cook with 
(found in 95% of restaurants). In half of the restaurants visited it was possible to add the sauce to the dish separately.

Least adhered to was the recommendation to offer water (found in only five restaurants) and having a clearly 
marked and visible healthy option on the menu (found in seven of the restaurants).

As a common remark, it is important to notice that in the majority of the visited restaurants, it was possible to 
choose a balanced meal (found in 81% of the restaurants). FOOD tools were only displayed in 11% of the cases; 
nutritional information was available in 10% of restaurants and easily found in only 5% of them. Staff was willing to 
provide help with the balanced meal choice in over 50% of restaurants yet only a quarter of them clearly knew 
about balanced food and healthy choice.

Around 25 restaurants belonging to the FOOD restaurant network were randomly chosen in each 
of the participating countries and were visited in March-April 2011 to try and establish their level of 
adherence to the national recommendations.

These ‘mystery’ visits were conducted by the partners who made use of two check lists; ‘must have’ and 
‘good to have’ to collect information in the restaurants.
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8 - The communication tools

Following the analysis of the first survey, certain tools were proposed as described below. These tools 
and messages relate specifically to those developed in Spain.

In total, 102 communication initiatives were developed under the project, targeted at three main groups: 
the employees, the restaurateurs and the general public. 15 country specific tools were developed in 
Spain.

Tools aimed at employees and the general public

Some tools have been developed that are common to all countries and aimed at the general public. These tools 
address a broader audience and are often used when presenting the project in meetings and conferences. 

From a classic leaflet to an online cooking game, the main partner has been developing diverse tools to respond 
to diverse needs:

WWW.FOOD-PROGRAMME.EU

BALANCED NUTRITION AT WORKThe European FOOD project: a successful Public Private Partnership

FINAL PUBLICATION

FOOD: Fighting Obesity through Offer and Demand

This publication arises from the project FOOD which has received funding from the European Union, in the framework of the Public Health Programme.
The European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein. The sole responsibility lies with the author.

It was decided that the main focus of the campaign in Spain would be employees via a healthy food guide. The guide 
was edited with input from all the partners including the Health Department in Catalunya.

The guide was advertised via the Ticket Restaurant® vouchers booklet and requests were received from nearly 800 
employees. It was also advertised via a direct marketing campaign to Edenred customers and received requests 
from approx. 200 companies. In total 13,000 copies of the guide were distributed.

Final publication (summary version)

DVD on the creation  
of the FOOD project
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Facebook page

Interactive cooking game

European website

Blog

An introduction 
to the FOOD 
project leaflet
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Advertisement  
in Ticket Restaurant® 
vouchers booklet  
The tool reached 170.000 
users daily and raised 
awareness of the project 
especially if it appeared 
on the front cover of the 
booklet. It has resulted in 
an increase of visits to the 
Spanish page of the FOOD 
website. Weaknesses 
noticed were the limited 
space and the fact that 
the FOOD logo couldn’t 
appear on the front cover 
every month. Spain used 
this advertising medium  
to promote the FOOD 
Employee Guide with great 
success.

Employees

The tools implemented were:

Email campaign to 
companies promoting the 

Employee Guide

Consigue que tus empleados coman más sano gracias a 
Ticket Restaurant y el 

programa FOOD

Envíanos un mail afood-es@edenred.com
con los datos de tu empresa, y el número de ejemplares que queréis.  Os enviaremos GRATIS

vuestras guías sobre 
alimentación sana.

www.edenred.es
www.food-programme.eu/es

Consigue gratis
la Guía FOOD

para los empleados
de tu empresa
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Guide for Employees  
This is a high quality concise guide, easy to follow and visual. It is also however hard to 
maintain and keep up to date. In order to increase awareness among employees the 
Guide for Employee included a definition of obesity, showing a healthy food pattern and 
indicating ideal portion sizes. Also included was a self-assessment questionnaire and 
calendars for choosing seasonal fish, fruit and vegetables
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Es necesario practicar diariamente, durante al menos 30 
minutos, alguna actividad física moderada como caminar en los 

descansos o en los desplazamientos al trabajo, usar la bici, subir 

las escaleras a pie en vez de utilizar los ascensores, bajar antes 

de la parada en el bus/metro para andar un poco.  
Al volver al trabajo después de comer… ¿por qué no 
andar un poco para bajar la comida? Todos los 
pasos cuentan.  
 
hacer actividad física de forma regular es cuidarse, todo el organismo sale beneficiado; ayuda a sentirse mejor, con más energía, reduce el estrés, ayuda a dormir mejor, a relajarse y tonifica los músculos. Además, ayuda a prevenir el exceso de peso porque regula el hambre y aumenta el gasto calórico.

A TENER 
EN CUENTA

¡El equilibrio en la alimentación diaria es lo que cuenta!

A TENER 
EN CUENTA

Llevar un estilo de vida activo dentro y fuera del ámbito de trabajo es la clave. 

10 - ¡EL EQUILIBRIO ESTÁEN MANTENER UN ESTILO DE vIDA SALUDABLEDíA A DíA! 

10 - ¡EL EQUILIBRIO ESTÁ EN MANTENER UN ESTILO DE vIDA SALUDABLE DíA A DíA! 

Esta guía para empleados surge del proyecto FOOD, que ha recibido financiación de la Unión Europea en el marco del Programa de Salud Pública.

La Unión Europea no es responsable del uso de la información contenida.  La responsabilidad es exclusivamente del autor de la guía.

 

PARA EMPLEADOSGUÍA

Card in the companies’ 
welcome pack advertising 
the Employee Guide.

Consigue gratis la Guía FOOD

para los empleados de tu empresa

Envíanos un mail a food-es@edenred.com

con tus datos, incluyendo el nombre

de tu empresa, y te enviaremos

GRATIS una guía sobre
alimentación sana.

www.edenred.es
www.food-programme.eu/es
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In the six countries, the sources of information that have most familiarised the 
employees with the FOOD project are: 

 Internet-based material: (FOOD project website, social networks, emailing) = 72,9%

 Meal vouchers (Ticket Restaurant®) advertisements = 40,6%

 Media (Newspapers, press articles, TV, Radio) = 35,9%

“Equilibra” (quarterly company 
newsletter in printed version)  
This good quality, prestigious 
magazine is sent to 7,000 
companies. Only appearing four 
times a year, there is a concern 
that the FOOD article included 
among many may lose impact 
and importance.

“Equilibr@ News” (monthly 
company newsletter in on-line 
version)  
Sent to 7.000 clients, this 
newsletter has a single theme 
with a clear message and is 
well received amongst clients. 
However, there are only two 
editions a year on healthy eating.

Comer de forma más sana y equilibrada es un reto pre-

sente en la vida de muchas personas pero ¿cómo hacerlo? 

Guía para empleados

Por Ruth Magem
Guiso de primavera

Para despejar toda duda, Edenred y el Proyecto FOOD han editado de forma con-

junta la “Guía para empleados”, que contiene muchos trucos y buenos consejos 

para ayudar al trabajador a llevar una alimentación saludable también fuera de 

casa. La publicación contiene diez recomendaciones prácticas, consejos para 

escoger el menú diario, un cuestionario de autoevaluación y un útil calendario de 

alimentos por temporadas. 

El objetivo del Proyecto FOOD, del que Edenred es socio principal y coordinador, 

es promover los principios de una alimentación saludable entre los trabajadores 

y los gerentes de restaurantes en Europa. Una alimentación equilibrada fomenta 

el bienestar de los empleados, ayuda a mejorar el rendimiento en el trabajo y 

previene enfermedades, reduciendo el índice de absentismo laboral. 

Los primeros calores aparecen, las 

bajas temperaturas disminuyen y nos 

abrimos día a día al sol. Es momento 

de empezar a depurar nuestro cuer-

po, despertar de este encierro inver-

nal y a ello nos ayudan los alimentos 

que nos da la tierra. Alcachofas, 

cebolletas, espárragos, puerros y 

todas las verduras verdes benefi-

ciarán al hígado a descargarse de la 

alimentación de las épocas de frío y 

a prepararse para la primavera en 

curso y los futuros días de calor.

Menú diario,
alimentación equilibrada

1. Prueba siempre la comida 

antes de añadir sal.

2. Utiliza el agua como bebida 

de elección para acompañar 

las comidas.
3. Cuidado con el tamaño de las 

raciones.
4. Al menos cinco raciones al 

día entre frutas y verduras.

5. La fruta fresca debe ser el 

postre habitual y los postres 

lácteos de vez en cuando.

6. Elige técnicas de cocinado 

que no añadan excesiva can-

tidad de grasa.
7. En los descansos: evita el 

picoteo de alimentos con 

demasiada grasa, sal o azúcar.

8. Una alternativa al consumo 

de carne son las preparacio-

nes a base de legumbres y 

cereales.
9. Introduce variedad en el 

menú diario.
10. ¡El equilibrio está en mante-

ner un estilo de vida saluda-

ble día a día!

Las bondades de la alcachofa
• Favorece el buen funcionamiento 

del hígado. 
• Ayuda a eliminar líquido del cuerpo.

• Disminuye el nivel de azúcar y 

colesterol en sangre.

Guiso de primavera con sepia y piñones

Para 4 – 6 raciones
Tiempo de cocción 40 minutos

Dificultad baja

1 kg de sepia limpia y cortada a tiras

6 alcachofas, limpias y cortadas a octavos

200 gr de guisantes (preferentemente frescos)

1 cebolleta cortada a juliana (tiras finas)

2 tomates maduros pelados y rallados o tomate 

natural pelado triturado

½ litro de fumet de pescado o agua

Un puñadito de piñones

Aceite de oliva
Sal y pimienta

Impulsa una dieta sana en tu empresa 

solicitando la Guía para empleados a 

Edenred en la siguiente dirección
food-es@edenred.com

Pelar, limpiar y cortar todos los ingredientes de la receta para poder empezar. 

Poner aceite en una sartén y confitar la cebolleta y los piñones hasta que estén 

dorados; si hace falta, añadir un poco de agua para poder confitar correctamente. 

Una vez doradas añadir las alcachofas, dejar cocinar durante 5 minutos, añadir 

el tomate y dejar confitar. Añadir la sepia y los guisantes, dejar cocinar unos 5 

minutos, añadir el fumet de pescado o el agua, tapar y dejar cocer durante 15 

minutos a fuego muy suave, poner al punto de sal y servir.
13Equilibra

Al habla con Gustino

Conocer cuáles son los frutos que la tierra produce en 
cada estación es más que recomendable si queremos 
llevar una alimentación sana. FOOD Programme, el proyecto europeo en el que participa Edenred, se ha puesto manos a la obra para promover la alimentación equilibrada tanto a empleados como a responsables del sector de la restauración.

El calendario de la alimentación

Comer naranjas en agosto y uvas en abril, como reza la popular canción, ya no es un problema, gracias a la globalización y a los sistemas de conservación de los alimentos. Sin embargo, el consumo de frutas y verduras en su estación correspon-diente tiene sus ventajas:Es más barato: ante la abundante 
• 

oferta, disminuye el precio en el mercado. 
Es más sostenible: los productos 

• 
no tienen que ser almacenados y transportados desde el otro extre-mo del planeta. 

Es más saludable: el consumo se 
• 

hace cuando los alimentos están más frescos y se le saca el mayor partido a sus nutrientes. Con las frutas y verduras de tempora-da, las recetas lucen más. También en los más de 30.000 establecimientos afi-liados a Ticket Restaurant® en los que cada día almuerzan miles de usuarios. De ahí que FOOD Programme haya elaborado un sencillo calendario de frutas y verduras. Este programa euro-peo busca promover una alimentación equilibrada y saludable, un objetivo en el que participa en España Edenred.

La receta de la estaciónCazuela de calabaza y huevo
La calabaza, un ingrediente ligero, resulta perfecta para las recetas de otoño. Baja en calorías, pero con un alto contenido en agua y potasio, es un recurso ideal para eliminar líquidos del organismo y saciar el apetito. 

Para 2 personas
Preparación: 40 minutosIngredientes:
600 gr de calabaza2 huevos (uno por cazuela)Una cebolla

Un puerro
Pimiento verde y rojoAceite, sal, pimienta y perejil

Añade aceite de oliva a una sartén y caliéntalo a fuego lento. Añade la cebolla, el pimiento rojo, el pimien-to verde y el puerro y rehógalos durante unos 10 ó 15 minutos. 
Pela la calabaza y córtala en dados pequeños. Incorpora los trozos a la sartén y saltéala durante 5 ó 10 minutos más. Echa las verduras en una cazuela y cúbrelas con el caldo para que cuezan durante 15 minutos. A media cocción, rectifi-ca de sal y pimienta al gusto. 

Una vez hayas comprobado que la calabaza está tierna, reparte las verduras en dos cazuelas de barro que resistan el horno, haz un hueco en el medio, y casca un huevo en él. Espolvorea perejil picado e introduce al horno preca-lentado a 180º C, hasta que cuajen los huevos. Bon appétit!

 Otoño
Verduras: Aguacate, alcachofas, apio, brócoli, calabacín, calabaza, canónigos, castaña, champiñón, col, coliflor, endi-vias, espinacas, hinojo, lechuga, nabo, perifollo, pimientos, puerro, rábano, remolacha, tomate, zanahoria.Frutas: Avellana, limón, manzana, melón, membrillo, nuez, pera, plátano, uva. 

Invierno
Verduras: Canónigos, champiñón, col de Bruselas, colinabo, endivias, nabo, pue-rro, rábano, repollo, salsifí, zanahoria. Frutas: Avellana, clementina, kiwi, limón, manzana, maracuyá, naranja, pera, plátano. 

Primavera
Verduras: Calabacín, cebolla, coliflor, espárrago, espinacas, guisantes, lechu-ga, nabo, pepino, perifollo, rábano, toma-te, zanahoria. 

Frutas: Albaricoque, cereza, frambuesa, fresa, limón, plátano, ruibarbo. 

Verano
Verduras: Alcachofas, berenjenas, bró-coli, calabacín, cebolla, chalota, coliflor, guisantes, hinojo, judía verde, lechuga, pepino, pimientos, rábano, remolacha, repollo, tomate, zanahoria. Frutas: Albaricoque, arándano, avellana, ciruela, frambuesa, fresa, grosella, gro-sella negra, limón, manzana, melocotón, melón, mora, pera, plátano, sandía. 

19Equilibra

Al habla con Gustino

A new webpage has been designed 
following the merger of Gustino® and 
the FOOD project:  
www.gustinofood.es
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Quarterly Newsletters

Flyer promoting joining the FOOD 
network was included in contracts 

sent to new affiliates.

The new webpage designed following the merger of Gustino® and the FOOD project also 
targets restaurant owners, Telemarketing campaign towards 13.000 restaurants, Emailing, 
Campaign to certified restaurants, Giveaway pen Inclusion of pens in all restaurant 
invoices and orders for envelops and forms with the FOOD logo on it.

Window stickers for new Gustino-FOOD 
programme restaurants.

Restaurants

gustino Menú diario, alimentación equilibrada
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Dónde estamos

Tel.: 902 116 365

www.ticketrestaurant.es

¿Ha notado un aumento en la demanda de comida 

sana por parte de los clientes?

Sí, cada vez más. Hace un año y medio introduje en el 

menú diario un plato vegetariano —con cabeza, cuidando 

que tuviera suficientes proteínas— y en la carta un apar-

tado de comida natural y energética. La gente lo prueba y 

ahora incluso llegan clientes que vienen a comer expresa-

mente este tipo de cocina. 

¿Qué importancia tienen en Ruth Restaurant & 

Café los productos de temporada?

Sólo trabajamos con productos de temporada. Es im-

portante porque son los menos tratados, los que llevan 

menos tiempo en una nevera. Si puedo compro ecológico. 

¿Qué opina del Proyecto FOOD?

Es súper importante. Los que estamos detrás de los fo-

gones nos tendríamos que preocupar más de la salud de 

los que vienen a comer. Creo que está muy bien tener un 

punto de referencia real. 

“Los primeros calores aparecen, las bajas temperaturas 

merman y nos abrimos día a día al sol. Es momento de em-

pezar a depurar nuestro cuerpo, despertar de este encierro 

invernal y a ello nos ayudan los alimentos que nos da la 

tierra. Alcachofas, cebolletas, espárragos, puerros y todas 

las verduras verdes beneficiarán al hígado a descargarse de 

la alimentación de las épocas de frío y a prepararse para la 

primavera en curso y los futuros días de calor”

Guiso de primavera con sepia y piñones

Para 4 – 6 raciones

Tiempo de cocción 40 minutos

Dificultad baja

1 kg de sepia limpia y cortada a tiras

6 alcachofas, limpias y cortadas a octavos

200 gr de guisantes (preferentemente frescos)

1 cebolleta cortada a juliana (tiras finas)

2 tomates maduros pelados y rallados o tomate natural 

pelado triturado

½ litro de fumet de pescado o agua

Un puñadito de piñones
Aceite de oliva
Sal y pimienta

Pelar, limpiar y cortar todos los ingredientes de la receta 

para poder empezar. Poner aceite en una sartén y confitar 

la cebolleta y los piñones hasta que estén dorados; si hace 

falta, añadir un poco de agua para poder confitar correcta-

mente. Una vez doradas añadir las alcachofas, dejar cocinar 

durante 5 minutos, añadir el tomate y dejar confitar. Añadir la 

sepia y los guisantes, dejar cocinar unos 5 minutos, añadir el 

fumet de pescado o el agua, tapar y dejar cocer durante 15 

minutos a fuego muy suave, poner al punto de sal y servir.

“Los que estamos detrás de los 

fogones nos tendríamos que 

preocupar más de la salud de los 

que vienen a comer”

La propuesta de Ruth Magem

Desde hace 6 años, Ruth Magem está al frente y tras los fogones del restaurante que lleva su nombre: 

Ruth Restaurant & Café, en el municipio barcelonés de San Fruitós de Bages. Los huevos, los lácteos y 

la carne cada vez le sentaban cada vez peor, de manera que empezó a interesarse por alternativas salu-

dables para su dieta, que han llegado a las mesas de su establecimiento. 

•	 Favorece	el	buen	funcionamiento	del	hígado.	

•	 Ayuda	a	eliminar	líquido	del	cuerpo.

•	 Disminuye	el	nivel	de	azúcar	y	colesterol	en
	sangre.

Las bondades de la alcachofa

Solicita gratis el DVD
del Proyecto FOOD
Escríbenos a food-es@edenred.com

And also...
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FOOD > natiOnal sectiOns > spain

9 - The Food restaurant network

350 restaurants belong to the FOOD network in Spain.

The building of the network in Spain was country specific where the local partners have already been working 
together on a programme called Gustino® from which FOOD took its main features.

The idea of the project was that the existing and successful initiatives should be taken into account and made 
use of. The merger between the FOOD project and Gustino® allowed benefiting from the advantages of the two 
programmes. The added dimension of the European project combined with the results of the local programme 
offer more advantages and visibility to the restaurants that decide to join the network. The communication 
towards the existing restaurants was successfully done with emailing and telemarketing campaigns. FOOD enables 
a larger field of action and the restaurants benefits from stricter rules and follow-up.

To be part of the Gustino®-FOOD restaurants network in Spain, a restaurant must apply all of the seven proposed 
recommendations. Following the request to join the network, the FDM evaluates the compliance levels of the 
restaurant with the programme’s rules and recommendations. Once a restaurant has been approved, a window 
sticker showing the logos of the two programmes is sent to the restaurant to make its commitment to the 
programme visible to potential customers. This merger between the European project and the local programme 
is another manifestation of the flexibility and strengths of the FOOD project.

A geolocalisation tool that enables to locate the nearest FOOD restaurant is available on 
the European website at www.food-programme.eu.

To become acknowledged as a “FOOD restaurant” a country-specific number of recommendations 
must be followed by the applicant restaurant (all of the recommendations, 7 out of 10, or less depending 
on criteria set by each country).

Each country used different methods to reach and recruit restaurants. Using email contact (Italy), video-
emailing (France), door to door contact (Belgium and Czech Republic) or taking advantage of existing 
nutritional schemes (Spain and Sweden), the six countries were successful in establishing a network of 
FOOD restaurants across Europe.

After a few months, more than 1,760 restaurants joined the FOOD restaurant network following 
national recommendations.
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“To our understanding, the Food project has an inherent added value to many 
health promotion campaigns in the field which is influencing both offer and 
demand sides to progressively have a healthier mid-day meal offer. It is indeed 
an interesting public-private partnership with a powerful channel to reach the 
employees and the restaurant sector”

Anna Bach, Scientific Coordinator, FDM

“It was important to have developed a project framed in the workplace 
and aimed at improving eating habits which involved public and private 
institutions”

Carmen Villar Villalba, AESAN
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FOOD > natiOnal sectiOns > sweden

1 - Country overview

The proportion of obese people has doubled In Sweden since the 80’s. The prevalence of overweight men and 
women has increased by 20 and 30 per cent respectively in the same period. Today, over half of all men and over 
a third of all women are overweight or obese (Background material to the action plan for healthy dietary habits 
and increased physical activity, National Food Administration, 2005).

In Sweden 80% of the population eat too much fat and half eat too much sugar, yet a significant proportion of the 
population do not eat enough fruit and vegetable.

The direct cost of obesity and obesity related disease is currently 2% of the total healthcare budget. It is estimated 
that 60% of Swedes will be overweight or obese by 2030 increasing the cost to healthcare by 120%, making this a 
source of concern to the Swedish health administration. This has led to the creation of the Action Plan for healthy 
eating habits and the Keyhole symbol.

One of the initial aims of the Swedish partners’ attempt was to educate both the employees and the restaurants 
about healthy eating. This followed survey results for both sectors indicating they were mostly unaware of national 
programmes to promote balanced meals. Encouraging restaurants to make these dishes tasty and explaining the 
benefits of such meals to employees were also mentioned.

2 - Partners

In Sweden the local partnership included the Karolinska Institutet and the Keyhole Restaurant Association.

The Karolinska Institutet is one of Europe’s largest medical universities. It is also Sweden´s largest centre for 
medical training and research. Through research, education and information, the Karolinska Institutet contributes 
to improving human health. Each year, the Nobel Assembly at Karolinska Institutet awards the Nobel Prize in 
Physiology or Medicine. The department of Biosciences and Nutrition performs research and education in areas 
of medical science and offers an international working environment. Most research projects it conducts are in the 
context of national and international networks.

The Keyhole Restaurant Association is a non-for-profit organisation with The Swedish National Food  
Administration and the Swedish National Institute of Public Health as members. The Keyhole branding was 
introduced in Sweden in 1989 aiming to make it easier for consumers to identify healthier alternatives in order 
to reduce the risk of cardiovascular conditions.

The keyhole is a voluntary label. Food producers are themselves responsible for ensuring that foods with the 
keyhole symbol conform to National Food Administration’s regulations. Keyhole labelling in restaurants is also 
voluntary, but the restaurants need to go through a certification process to use the symbol. The National Food 
Administration has established a new certification body aimed at assuring the quality of the meals served at 
restaurants. The Keyhole Restaurant Association was established in January 2009.

Edenred is using its network as a unique channel of communication between the main target groups. 
In the six participating countries, Edenred’s network comprises of around 4.2 million employees, 
185,000 companies and 352,000 restaurants.
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The consortium took several actions before the creation of the tools and the launch of communication 
campaigns to understand what has been done so far in this area and to determine the needs of both 
target groups.

A detailed inventory of existing programmes related to nutritional interventions was first conducted. 
This review of existing programmes was carried out in order to understand the initiatives already 
conducted in the various countries regarding interventions to promote healthy eating through a work 
setting. The core of the review was on initiatives targeting balanced food in restaurants and those 
targeting employees in a company setting. It focused especially on existing programmes in the six 
partner countries and where relevant, further countries were covered such as: Hungary, Canada, Chile 
and Switzerland.

70 programmes matched the review criteria and were entered into the study. The second part of the 
document was dedicated to the results from the ‘Move Europe’ project that took place in 25 European 
countries. The document presented good practices in the field of lifestyle-oriented workplace health 
promotion. In total, 68 best practices were compiled in the “healthy diet” field of the campaign.

3 - Inventory of existing programmes

In Sweden, the Keyhole certification programme for restaurants was the only programme reviewed as it is 
considered the main programme of its kind and importance in Sweden. The Swedish National Food Administration 
launched the certification scheme for restaurants in 2009. The objectives of the programme were to create a 
network of restaurants offering healthy food across Sweden. This was achieved by creating a certification scheme 
with a yearly follow-up and evaluations.

The scheme benefited from the backing of the National Food Administration who owns the Keyhole label making 
it easily recognisable and being the main incentive for big restaurant chains to join the programme. Initially the 
programme was financed by the Swedish agricultural department but as the certification is offered at a cost to 
the restaurants the aim was to make it self-financing.

This Swedish scheme aims to achieve the same targets as the FOOD project. The Keyhole certification of the 
restaurants however is more specific in terms of the nutritional specifications of the food labelled is a ‘Keyhole’ 
dish, than is demanded by the FOOD project. Making use of the widely accepted ‘Keyhole’ label the programme 
is both attractive to participate in and well received by the public.

The review of the existing programmes included in the inventory enabled the 
partners to draw several common conclusions: 

 There was a general lack of evaluation of most programmes 

 The projects weren’t well promoted 

 Target audiences were mostly passive 

 Low presence of professionals 

 Unsuitable tools were created as a result of wrong assessment of the target audience’s 

 Lack of visibility and clarity of the tools created
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4 - Quantitative and qualitative surveys

Following the review of existing programmes and based on the main findings, a survey was launched, 
with two questionnaires: one aimed at restaurants and the other at employees. The survey was 
conducted in each of the participating countries through Edenred’s network, designed by the CIRIHA 
and the Institute Paul Bocuse and later analysed by the Institute Paul Bocuse, in France.

At least 52,000 employees and 5,000 restaurants were targeted by the questionnaires in the six 
participating countries. A total of 4,529 employees and 399 restaurants responded to the questionnaires, 
a response rate above the 5% that was anticipated.

First questionnaires for employees and restaurants

The next section highlights the result of both questionnaires from Sweden:

employees

412 Swedish employees responded to the questionnaire. From this initial investigation, some important results 
emerged that helped to shape the first set of tools and messages.

2009

Figure 22:
Breakdown of employee 
reported weight

49%
Normal weight

39,7%
Overweight

10,8%
Obese

0,5%
Underweight

This first graph analyses the overall weight of employees. Sweden is the country with the highest reported 
overweight ratio out of the six countries with fewer than 50% of the respondents being of a normal weight.
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Figure 23:
Percentage of employees 
having lunch daily

Figure 24:
Breakdown of lunch places 
frequented by Swedish 
employees

The percentage of employees who have a lunch break during the working day is shown in the following graph. 
87.6% of employees, the highest of the six countries, have a lunch break every working day. Only a small minority 
never have a lunch break clearly making the majority a suitable target group.

87,6%
Every working day

11,7%

Often or 
Sometimes

0,7%
Never

59,9%
In a restaurant

3%

In a bakery/
sandwich bar

12,9%

In a foreign 
food restaurant

50%
Common room

5%

In a fast food
restaurant

4,7%
At home
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More than half of Swedish employees eat lunch in a restaurant (45.3%):

When in the restaurant, the majority of employees reported choosing their meal based on what they want to eat 
at that time (54%). Only 23% of respondents reported choosing the balanced dish. This finding should be passed 
on to the restaurants to encourage them to make the balanced dish the tastiest to get it chosen more often.

Another issue emerged from the survey regarding the need to educate employees about the benefits of balanced 
meals as only about a third reported choosing the restaurant based on the nutritional quality of the food on offer.

Positively, the survey concluded that the Swedish employees are relatively health conscious having the right 
attitude for such interventions. 51% of respondents have fruit as a snack, drink water at lunchtime and have rather 
healthy breakfast.

The majority of employees (26.9%) chose the Keyhole symbol as the best to indicate the healthy balanced dish. 
This cooperation with the scheme has lead to a number of country specific tools to be developed building on the 
programme’s existing initiatives (see tray model and information holders in chapter 8).

The decision on type of messages to be designed was to have them short, simple and playful.

restaurants

80 restaurants responded to the first questionnaire. The majority of restaurant owners expressed the wish 
to receive information and training on balanced food including staff training as well as cooking and serving 
instructions. More than 50% claimed not to have sufficient skills for preparing balanced meals yet the percentage 
of those who claimed to have knowledge (45%) was the biggest out of the six countries.

Figure 25:
Restaurant 
owners’ knowledge 
about balanced food

43,8%

Medium, I could 
learn more

45%

Yes, I do have 
knowledge

11,3%

No, 
not at all

92.5% of respondents (the highest out of the six countries) do not see any obstacles to promoting balanced 
nutrition in their restaurants.
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It clearly appears that in Sweden, both employees and restaurant owners 
are open to learning more about healthy food and lifestyle.

The Keyhole label was accepted by both sectors making it a potentially 
good scheme to partner with. Through collaboration with the Keyhole 
scheme the FOOD project was to benefit from increased visibility and 

acceptability.

5 - recommendations for sweden

Following a consolidation of the results from the first survey of 2009 and the inventory, experts outlined 
a set of recommendations targeted at restaurants and employees.

The purpose of these recommendations was to offer tangible and practical advice to help both target 
groups adopt healthier nutritional habits.

Despite the intention of some partners to have only common European recommendations, each country 
decided to adapt the recommendations to its local cultural habits. Following further consultation on 
national level, the partners accepted six recommendations to employees and one to the restaurants:

Common recommendations to employees in the six countries

  Taste the food before adding salt and/or try other condiments

  Use less fat and preferably use vegetable oils

  Eat at least 5 portions of fruit/vegetables a day

  As a dessert, choose a fresh fruit based option and sometimes as an alternative,  
 a dairy product

  Choose types of cooking that do not add too much fat (steaming, roasting, grilling, etc.)

  Choose water to accompany your lunch

Common recommendation to restaurants in the six countries

Regarding the restaurants, in common remained only one recommendation relating to healthy cooking 
methods:

  Favour cooking methods that use steam, oven or grill

Offering two portion sizes, which is the only recommendation directly related to reduced consumption 
in the fight against obesity, remained common to all countries but Belgium, where it is a suggestion.

1

2

3

4 

5

6

1
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Recommendations to the employees

The employee recommendations in Sweden were borrowed from the Swedish National Food Administration’s 
nutrition recommendations. The recommendations are for the entire day and are based on a four-week menu. 
Specifically regarding lunch in a restaurant, there are five main principles added to the six common European 
recommendations:

Recommendations to the restaurants

Thirteen recommendations in total were agreed on in Sweden. On top of the common recommendation, the 
following twelve recommendations are country specific and are adapted from the ‘Keyhole restaurant certification’ 
criterion:

 Opt for the Keyhole Programme meals.

 Use the tray model to select a balanced meal.

 Use the salad bar to top up your lunch meal with  

 vegetables/fruit/cooked pulses.

 Drink tap water.

 Eat bread rich in fibre (e.g. whole wheat).

7

8

9 

10

11
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The Swedish recommendations are specific to the Keyhole criterion.  
They offer a mix of recommendations to reduce calorie intake with 

ones to encourage healthy eating and cooking habits. To be considered 
a Keyhole dish, the dish has to comply with specific nutritional criteria, 
making the Swedish recommendations the most specific out of the six 

countries in terms of nutritional demands.

 Offer two portion sizes
 Use the keyhole symbol to classify balanced meals  

 on the menu

 Place at least one Keyhole dish on top of menu  

 (dish of the day)
 Calculate meal composition and portion size  

 (for the Keyhole dish)
 Offer fish dishes at least once a week as one of  

 the Keyhole dishes (consider lactose and gluten)
 Use the ‘tray model’ (an upgraded ‘plate model’)  

 to inform about the balanced meal Make it simple for your guest to eat more vegetables
 Divide the salad bar into categories - for example  

 unlimited amount and limited amount (mixed  

 with dressings etc.)
 Use a salad bar with at least 8 different choices  

 of vegetables/fruit/cooked pulses Always have tap water available Always have high fibre bread available (e.g.  
 Knäckebröd - a Keyhole marked bread) Low fat dressing and oil based dressing should be  

 available - max 2% trans fatty acids

2

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8

9 

 

10 

11

12 

13
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6 - The communication strategy

The road show

In the first stage of the project, a set of tools was created to provide practical advice and assist in 
implementing the recommendations to encourage healthy choices.

The tools and messages presented in the next chapter were developed in line with the first steps’ 
results and according to the recommendations for each of the participating countries. They were either 
printed or in digital format.

The list of the specific tools developed in line with the decisions reached on the national level appears in 
chapter 8.

The communication campaign officially started in October 2009 with a ‘road show’ in the six 
participating countries. A double-decker bus customised with the FOOD colours drove through the 
main city of each of the six countries. The journey started in Paris and then continued on to Brussels, 
Stockholm, Prague, and Milan ending in Madrid. These one-day stops enabled the partners to showcase 
the first tools created and to explain the project objectives and actions.

With the help of professionals such as nutritionists, dieticians and chefs, the general public together with 
employees and guests from the restaurant sector, had the opportunity to learn about the aims of the 
project. The bus raised interest in all city centres and attracted many visitors and journalists.

After Paris and Brussels, the FOOD bus stopped in 
Stockholm on October 12th, 2009.

Despite the cold weather, the public came and enjoyed 
the different activities. The chef Paul Svensson, who 
works in one of Sweden’s most famous restaurants 
(F12), prepared healthy sandwiches and foods that fit 
the tray model for the event.
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The restaurant network

Separate effort was put into creating a network of dedicated restaurants that adhere to the national 
FOOD recommendations, thought as the most effective way to reconnect the offer and the demand 
sides of balanced nutrition.

Please refer to chapter 9 for more details and information.

In addition, the nutritionist Christel Lynch presented a 
questionnaire designed by the Karolinska Institute, one 
of the partners. The answers provided the base for a 
deeper analysis of nutritional habits through the help of 
a computer programme that can analyse diets.
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7 - Pilot evaluation

A second survey was conducted in 2010 to try and evaluate the first stage of the project and 
the success of the tools. At this point the project had achieved many of its targets. Nutritional 
recommendations had been formed in each country for both the restaurants and the employees and 
communication tools were created in each country and across the whole project. More than 100 
communication initiatives were introduced and implemented in the 28 months duration of the project. 
Especially popular was the website that was visited more than 66,600 times between February 2009 and 
May 2011. The Belgian site was visited nearly 12,000 times within a shorter period.

It is estimated that after 28 months, around four million employees and 195,000 restaurants were 
reached.

Following both surveys the Karolinska Institutet conducted an internal evaluation of the project. The 
evaluators looked at the methodology used and the project’s outcomes, made several comments and 
raised several issues.

The main issues that were raised relate to the methodology of the surveys and were: making sure that 
the correct questions were asked, ensuring the quality of the methodology, allowing for a big enough 
sample size to allow measuring meaningful change in outcomes and relating the outcomes to the 
project’s objectives.

The evaluators pointed out to several difficulties encountered regarding the survey questionnaires, in 
particular the fact that the questionnaires ended up being very long due to need to assess several types 
of national interventions, possibly resulting in fewer responses.

Outcomes and impacts on a European level were analysed by the Centre of Research of the Institut Paul 
Bocuse.

The questionnaires have reached a minimum of 52,000 employees. It is hard to say in which way the 
project had impacted on employees’ choice of balanced food as the general objective was to sensitise 
and provide this target group with the information needed to help them make healthier choices. 
Nevertheless, an important result from the 2010 survey was that 59% of employees were in favour of 
eating healthily at lunchtime meaning that this continues to be an important target group.

From the restaurant perspective, at least 5,000 establishments were reached via the questionnaires. 
Very positively, after a few months, more than 1,760 restaurants joined the FOOD restaurant network 
following national recommendations despite the fact that the interventions targeted at the restaurant 
staff took place quite late in the project. This short time frame could also offer an explanation to the 
second survey’s pretty low awareness results from restaurants (only 10% of respondents were familiar 
with the project’s objectives), yet the results indicated that 51% of them saw the value in serving healthy 
meal.

Therefore, continued support from programmes such as FOOD is needed to further 
increase the demand for this kind of food/meals by the customers and to increase 
the number of restaurants offering it.

On top of the many actions and tools created and implemented and the creation of 
the FOOD restaurant network a further achievement of the project is the creation 
of a successful partnership between the public and private sectors.
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Employee and restaurant second survey

employee questionnaire results

697 employees participated in the second questionnaire compared with 412 in the first round of 2009. 63% of 
them claimed to be eating rather healthily, displaying a similar attitude to the 2009 respondents.

Around a quarter of respondents claimed to be aware of a programme promoting healthy food, yet the majority 
(60%) were unaware of such programmes with 37% out of those interested to learn about them.

Out of the respondents that were aware of the FOOD project (14%) most of them knew what the project 
was about. Despite the low awareness of the project (with only French employees scoring lower), these finding 
indicate that for those familiar with the content, the FOOD project message was clear and that positively it has 
been associated with the Keyhole symbol.

A large majority of respondents have a lunch break every day, or almost daily (89%). Out of these 55% have lunch 
in a restaurant once a week or more frequently. The two main reasons for the employees to not have restaurant 
food were: preferring to bring food from home and lack of time.

Restaurant choice was based mainly on: the restaurant offering a pleasant environment, varied meals and fast 
service. This indicates a slight change from the 2009 results in which proximity to the workplace was the second 
determinant in the restaurant choice, now only ranking fourth in degree of importance.

Positively, customers reported that vegetables were being served with all meal options often or always (75%), tap 
water was being served on demand free of charge (75%), fish was on the menu often or always (68%) and poultry 
or white meat also being on the menu often or always (55%).

However, some of the recommendations were less adhered to. Foods that have been oven baked, steamed or 
grilled were reported by 60% of the respondents to be on the menu rarely, seldom or never. Wholemeal bread 
was rarely, sometimes or never on offer (40%). Staff was rarely, sometimes or never willing to provide help with 
the balanced meal choice (86%) or equally was rarely knowledgeable about it (72%), Optional portion sizes were 
rarely, sometimes or never offered for the main meal (60%).

These findings indicate that further work with the restaurants is needed to increase the offer of balanced meals 
and improve their adherence to the FOOD project recommendations. Employee attitude should also receive 
further attention as less than a third of the respondents would often or always choose a balanced meal if it was 
on offer.

2010
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restaurant questionnaire results

60 restaurants participated in the second questionnaire (down from 80 in the first round).

45% of the respondents claimed to be aware of a programme promoting healthy or balanced food. The 45% who 
did not, would have liked to learn more about the subject.

A quarter of the respondents claimed to have seen the FOOD logo and material yet only 3 restaurants were fully 
aware of the project. The very short time frame between the launch of communication tools and the evaluation 
might mostly explain it. This sample size is too small to draw meaningful conclusions from.

A third of respondents had either made some or considerable changes to their food based on nutritional 
recommendations in the past 12 months or were considering making some. However, 41% of respondents 
reported not having thought about the need for making such changes. Most frequently mentioned reasons for 
not making changes were the perception that these changes were not necessary as the restaurant already served 
healthy food or that customers do not demand this (most of the respondents had not noticed any change in 
demand for balanced meals by their customers).

Due to the fact that neither of the surveys aimed at assessing the 
nutritional quality of the food on offer nor establishing a change in intake, 

it is of course not possible to determine whether there was a change 
in behaviour. Nevertheless, the objective of the project to promote 

healthy eating and to provide the target groups with clear and practical 
information seems to be achieved.

The positive results from the surveys relate to the fact that a large 
number of restaurants had either made changes to the food they offer, 
based on nutritional recommendations in the past 12 months or were 
considering doing so. This was evident by fact that customers noticed 

certain recommendations being implemented in the restaurants.

Respondents had positively associated the project with Keyhole scheme, 
which added synergy to the partnership in Sweden.
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Site visits

26 restaurants had been visited in Sweden. For the restaurant to be considered a FOOD restaurant, all the 
13 recommendations must be adhered to. From the analysis of the visits it emerged that only two restaurants 
adhered to all 13 recommendations. 12 recommendations were adhered to by five restaurants.

Not all restaurants adhered to all recommendations. The three best adhered to related to: always having tap water 
available (100% of restaurants), offering fish at least once a week (92%) and the common recommendation of 
favouring healthy cooking methods (88%).

Less adhered to were the recommendations to offer two portion sizes; using the tray model and providing 
information about the calorific and nutritional composition of the meals. Further, the Keyhole dish (the healthy 
choice) was not always at the top of the menu in more than half of the restaurants visited.

Regarding the FOOD tools, Sweden was the only country where the tools were used in all of the visited 
restaurants. Most common tools were the poster and leaflets. Two thirds of the staff was willing to provide help 
with the choice of a balanced meal (79%) and this meal was available in 65% of the restaurants. However, only 17% 
of staff clearly knew about balanced food.

The site visits took place six months after the second survey. It is clear from the positive results that in these six 
months the project had been implemented in more restaurants and that the low awareness initially perceived may 
have been the result of the short time frame allowed for the interventions.

Around 25 restaurants belonging to the FOOD restaurant network were randomly chosen in each 
of the participating countries and were visited in March-April 2011 to try and establish their level of 
adherence to the national recommendations.

These ‘mystery’ visits were conducted by the partners who made use of two check lists; ‘must have’ and 
‘good to have’ to collect information in the restaurants.
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8 - The communication tools

Following the analysis of the first survey, certain tools were proposed as described below. These tools 
and messages relate specifically to those developed in Sweden.

In total, 102 communication initiatives were developed under the project, targeted at three main groups: 
the employees, the restaurateurs and the general public. 12 country specific tools were developed in 
Sweden.

Tools aimed at employees and the general public

Some tools have been developed that are common to all countries and aimed at the general public. These tools 
address a broader audience and are often used when presenting the project in meetings and conferences. 

From a classic leaflet to an online cooking game, the main partner has been developing diverse tools to respond 
to diverse needs:

WWW.FOOD-PROGRAMME.EU

BALANCED NUTRITION AT WORKThe European FOOD project: a successful Public Private Partnership

FINAL PUBLICATION

FOOD: Fighting Obesity through Offer and Demand

This publication arises from the project FOOD which has received funding from the European Union, in the framework of the Public Health Programme.
The European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein. The sole responsibility lies with the author.

An introduction 
to the FOOD 
project leaflet

Final publication (summary version)

DVD on the creation  
of the FOOD project
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Facebook page

Interactive cooking game

European website

Blog
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Employees

The seven FOOD communication tools for employees developed in Sweden were in line with the Keyhole 
programme guidelines. The emphasis was placed on social media tools to create a community of informed and 
motivated people, with Sweden being the only country to base most of its strategy on such tools. 

A newsletter was 
sent to Edenred 

customers in 2010 
to further enhance 

the project and 
promote the FOOD 

HR seminar. The 
direct tool reached 

a wide target 
audience.

IDENTITÉ
N° dossier : 2006267E
Date : 13/02/07
N° :
Validation DA/DC :
Validation Client :

ACCOR

7530

280

PANTONE

friska företag

>> Bläddra här!

Rikskuponger som kort
Nu blir dagens lunch nyttigare
Låt lunchen göra gott
Vad gör du med din tid?

En tidning om hälsa och välbefinnande på jobbet 
från ACCOR SERVICES | 1.10

friska företag

>> Bläddra här!

En tidning om hälsa och välbefinnande på jobbet 
från Edenred | 1.11

Mer blir gjort med bra matvanor
Stort intresse för Rikskuponger på kort

Är du en välbalanserad kock?
Bekräfta på rätt sätt!

God kondis ger framgångsrika företag

6

BALANS

<< Bläddra 

är inte bara en näringskälla utan 

också en upplevelse som ska ge 

upphov till njutning, avkoppling och 

social samvaro. När Nyckelhålet på 

restaurang utbildar restaurangvärl-

den handlar kunskaperna inte enbart 

om näringslära och maten i allmän-

het utan även om måltiden. Måltiden 

ska ge såväl den näring som balans 

vi behöver för att må bra och klara 

av vardagens påfrestningar. De res-

tauranger som utbildar sin personal 

och hälsoanpassar sitt utbud och 

verksamhet får använda nyckelhåls-

symbolen i sin meny.  

– Det kan vara svårt att få till en balan-

serad lunch, men att till exempel 

välja en nyckelhålsmärkt lunchres-

taurang eller lunchrätt är ett sätt att 

göra det lättare, säger Ulrika Westin, 

marknadsdirektör på Accor Services 

som genom företagets stora nätverk 

av restauranger och företag utsetts 

till huvudprojektledare för FOOD. n

Läs mer om FOOD-projektet på

www.food-programme.eu/sv

S E M I N A r I U M

Arbetsplatsen
– en plattform för bättre  

matvanor

Till innehållet | Bläddra >>  

Lunchtips som ger  
dig näring och balans!
n	Välj nyckelhålsmärkt rätt. 

n		Tänk på hela lunchbrickan,  

inte bara portionen på 
tallriken. 

n		Låt salladsbufféns frukt och 

grönt få större plats.

n	Drick vatten. 

n	Välj grovt bröd.

➽

7

Hur kan vi jobba på jobbet för sundare matvanor? Finns det redan 

goda exempel? Hur kan samhället, arbetsgivare, facket och den 

anställde bidra till bättre matvanor på jobbet? 

Välkommen till en dag där arbetsmåltiden står i centrum och 

som fokuserar på praktiska exempel och forskning kring hur 

arbetsplatsen kan fungera som katalysator för att förändra den 

individuella livsstilen. 

Möt  initiativrika företag, forskare inom området och aktörer som 

arbetar på olika sätt för att främja sunda matvanor.

Initiativtagare till seminariet är  Föreningen för Nyckelhål på res-

taurang, Lunchfrämjandet samt Accor Services/rikskuponger.

TID: 27 maj kl 09.00 – 17.00

PLATS: hörsalen Da capo, Olof Palmes gata 12, Stockholm

kOSTNAD: 1 195 kr/ person inkl kaffe och lunch

ANMäLAN: görs via www.nyckelhalsrestaurang.se  

där du också ser program och övrig information

OBS! Begränsat antal platser

8

nyTT fRån EdEnREd

nyTT fRån EdEnREd

<< Bläddra 

u-projektet FooD, där 

Edenred ingår som 

projektledare, arbetar 

för att skapa goda matvanor hos 

anställda och samtidigt påverka 

restaurangernas menyer i hälso-

sam riktning. Testa dina kulina-

riska talanger i det nya matlag-

ningsspelet food Game. Klicka på 

bilden, registrera dig, spela och 

upptäck recept från kockar i sex 

europeiska länder! n

Är du en  
välbalanserad kock?

vikTiGT:

Längden på 
lunch spelar roll

45 minuter lång bör  

lunchrasten minst vara för att 

man ska hinna varva ner. 

n färsk undersökning bland 

1000 svenskar i arbetsför ålder 

visar att  långt ifrån alla hinner 

varva ner på sin lunchrast. Minst 45 

minuter lång bör lunchrasten vara för 

att man ska hinna varva ner, enligt 

denna studie som genomförts av You-

gov på uppdrag av Edenred. 

Till innehållet | Bläddra >>  9

• 13 procent hinner varva ner på 

lunchen. 

• 1 av 3 uppger att de oftast hinner 

varva ner och lika många menar 

att de hinner varva ner ibland.

• Mer än 2 av 10 hinner sällan eller 

aldrig varva ner under sin lunch. 

• Kvinnor hör till dem som mer 

sällan eller aldrig hinner varva 

ner på lunchen. 

• 50 – 65-åringar hinner vara ner  

i större utsträckning jämfört 

med 20 – 49-åringar.

A Seminar for HR managers further 
promoting the FOOD project in 

Sweden was organized in 2010. This 
interactive event on the subject of 

healthy lunch habits reached around 
50 companies.
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Emails were sent to Edenred customers 
in 2009 but the tool was considered not 
effective enough.

The FOOD blog launched in 2010 informs 
about the FOOD project and directs lunch 
customers via a map to Keyhole certified 
restaurants. This tool is wide reaching yet 
is time consuming to maintain and update.

The twitter site promotes the project 
tweeting to those who care about healthy 
eating.

A Facebook page has been using social 
media to further promote the project in 
Sweden. The page has the potential to 
reach a wide target audience if kept active

Meal voucher ads were inserted in the 
Ticket Restaurant® vouchers booklets, 
informing about the project and 
promoting the FOOD blog. This direct 
tool would reach 17,500 employees daily.

Tillsammans med Nyckelhålet på Restaurang och Karolinska 
Institutet arbetar Accor Services med det EU-fi nansierade 

projektet FOOD. Syftet är att ta fram nya riktlinjer för hälsosamma 
måltider i Sverige, och främja folkhälsan genom att inspirera 

restauranger, arbetsgivare och anställda att ta del av och följa dessa. 
Läs gärna mer om de nya riktlinjerna på:

www.food-programme.eu/sv

Fighting Obesity through Offer and Demand

Ett EU-projekt för hälsosammare måltider

www.food-programme.eu/sv

And also...

Du kan hitta balanserade recept, 
tips och adresser till certifierade nyckelhålsrestauranger 

nära din arbetsplats på vår blogg:

WWW.FOODINSWEDEN.COM

Ät en nyttig lunch 
med Rikskuponger 

och FOOD - projektet!
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In the second communication campaign it was decided not to withdraw any of 
the existing tools. It has focused on increasing the dialogue in the restaurants between the 
guests. The new intervention aims to take advantage of the restaurant environment as a 
location to promote discussion about food related issues. Five ‘table talkers’ were designed 
to encourage conversation. Covering the following topics:

In the six countries, the sources of information that have most familiarised the 
employees with the FOOD project are: 

 Internet-based material: (FOOD project website, social networks, emailing) = 72,9%

 Meal vouchers (Ticket Restaurant®) advertisements = 40,6%

 Media (Newspapers, press articles, TV, Radio) = 35,9%

Restaurants

All the FOOD communication tools for restaurants that were developed in Sweden following the surveys were 
also created in line with the Keyhole programme guidelines.

Two 
newsletters 

were sent out 
to the Edenred 

restaurant 
network 

informing 
them about 
the project 

and the new 
communication 

tools. A large 
target audience 

was reached.

An E-newsletter 
was sent to the 
Edenred restaurant 
network further 
informing them 
about the project 
and promoting 
the e-learning 
DVD. Despite the 
large audience 
reached, it was not 
very effective as it 
appeared that many 
of the emails were 
filed as junk mail.

mer om Food-programmets  

rekommendationer kan du läsa på: 

www.food-programme.eu/sv 

 www.foodinsweden.com

Från tallriks-
modell till 
brickmodell
aTT KUNNa äTa hälsosamT på restau-

rang är viktigt för att må bra. FOOD är ett 

EU-finansierat projekt som ska främja folk-

hälsan genom att uppmärksamma vikten av 

balanserad kost. I Sverige drivs projektet av 

Karolinska institutet, föreningen Nyckelhålet 

på Restaurang och Edenred/ Rikskuponger 

AB. Tillsammans med Nyckelhålet på res-

taurang har FOOD utvecklat nya riktlinjer 

för hur en balanserad måltid ser ut. Den 

gamla tallriksmodellen har utvecklas till en 

”brickmodell”. I den får även tillbehör som 

val av sallad, dressing, bröd och dryck stor 

betydelse, inte bara matens sammansättning 

och portionsstorlek. n

Nyckelhålet 
på restaurang
– ett hälsokoncept för branschen som många känner till

riKsNYhETEr	ges	ut	av	Edenred/R
ikskuponger	AB,	105	

40	Stockholm,		

växel	08-681	81	00,	ku
ndservice	08-681	82	1

0,	kundservice@ticket
rikskuponger.se	

www.ticketrikskupon
ger.se,	www.edenred.

se	

chEFrEdaKTör Susanne	Strååt,	susa
nne@frilanskompeten

s.se		

rEdaKTioN	Susanne	Strååt,	Jen
ny	Fredblad.

Frågor? Kontakta oss på 08-681 82 20 eller medlemsservice@rikskuponger.se

i KoNcEpTET iNgår:

Lärarledd	utbildning	f
ör	den/	de	som	ansva

rar	för	maten.

Webbutbildning	för	al
la	anställda	.

Verktyg	för	att	beräkn
a	näringsinnehåll	i	m

aträtter.

Tillgång	till	en	recept
bank.	

Marknadsföringsmat
erial	och	informations

material.

Support	från	Förening
en	nyckelhålet	på	res

taurang.

Regelbunden	uppföljn
ing	och	utvärdering	a

v	verksamheten.

Vill dU VETa mEr? 

www.nyckelhalsrestaurang.se

Nyckelhålet är sveriges mest kända märkning av livsmedel. hela 98 procent av alla 

svenskar i vuxen ålder känner till nyckelhålet och de flesta litar på att märkningen 

står för ett hälsosammare val. Undersökningar visar att många också vill kunna välja 

en god, nyckelhålsmärkt och balanserad måltid och skulle föredra att äta på en 

restaurang som erbjuder detta på menyn. 

edan 2009 är kraven för nyckelhåls-

märkning på restaurang tuffare. Res-

tauranger får bara dra nytta av nyckel-

hålssymbolen i marknadsföringen om 

de är registrerade och certifierade som just 

nyckelhålsrestauranger. Den organisation som 

driver och utvecklar nyckelhålscertifieringen 

är Föreningen Nyckelhålet på restaurang. 

- aTT Vara EN cErTiFiErad NYcKEl-

hålsrEsTaUraNg iNNEbär att restau-

rangen har tillräckligt med kunskap och 

utbildning för att erbjuda gästerna mat som 

är både god och hälsosam varje dag. Att de 

får använda nyckelhålet i menyer, i restau-

rangen och i övrigt kommunikationsmaterial 

garanterar att restaurangen är kvalitetssäkrad 

inom området hälsa och välmående, berättar 

Ingela Jonsson, projektledare vid denna ideella 

förening. Lätt förenklat kan man säga att 

nyckelhålscertifieringen handlar om att ser-

vera valfrihet och fler möjligheter till matgäs-

terna. Att visa att man bryr sig om sina mat-

gästers hälsa, lönar sig på alla sätt.

För aTT bli NYcKElhålscErTiFiErad 

behöver restaurangen genomgå utbildning i 

föreningens regi. En annan del i konceptet är 

olika hjälpmedel som underlättar och förenk-

lar det praktiska arbetet med hälsosammare 

måltider.
– Konceptet i sin helhet handlar om hela 

måltiden och gör det enklare för gästen att 

välja hälsosamt. Det spelar ingen roll om res-

taurangen serverar indiskt, husman eller 

lyxmat. Den behöver varken ändra inriktning 

eller byta ut klientel för att bli godkänd och 

certifierad som nyckelhålsrestaurang. De 

flesta har redan en rätt som klarar nyckelhåls-

kriterierna i sitt utbud och menyn behöver 

inte ändras – bara kompletteras. Gästen ska 

kunna välja minst en nyckelhålsrätt varje dag, 

från en meny eller en buffé, och sedan bli 

guidad till hälsosamma val 

vad gäller dryck, bröd, 

sallad och frukt. n

s

Notor, stämplar 
och dekaler
börjar dU Få slUT på notor, boxar, block 

eller annat material? Beställ enkelt nytt på 

www.ticketrikskuponger.se. Materialet skickas 

så fort som möjligt, dock senast inom tio 

dagar från beställningsdagen. n

beställ brickmodellen som brick under-

lägg kostnadsfritt genom att mejla till  

food@ticketrikskuponger.se

Nyckelhålscertifierad restaurang. Läs mer på nyckelhalsrestaurang.se

Påhoppade potatisar och missförstådda morötter

2 Hunger and satiety

 The different and sometimes confusing health messages

 Human energy/initiative/power - what is needed

 All the good advice distilled into one super advice

 Salt

The table talkers can be swapped every day during a weeklong campaign or rotated over a longer period of time.
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Following the evaluation, no tools were withdrawn for the second communication campaign and the table talkers 
for the employees were to be implemented in the restaurants.

Letters together with the FOOD flyer were sent to Keyhole certified 
restaurants informing them about the project acting also as a 
guideline reference.

A poster for Keyhole 
certified restaurants was 

printed promoting the FOOD 
recommendations and the 

tray model.

The FOOD flyer was 
created for lunch 
guests dining at 
Keyhole certified 
restaurants. Its aim was 
to enhance the FOOD 
recommendations at 
these restaurants.

A tray model sheet was to 
be placed on restaurant 
trays in Keyhole certified 
restaurants and others that 
use trays. This promotion of 
the project also emphasises 
the FOOD recommendations 
being a humorous and 
practical way to learn 
and acknowledge the 
recommendations.

Nu tar vi ett nytt steg i utvecklingen av konceptet Nyckelhålet på restaurang. Här kommer 

material som ni kan använda för att informera era gäster – fem bordsmenyer och sex affischer 

(två exemplar av tre olika varianter). Behöver du fler eller större affischer (finns som A3 och 

50x70 cm) så hör av dig så skickar vi så många du vill ha. Vi tar endast ut ett självkostnads-

pris, för tryck och porto.

Vi skickar också med ett tilläggsmaterial från projektet FOOD – som Nyckelhålet på restau-

rang och Sverige deltar i tillsammans med fem andra länder. Kombinera detta material med 

bordsmenyerna för att göra det tillgängligt för era gäster. FOOD kommer också att göra en 

utvärdering på ett mindre antal restauranger för att ta reda på hur ni och era gäster uppfattar 

både maten och informationen. Denna utvärdering ger värdefull information om hur vi tillsam-

mans kan utveckla konceptet vidare.

Hör gärna av dig om du har några frågor.

Med vänlig hälsning

Ulf Bohman

0733-46 07 71                                
                                

         

Nästa steg mot 

måltider i balans

Hur du viker din flyer.

1. Vik pappersmodellen från Nyckelhålet på restaurang   

 till en 3-sidig pelare. 

2. Fäst ihop pelaren genom att placera kanterna omlott.                               

3. Placera ca 5st runda FOOD-flyers på toppen av   

 denna pelare. 

    Se bilden till höger !

Tel: 0733-46 07 70  •  Fax: 018-15 68 00

Besök: Drottninggatan 3 (4tr)  •  Box 1546  •  751 45 Uppsala

www.nyckelhålsrestaurang.se  •  Org.nr: 802445-7411

Gör
såhär!

Brickor_ar_inne.indd   2

09-10-06   15.20.53

Brickor_ar_inne.indd   3

09-10-06   15.20.54

Andra tips i mat-vardagen

•  Ät minst fem knytnävstora portioner frukt  

 eller grönsaker varje dag. 

•  Ät fi sk några gånger i veckan och välj nyttiga  

 fetter, som oliv- eller rapsolja till matlagning  

 och växtbaserat matfett till smörgåsen. 

Tänk på brickmodellen, det vill 

säga att även sådant som bröd, 

sallad och dryck påverkar 

måltidens näringsinnehåll.

Denna information kommer från projektet FOOD som har mottagit 

fi nansieringsmedel av EU inom ramen för Public Health Programme. 

Europakommissionen är inte ansvarig för hur informationen 

används. Allt ansvar ligger på upphovsmannen. 

Tips för en välbalanserad måltid
•  Välj nyckelhålsmärkta rätter så tar du ett steg mot  mer kraft, större välbefi nnande och bättre hälsa.•  En komplett måltid innehåller rejält med grönsaker.  Håll utkik  efter vad restaurangen rekommenderar  till de nyckelhålsmärkta rätterna. 

•  Om du äter bröd till måltiden så välj det  nyckelhålsmärkta, fi berrika fullkornsbrödet.•  Smaka på maten innan du saltar extra vid bordet.  Nyckelhålsmärkta rätter innehåller ofta lite mindre  salt, och låter andra smaker vara mer framträdande. 

FOOD (Fighting Obesity through Offer and Demand) är ett EU-projekt 
där Accor Services, Nyckelhålet och Karolinska Institutet tillsammans arbetar för att fl er ska välja hälsosamma lunchalternativ. 

Ta med mig hem!
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FOOD > natiOnal sectiOns > sweden

9 - The Food restaurant network

250 restaurants are part of the FOOD network in Sweden.

As a result of the tight partnership with the Keyhole programme it was quickly decided that Keyhole certified 
restaurants would automatically be considered as FOOD restaurants. Edenred and the Keyhole are working 
together to develop the network and inform both consumers and restaurateurs about both projects and the 
benefits of healthy nutrition. Of course, Edenred has used its own network outside of the Keyhole to promote 
the initiative.

Restaurants were contacted by email, offering them a direct link to the Swedish chapter of the e-learning DVD. 
Tray mats showing the right place for the right foods and drink were sent out to 500 restaurants inviting them to 
join the FOOD network. Table talkers were later displayed in the Keyhole/FOOD certified restaurants, engaging 
customers in conversations about healthy eating.

To be part of the FOOD network, restaurants must apply all 13 recommendations agreed on by the Swedish 
partners. This is true only for two countries: Sweden where the Keyhole recommendations formed an integral 
part of the FOOD project development and Spain (with Gustino®).

The partnership with the Keyhole proved to be very effective and employees as well as restaurateurs have made 
strong commitments to the initiative.

A geolocalisation tool that enables to locate the nearest FOOD restaurant is available on 
the European website at www.food-programme.eu.

To become acknowledged as a “FOOD restaurant” a country-specific number of recommendations 
must be followed by the applicant restaurant (all of the recommendations, 7 out of 10, or less depending 
on criteria set by each country).

Each country used different methods to reach and recruit restaurants. Using email contact (Italy), video-
emailing (France), door to door contact (Belgium and Czech Republic) or taking advantage of existing 
nutritional schemes (Spain and Sweden), the six countries were successful in establishing a network of 
FOOD restaurants across Europe.

After a few months, more than 1,760 restaurants joined the FOOD restaurant network following 
national recommendations.
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“The Food project has focused on sharing ideas, meeting challenges and 
learning from each other. And of course there have been and still are 
challenges, both in getting restaurants interested in healthy food and in 
meeting the consumers demand for both tasty and healthy food at work.  
I am delighted that this important project is now being transformed to  
a long-term programme”

Ulf Bohman, CEO, Keyhole Restaurant Association
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The transition  
from a project  

to a programme
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FOOD > THE TRANSITION FROM A PROJECT TO A PROGRAMME > The seventh FOOD country: The Slovak Republic

The seventh Food country: 
 The sloVAK rePuBlIC

In February 2011, the FOOD project welcomed a seventh country into its scope of action. The Public Health 
Authority of the Slovak Republic (PHA SR) joined forces with Edenred Slovakia in order to launch the project, 
benefiting from the work already existing in the six other countries.

In Slovakia for many years, eating habits have been characterised by an excess of energy intake. Specifically this 
has been manifested by over consumption of fats (exceeding average recommended intake by over 50%) and low 
intake of nutrients such as vitamins, minerals and iron. Unhealthy diets create the risk of malnutrition resulting 
in overweight and obesity, cardiovascular and other non-communicable diseases. In Slovakia, cardiovascular 
diseases account for 55% of total mortality rates. Epidemiological studies that took place between 2003-2010 
have determined a connection between incorrect eating and overall lifestyle habits with overweight and obesity 
rates evident in 35% of overweight and obese men in the 25-64 age group.

The Slovak Republic has therefore adopted several national nutritional programmes aimed at addressing the 
negative impact of unhealthy lifestyle habits and mainly the risk factors resulting for malnutrition such as: the 
Programme for the Improvement of Nutrition of the Slovak Republic Population, the National Obesity Prevention 
Programme - focused on children, the National Health Promotion Program and others.

(Source: “Information on the update of the nutritional recovery of Slovakia’s population”, adopted by the Government on 
the 17th December 2010.)

The Public Health Authority of the Slovak Republic (PHA SR) falls under the Ministry of Health 
that controls the provision of public health services in the Slovak Republic. The scope of PHA SR is enshrined 
in the law on the protection, promotion and development of public health, which establishes the organisation, 
and provision of public health services in Slovakia. The role of providing public health services is undertaken by 
PHA SR and 36 regional public health authorities. PHA SR is responsible for implementing national public health 
programmes. In 1999, the Government adopted the “Programme for the Improvement of the Nutrition of the 
Population in the Slovak Republic”, a national prevention programme aimed at improving the nutritional status 
and overall health of the population of the Slovak Republic. This programme, which was updated in December 
2008, plays an important role in establishing cooperation and partnerships with a view to promoting a healthier 
diet among targeted populations.

Edenred is using its network as a unique channel of communication between the main target groups.  
In the seven participating countries, Edenred’s network comprises of around 4.4 million employees,  
205 000 companies and 370 000restaurants.
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methodology applied

When the two national partners decided to implement the project in the country, both agreed on the necessity 
for fast action while still maintaining rigorous quality. Thus, the first steps of the project such as the inventory of 
the existing programmes and the surveys were not carried out in Slovakia, making use of the recent health data 
of the Public Health Authority. The partners began the project by defining specific national recommendations and 
designing a communication strategy aimed at the two main target groups.

They used the studies elaborated by the six original pilot countries to then plan the messages and tools.

Evaluation through questionnaires and unannounced site visits in restaurants will commence in the second phase 
of the project in the Slovak Republic. This phase indicates the setting up of the programme on a long-term basis.

Following the forecasted evaluation, the tools launched and the communication strategy will be adapted to ensure 
a better impact and at this stage new potential partners could be sought.

recommendations

The Slovak partners chose to adopt the common recommendations created by the six first countries. They used 
them and added recommendations they believed were missing specifically regarding local eating habits to enrich 
these first endorsements.

A few recommendations for each of the target groups were agreed as common across the project at 
the early stage. 

Following consultation on national level, all countries accepted six recommendations to employees. 

Common recommendations to employees in the 6 countries 

  1- Taste the food before adding salt and/or try other condiments

  2- Use less fat and preferably use vegetable oils

  3- Eat at least 5 portions of fruit/vegetables a day

  4- As a dessert, choose a fresh fruit based option and sometimes as an alternative,  
 a dairy product

  5- Choose types of cooking that do not add too much fat (steaming, roasting, grilling, etc.)

  6- Choose water to accompany your lunch

Regarding the restaurants, despite the intention to have common recommendations, each country 
decided to adapt the initial recommendations to its local cultural habits. In common remained only one 
recommendation relating to healthy cooking methods.

Common recommendation to restaurants in the six countries

  Favour cooking methods that use steam, oven or grill

1

2

3

4 

5

6

1
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FOOD > THE TRANSITION FROM A PROJECT TO A PROGRAMME > The seventh FOOD country: The Slovak Republic

In forming the national recommendations, the national partners chose to respond to the most common dietary 
deficiencies and over consumption in the Slovak population. For example, currently salt consumption is higher 
by 40% compared to the WHO recommendations (5 g/day). Consumption of animal fats is higher by almost 50% 
compared with the recommended dietary allowance (RDA) and on the other hand fibre intake is only 30% of the 
recommended dietary allowances in selected adult population groups. Dietary recommendations were created 
to be practical and easy for the restaurants to implement, and to be easily accepted by consumers to help them 
achieve the goal of consuming a healthy diet.

 “I can do without meat on certain days”.

 Prefer high fibre bread/whole wheat bread.

 Eat vegetables or fruit with every meal.

 Introduce variety into your meal and ensure that all  

 important food groups are included: vegetables, fresh  

 fruit and lean meat.

 Eat at least 4 - 5 portions of smaller meals per day.  

 Keep in mind that breakfast is the most important meal  

 of the day. A large energy intake should be at lunch;  

 dinner should also be regarded as an important part of  

 daily meals. During the breaks - avoid snacks that are  

 fatty or rich in salt or sugar. Satisfy your appetite with  

 small portions of nuts, dried fruit, olives, breads, fresh fruit  

 or natural fruit juices, and/or semi or low fat dairy products.

 Drink at least 2 litres of water daily; prefer drinking  

 water and unsweetened drinks.

Recommendations to the employees

The partners added six recommendations to the common ones:

7

8

9

10 

 

11 
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The recommendations to both sectors formed by the Slovak partners 
complement each other. They correspond to the main concern faced 

by the Public Health Authority regarding unhealthy eating and lack of 
nutrients in the Slovak diet. The recommendations to the employees aim 
to change not only the content of the food eaten but also its quantities 

and times of eating. 

Similarly, the restaurants are advised to serve food lower in fat and richer 
in nutrients and dietary fibre.

 Offer dishes in two portion sizes
 Do not put salt on the table
 Offer products based on whole wheat flour such as  

 whole wheat pasta etc. Serve whole wheat bread if the  
 customer asks for it
 Serve the sauces on the side
 Enable the customers to eat more vegetables -  

 for example by leaving space for salad on the plate or by  
 serving salad first or serving more salad on the plate Always have tap water available
 Have low fat and olive oil dressing available Prefer as a daily desert - fresh fruit, fruit or dairy  

 based desert
 Offer the option to choose the type of side dish to  

 accompany the main dish – also for the daily menu Offer more dishes based on lean meat, such as poultry  Inform customers about the calorific value (KJ) of  
 dishes offered 

Recommendations to the restaurants

2

3

4 
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FOOD > The TransiTiOn FrOm a prOjecT TO a prOgramme > The seventh FOOD country: The slovak republic

Taking into account the progress of the six first countries, the Slovak partners took advantage of the best 
communication tools and adapted the ones that were most relevant to their own needs and objectives. Not 
surprising, due to similar cultural habits, the Czech tools and messages were the first choice but not only. Some 
Belgian tools were also adapted to the Slovak needs.   

On top of that, the partners created and developed their own tools and largely made use of the media creating 
several events and press conferences. 

Within only a few months, the Slovak partners had created 14 communication initiatives.

The communication strategy

Employees

And also...

Advertising 
in the Sofisol 
conference 
booklet  
(Biznis Forum)

Viac informácií o partneroch, ako i o celom projekte, nájdete na www.edenred.sk 

Ciele projektu:

Zlepšovať nutričné hodnoty jedál ponúkaných v reštauračných zariadeniach prostredníctvom 

spolupráce s majiteľmi reštaurácií.

Zvyšovať povedomie spotrebiteľov (zamestnancov i zamestnávateľov) v oblasti každodenného 

stravovania. 

Hlavný partner projektu: 

Edenred - spoločnosť, ktorá projekt koordinuje a zaisťuje jeho chod v každej zo siedmich zapojených 

európských krajín.

Partner podporujúci projekt na Slovensku: 

Úrad verejného zdravotníctva Slovenskej republiky

FOOD = Fighting Obesity through Offer and Demand

(Boj proti obezite prostredníctvom ponuky a dopytu)

PREDSTAVUJEME VÁM EURÓPSKY PROJEKT NA PODPORU  

ZDRAVÉHO STRAVOVANIA

SME ZA ZDRAVÉ 
STRAVOVANIE.
BUĎTE AJ VY!

 5. Ako dezert uprednostnite čerstvé ovocie, ovocný dezert 

alebo mliečny dezert.

 6. Spravte si z niektorých dní bezmäsité.

 7. Preferujte celozrnný alebo ražný chlieb.

 8. S každým jedlom jedzte zeleninu alebo ovocie. 

 9. Ako nápoj k obedu uprednostňujte pitnú vodu.

 10. Nastavte si stravovanie vhodné práve pre Vás. Strava má 

byť pestrá a má zahŕňať zeleninu, ovocie, sušené ovocie 

alebo mäso s nízkym obsahom tuku.

 11. Počas dňa je odporúčané skonzumovať štyri až päť 

jedál v menších porciách. Raňajky sú najdôležitejším 

jedlom dňa; veľa energie by mal človek načerpať počas 

obeda; večera je tretím dôležitým jedlom dňa. Na 

desiatu a olovrant uprednostnite ovocie a zeleninu, 

obmedzte mastné jedlá a jedlá bohaté na soľ. Hlad 

medzi jedlami zažeňte, napríklad, malou porciou 

neslaných orieškov, sušeným ovocím, olivami, krajcom 

celozrnného chleba, čerstvým ovocím, čerstvou 

ovocnou šťavou alebo stredne a nízkotučnými 

mliečnymi produktami.

 12. Denne pite aspoň 2 litre tekutín. Uprednostňujte pitnú 

vodu a nesladené nápoje.

CHUŤ & ZDRAVIE V ROVNOVÁHE

Potrebná denná dávka energie nie je u každého rovnaká. 

Závisí nielen od typu postavy a hmotnosti, ale i od 

množstva vydanej energie (teda či sedíme pri počítači, či 

celý deň chodíme, či pravidelne športujeme, alebo, naopak, 

holdujeme iba „televíznym športom“).

SME TO, ČO JEME 
Vyše 130 miliónov Európanov trpí obezitou. Aj Slovensko 

sa zaraďuje ku krajinám s vysokým výskytom nadváhy. Vo 

väčšine prípadov za to môžu zlé stravovacie návyky. Až 95 % 

Európanov považuje obezitu za škodlivú a praje si zlepšiť 

svoje stravovanie. Začnime robiť niečo pre seba a začnime 

zdravou stravou!

AKO SA SPRÁVNE STRAVOVAŤ?

 1. Jedlo ochutnajte predtým, ako si pridáte soľ a/alebo 

namiesto soli vyskúšajte iné korenie.

 2. Znížte spotrebu živočíšnych tukov a nahraďte ich 

rastlinnými olejmi.

 3. Jedzte aspoň 5 porcií čerstvého ovocia/zeleniny denne.

 4. Vyberte si typy varenia, ktoré neobsahujú veľa tuku 

(napr. varenie na pare, pečenie, dusenie, grilovanie 

a pod.). Vyhýbajte sa vyprážaným jedlám.

Priemerná denná dávka energie sa pohybuje okolo 

9 500 kJ. Pri obvyklom dennom zamestnaní by táto energia 

mala byť v priebehu dňa rozdelená do 5 – 6 denných jedál 

nasledovne:
raňajky  25 %

desiata  5 %

obed  35 – 40 %

olovrant  5 – 10 %

večera  25 % 

Nastavte si stravovanie vhodné práve pre Vás. Strava má byť 

pestrá a má zahŕňať zeleninu, ovocie, sušené ovocie alebo 

mäso s nízkym obsahom tuku (napr. hydina, hovädzie). 

Správne zvolená potravina dokáže zaistiť optimálny príjem 

všetkých základných živín – bielkovín, tukov, sacharidov, 

vlákniny, ale aj vitamínov a minerálnych látok vrátane 

stopových prvkov.

HRAVO A ZDRAVO
Nájdite si nás na facebooku („Som za zdravé stravovanie“) 

a hrajte s nami hry, posielajte aplikácie, súťažte a čo je 

najdôležitejšie, vyhrávajte!
www.edenred.sk

a pod.). Vyhýbajte sa vyprážaným jedlám.
holdujeme iba „televíznym športom“).

ypráža

čas 

vocný dezert 
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Priemerná denná dávka energie sa pohybuje okolo

klom dennom zamestnaní by táto energia 

– 6 denných jedál 

Európsky 
projekt 
FOOD*
Na podporu zdravého 
a vyváženého stravovania

EURÓPSKY PROJEKT FOOD*
Projekt FOOD vznikol začiatkom roka 2009 primárne ako reakcia na neustále narastajúci problém obezity s cieľom podporovať vyváženú stravu a zdravý životný štýl. Jeho zámerom je propagovať správne stravovacie návyky a poukazovať na ich dôležitosť.

FOOD PODPORUJE ZDRAVÉ 
A VYVÁŽENÉ STRAVOVANIE 
A JEHO CIEĽOM JE:

  Zlepšovať nutričné hodnoty jedál ponúkaných v reštauračných zariadeniach prostredníctvom spolupráce s majiteľmi reštaurácií.

  Zvyšovať povedomie spotrebiteľov, zamestnancov i zamestnávateľov v oblasti každodenného stravovania. 

Do projektu sú okrem Slovenska aktívne zapojené Belgicko, Česká republika, Francúzsko, Taliansko, Španielsko a Švédsko. 

* Fighting Obesity through Off er and Demand (Boj proti obezite prostredníctvom ponuky a dopytu)

* Fighting Obesity through Off er and Demand

(Boj proti obezite prostredníctvom ponuky a dopytu)

PARTNERI PROJEKTU
Garantom projektu je odborné konzorcium PPP (Public-Private Partnership), zložené zo súkromných a verejných subjektov, ktorého členmi sú odborníci z európskych krajín – Belgicka, Českej republiky, Francúzska, Talianska, Španielska a Švédska, ktorým záleží na dosiahnutí spoločných cieľov stanovených Európskou komisiou.

  Hlavný partner:
Edenred – spoločnosť, ktorá projekt koordinuje a zaisťuje jeho chod v každej zo siedmich zapojených európských krajín. Prostredníctvom stravovacích poukážok Ticket Restaurant® predstavil Edenred svoj pilotný program Gustino pomenovaný „Chuť & zdravie v rovnováhe“. 

  Partner podporujúci projekt na Slovensku:Úrad verejného zdravotníctva Slovenskej republiky – rozpočtová organizácia, ktorá odborne a metodicky riadi, usmerňuje a kontroluje výkon štátnej správy v oblasti verejného zdravotníctva uskutočňovaný regionálnymi úradmi verejného zdravotníctva v Slovenskej republike. Cieľom verejného zdravotníctva je ochrana, podpora a rozvoj verejného zdravia.

Viac informácií nájdete na www.edenred.sk, www.uvzsr.sk a www.food-programme.eu.

FOOD Leaflet for employees 

E-Newsletters, Facebook 
page, Twitter profile, HN 
blogs, Event on a main 
square in Bratislava, Slovakia 
- promotion of the FOOD 
project (using a stand). As part 
of the event, the public was 
invited to have its blood and 
cholesterol pressure measured 
by the partner PHA SR, 
Discussion about the FOOD 
project on the TA3 Slovak TV 
channel (in July 2011)
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Restaurants

And also...

And also...

SME ZA ZDRAVÉ 
STRAVOVANIE.
BUĎTE AJ VY!

FOOD PODPORUJE ZDRAVÉ 

A VYVÁŽENÉ STRAVOVANIE 

A JEHO CIEĽOM JE:
  Zlepšovať nutričné hodnoty jedál ponúkaných 

v reštauračných zariadeniach prostredníctvom 

spolupráce s majiteľmi reštaurácií.

Do projektu sú okrem Slovenska aktívne zapojené aj 

reštaurácie v Belgicku, Českej republike, Francúzsku, 

Taliansku, Španielsku a Švédsku. 

  Zvyšovať povedomie spotrebiteľov, zamestnancov 

i zamestnávateľov v oblasti každodenného stravovania. 

Na podporu zdravých stravovacích návykov 

a informovanosti o projekte budú spotrebiteľom 

rozdané tisícky letákov. Podpora je zabezpečená 

aj prostredníctvom facebooku („Som za zdravé 

stravovanie“), kde používatelia pridávajú tipy, kde 

sa možno zdravo najesť. Staňte sa aj Vy spontánne 

odporúčanou reštauráciou! 

* Fighting Obesity through Off er and Demand 

(Boj proti obezite prostredníctvom ponuky a dopytu)

SME TO, ČO JEME 
Vyše 130 miliónov Európanov trpí obezitou. Aj Slovensko 

sa zaraďuje ku krajinám s vysokým výskytom nadváhy. 

Vo väčšine prípadov za to môžu zlé stravovacie návyky. 

Pomôžte Slovákom začať sa lepšie stravovať, staňte sa 

súčasťou európskeho projektu FOOD!

EURÓPSKY PROJEKT FOOD*

Projekt FOOD vznikol začiatkom roka 2009 primárne ako 

reakcia na neustále narastajúci problém obezity s cieľom 

podporovať vyváženú stravu a zdravý životný štýl. Jeho 

zámerom je propagovať správne stravovacie návyky 

a poukazovať na ich dôležitosť.

 TRENDOVO ZNAMENÁ ZDRAVO

Najnovším trendom v stravovaní (súvisiacim najmä 

s vysokým výskytom civilizačných ochorení), ktorý prenikol 

aj k nám, je zdravá a pestrá strava bez zbytočných tukov, 

cukrov, soli či prídavných látok a s dennou konzumáciou 

ovocia a zeleniny. 

Nezaostávajte za trendmi a ponúknite svojim zákazníkom 

to, čo ich zaujíma. Nech z Vašej reštaurácie odchádzajú 

s dobrým pocitom, že urobili niečo pre seba – najedli sa 

zdravo.

proti obezite prostredníctvom ponuky a dopytu)

zdravo.

zníkom 
dchá

www.edenred.sk

CHUŤ & ZDRAVIE V ROVNOVÁHE
Projekt FOOD Vám preto v spolupráci s partnermi a odborníkmi vo výžive prináša niekoľko základných rád, ako „odľahčiť“ ponuku jedál vo Vašej reštaurácii. 

 1.  Používajte zdravšie spôsoby varenia, napr. na pare, v rúre alebo na grile.
 2. Ponúkajte možnosť polovičných porcií jedál. 3. Nedávajte na stôl soľničku.
 4.  Poskytnite aj produkty a alternatívy jedál na báze celozrnnej múky, celozrnných cestovín a pod., napr. na požiadanie podávajte celozrnný alebo ražný chlieb. 5. Omáčku podávajte osobitne.
 6.  Umožnite hosťom jesť viac čerstvej zeleniny, napríklad nechajte na tanieri priestor pre šalát, podávajte šalát ako prvý alebo ho podávajte priamo na tanieri. 7. Ako nápoj poskytnite hosťom pitnú vodu.  8. Zaraďte do ponuky nízkotučný dressing a olivový olej. 9.  Ako dezert častejšie podávajte čerstvé ovocie, ovocný alebo mliečny dezert.

 10.  Ponúknite možnosť výberu rôznych príloh ku všetkým jedlám – aj k dennému menu. 
 11.  Ponúknite viac jedál z mäsa s nízkym obsahom tuku, napr. hydina, hovädzie.
 12.  Pri jedlách uvádzajte aj energetickú hodnotu v kJ (napr. koľko kilojoulov majú jednotlivé zložky daného jedla).

koľko kilojoulov majú jednotlivé zložky daného jedl

PARTNERI PROJEKTU
Garantom projektu je odborné konzorcium PPP (Public-Private Partnership), zložené zo súkromných a verejných subjektov, ktorého členmi sú odborníci z európskych krajín – Belgicka, Českej republiky, Francúzska, Talianska, Španielska a Švédska, ktorým záleží na dosiahnutí spoločných cieľov stanovených Európskou komisiou.

  Hlavný partner:
Edenred – spoločnosť, ktorá projekt koordinuje a zaisťuje jeho chod v každej zo siedmich zapojených európskych krajín. Prostredníctvom stravovacích poukážok Ticket Restaurant® predstavil Edenred svoj pilotný program Gustino pomenovaný „Chuť & zdravie v rovnováhe“. 

  Partner podporujúci projekt na Slovensku:Úrad verejného zdravotníctva Slovenskej republiky – rozpočtová organizácia, ktorá odborne a metodicky riadi, usmerňuje a kontroluje výkon štátnej správy v oblasti verejného zdravotníctva uskutočňovaný regionálnymi úradmi verejného zdravotníctva v Slovenskej republike. Cieľom verejného zdravotníctva je ochrana, podpora a rozvoj verejného zdravia.

Viac informácií nájdete na www.edenred.sk, www.uvzsr.sk a www.food-programme.eu.

Európsky 
projekt 
FOOD*
Na podporu zdravého 
a vyváženého stravovania

ODPORÚČANIA 
PRE REŠTAURÁCIE

* Fighting Obesity through Off er and Demand

FOOD leaflet for restaurants

Restaurant Certificate

FOOD window sticker

Pilot in restaurants (face to face meetings),  
E-mailing (for the creation of a FOOD labelled network)

ZAVÄZUJEM SA, ŽE BUDEM 
DBAŤ O BLAHO ZÁKAZNÍKOV

CERTIFIKÁT

 používať zdravšie spôsoby varenia, napríklad na pare, v rúre alebo na grile ponúkať možnosť polovičných porcií jedál
 nedávať na stôl soľničku
 poskytnúť aj produkty a alternatívy jedál na báze celozrnnej múky, celozrnných cestovín a pod., napríklad na požiadanie podávať celozrnný alebo ražný chlieb
 omáčku podávať osobitne
 umožniť hosťom jesť viac čerstvej zeleniny; napríklad nechať na tanieri priestor pre šalát alebo podávať šalát ako prvý, alebo priamo na tanieri ako nápoj poskytnúť hosťom pitnú vodu 
 zaradiť do ponuky nízkotučný dressing a olivový olej
 ako dezert častejšie podávať čerstvé ovocie, ovocný alebo mliečny dezert ponúkať možnosť výberu rôznych príloh ku všetkým jedlám – aj k dennému menu 
 ponúkať viac jedál z mäsa s nízkym obsahom tuku, 

napríklad hydina, hovädzie
 pri jedlách uvádzať aj energetickú hodnotu v kJ (napríklad koľko kilojoulov majú jednotlivé zložky daného jedla)

Európsky projekt  FOOD
(Fighting Obesity through Off er and Demand)

potvrdzuje, že reštaurácia

 
………………………………

je členom projektu FOOD a zaviazala 
sa uplatňovať národné odporučenia 

projektu FOOD, ktoré prispievajú 
k zlepšeniu výživy klientov.

Národný koordinátor projektu FOOD Majiteľ reštaurácie ……………………………

FOOD nalepka SK_tlac.eps   1   11.5.
2011   14:20
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In addition,  the FOOD project was promoted in the Slovak media:

 Press conference about the implementation of the FOOD project in Slovakia for  
 journalists (based on this activity a report about the FOOD project appeared on   
 Slovak TV) 

 «Informal» press conference about the FOOD project. 

The activity included fast and easy cooking of a healthy lunch menu with journalists while following the 12 
restaurant recommendations (based on this activity a report about the FOOD project appeared in the Slovak 
radio with several printed articles mentioning the FOOD project).

The Food restaurant network 

To become acknowledged as a “FOOD restaurant” a country-specific number of recommendations 
must be followed in the applicant restaurant (all of the recommendations, 7 out of 10, or  else depending 
on the country). 

Each country used different methods to reach and recruit restaurants. Using email contact (Italy), video-
emailing (France), door to door contact (Belgium and Czech Republic) or taking advantage of existing 
nutritional schemes (Spain and Sweden), the countries were successful in establishing a network of 
FOOD restaurants across Europe.

After a few months, more than 1,760 restaurants joined the FOOD restaurant network following 
national recommendations. 

Within a very short period of time, the Slovak Republic had recruited 19 restaurants to its FOOD network. 

An emailing campaign was sent to the Slovak network of Ticket Restaurant® vouchers. 552 restaurants were 
reached by email despite the fact that similar to difficulties national partners faced in other countries, restaurants 
proved hard to reach this way. New restaurants are currently in the process of joining the network. 

To be part of the network in Slovakia, the restaurant owner or chef must apply at least half of the recommendations. 
Once joined, they receive a FOOD certificate and sticker and are introduced to the employees via the partners’ 
communication channel. 

A geolocalisation tool that enables to locate the nearest FOOD restaurant is available on 
the European website at www.food-programme.eu.
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“The Food project represents for the Public health Authority of the slovak 
republic - the competent authority in the enforcement of preventive 
programmes - one of the successful projects for intervention in the population 
to increase awareness about healthy eating and also help them eat a balanced 
meal. 

The project’s implementation of accepted objectives and recommendations 
accurately responds to the most problematic points in nutrition not only for 
working groups, making this one of the most successful projects of its kind 
compared with other similar projects. 

The project immediately and directly relates activities regarding a healthy 
diet the advisory regional public health authorities are promoting, through 
meeting the objectives of a healthy lifestyle. The methodology of the project is 
used to verify the benefits of the recommendations for restaurants and allows 
employees to assess the real degree of its success. 

our common aim is to engage in the Food project reaching the widest range 
of restaurants.”

Iveta Trusková, M.D., PhD. 
Deputy of Chief Medical Officer  
Public Health Authority of the Slovak Republic
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The conference at the 
european Parliament 

Following the wish of the partners to continue the project by adapting it into a programme, a conference had 
been organised to mark the transition. The chosen venue for the conference was the European Parliament, which 
re-established the support of the European Union in the project. 

More than 160 participants attended the conference Balanced Nutrition at Work, The European 
FOOD project: a successful public-private partnership, held at the European Parliament in Brussels 
in May 31st 2011. The conference was a showcase for the two-year FOOD pilot project, whose co-funding ended 
in April 2011.

The plenary session in the morning hosted more than 160 participants and the afternoon workshops welcomed 
around 80 people.

The two round-table sessions in the morning enabled sharing of information on national strategies which were 
then put in international context thanks to representation by the World Health Organisation, the European 
Commission and the European Parliament.

Panelists reported on results from the FOOD project’s methodology and discussed lessons learned from the 
successful public-private partnership approach. Moderator Martin Caraher pointed out that long-term change 
regarding balanced nutrition could take 15 to 20 years, but the FOOD project proves much can be accomplished 
in the short term.

The discussion between the speakers led to encouraging remarks, such as those by Ms. Spanou, DG SANCO, 
Chair of the EU Platform for Action on Diet, Physical Activity and Health, who concluded:

“We are trying to spread good practices geographically.  
It’s excellent to see projects among six member states” (...)  

“The Food project can offer opportunities to the member states” (...)  
“spreading the project to more member states is one of our objectives.”

In addition, the afternoon workshops allowed more time for the explanation the content of the recommendations 
and the communication strategies country by country. It was also the opportunity to introduce the 7th country 
that entered the project in February 2011: the Slovak Republic.
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FOOD > REASONS FOR JOINING THE PROGRAMME IF YOU ARE…  

reasons for joining 
the programme if you are… 

As the project is turning into a programme, the Consortium is looking for complementary expertise in order to 
improve its overall quality and development. 

A new partner

A new partner can join the programme at different stages and levels. It is possible to become a new partner in 
a country where the FOOD programme is currently implemented as well as a partner in a “new” country, thus 
developing the geographical positive influence of the programme and exchanging experiences.   

One can join the programme at any time, since there is an approved methodology for the project and any country 
can implement the different steps when launching the programme. 

Adaptation is the core principle of the programme and its main strength. 

The welcome expertise is wide-ranging. Competences in terms of analysis, research, evaluation and knowledge of 
the target groups are very important for developing the activities and creating a real impact. 

The variety of the current partners shows that any type of entity can have a strong role to play, as long as all 
partners share the same objectives and abide by the same rules. 

Being a partner in the FOOD programme is an opportunity to join forces with other bodies sharing the same 
goals and to learn from the expertise and know-how of others. 

It is important to note however, that potential partners interested in joining a national partnership must offer 
different, complementary and additional expertise to the one that already exists in that country.

Within a company

As a General or human resources manager

The World Health Organisation and the European Commission support a multi-factorial approach to tackling 
obesity and promoting health that should involve all actors. This approach has been integrated into the European 
Commission’s white paper on nutrition, overweight and obesity-related health issues: “…Businesses can also 
support the development of healthy lifestyles in the workplace.” (EC, 2007). This applies directly to companies’ 
general and human resources managers. 
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Employer’s needs:

 Enhance Corporate Social Responsibility

 Favour motivation and well-being of employees 

 Comply with legal Health & Safety requirements in the Workplace 

 Fight against stress, pain, illness, absenteeism, presenteism, turnover and disability

Source: Food at Work, ILO, 2005

The FOOD programme can work with any size of enterprise, from large companies that offer their employees 
lunch services to small companies, whose employees must go out for lunch and are confronted amongst other 
things, with unhealthy food and many temptations.

Poor health

Lack of energy,
loss of strengh,
loss of coordination,
lower learning potential

Poorly qualified job pool

Lower productivity

Loss of competitiveness

Higher business costs,
lower investment,
lower economic growth

Lower wages, 
greater wealth disparity

Poor nutrition

For human resources or general managers, employees’ wellbeing and the company’s productivity are two 
important concerns. What is less commonly known is the tight link between the two. Employee performance 
is also closely linked to the quality of meal they receive. Poor nutrition or unhealthy food can lead to obesity 
and chronic diseases, while macro - and micronutrient deficiencies can cause malnutrition, thus causing loss of 
productivity and absenteeism. 

It is therefore in the interest of all parties to have access to healthy nutrition and the employer can play a role in 
providing his employees with information and tools about how to improve their diet and health.
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As an employee 

On top of fair wages, an employee now also seeks a good work environment, health and wellbeing. This is the 
counterpart to the productivity requested by the company that tends to increase. A good nutrition enables better 
concentration and ability to work. It prevents stress and increases wellbeing. 

The FOOD programme takes into account employees’ constraints of time and budget and offers adapted and 
practical tips and information. The information provided is clear and easy to apply during and outside the working day.

Having a healthy diet begins with the understanding and adoption of simple principles. Good habits should be 
adopted and implemented not only during the working day but carried out past the work hours.

Employee’s needs:

 Balance their work and family life and find time for physical activity and balanced nutrition

 Get access to affordable services

 Get access to quality services/professionals

 Adapted healthy services on site

 Access to information, easy to find and rapid in use

 Access to preferential offers 

 Overall, an improved quality of life.

A restaurant owner or chef

The demand for balanced eating is constantly increasing with studies and surveys supporting this sustainable 
trend. Customers are looking to access a larger and healthier food choice. 

The FOOD programme does not aim at changing restaurants but in helping to address this demand thus improving 
the food on offer. This is why the recommendations are pragmatic: they take into account professional constraints 
such as time and budget. 

The programme is free of charge and easy to apply requiring no additional time to be spent. 

The FOOD programme encourages doing away with old myths, such as “healthy food is not tasty” or “the 
purpose of healthy food is losing weight”. Thanks to practical tips and advice, any restaurant can offer tasty and 
healthy dishes created with little extra effort. 

Participation in the FOOD programme for a restaurant is an indication of its deep commitment to its clients. 
Beyond offering a nice dish in a nice environment, it allows the customer the option of having a healthy meal and 
will ultimately bring in new customers attracted to this choice.   

Meeting the customers’ demand for healthy meals  
is possible with simple and easy tools
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Conclusion

FOOD is a successful project co-funded by the European Commission’s Health programme. I am pleased that 
FOOD developed an effective communication campaign on nutrition that reached out to 352,000 restaurants and 
four million employees in Belgium, the Czech Republic, France, Italy, Spain and Sweden.

FOOD used a wide range of tools to inform workers and restaurant managers about a balanced and healthy 
diet. Nutritional recommendations were formed in each country for both the restaurants and the employees. 
Guides, leaflets, posters, videos, training sessions and websites, e-learning DVD for chefs, certificates and window 
stickers for restaurants, meal vouchers inserts, and a smart phone application were all developed for this purpose. 
A geo-localisation tool further enables people to look for a FOOD restaurant near their office or home:  
www.food-programme.eu.

As Commissioner for Health I particularly appreciate that FOOD brings health promotion to the work place by 
allowing employees to follow the projects’ recommendations at work. By promoting a healthy and balanced diet 
in the workplace, FOOD addresses one of the priorities of the Strategy for Europe on Nutrition, Overweight and 
Obesity related health issues. I also find FOOD a success in addressing both the «Offer» and «Demand» side of 
the healthy diet equation; in attracting media interest, and in its dissemination efforts and results. 

Moreover, FOOD has successfully managed the often difficult transition from a co-funded project to a self-
sustained programme, took on board two additional countries after the project itself had ended: the Slovak 
Republic and Portugal. This shows that all the efforts invested by the project partners - academia, health ministries, 
nutritionists, as well as international and European organisations co-ordinated by Edenred - are worthwhile and 
long-lasting. 

John Dalli
Commissioner for Health  

and Consumer Policy
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BELGIUM

The Belgian FOOD Team:

FOOD-BE@edenred.com   

+32 2 678 28 46

National website: 
www.foodprogram.be  

THE CZECH REPUBLIC

The Czech Republic’s FOOD Team:

FOOD-CZ@edenred.com

+420 234 662 370 
Daniela PEDRET  

FRANCE

The French FOOD Team:

FOOD-FR@edenred.com

+33 1 74 31 82 33

how to join the Food programme
Contact information in your country

Information about the FOOD Programme is to be found on the European website shared by all participating 
countries: www.food-programme.eu

It is also possible to contact the FOOD Programme team directly in each country in order to get specific 
information. Below are country contact details: 



SPAIN

The Spanish FOOD Team:

FOOD-ES@edenred.com   

+34 91 125 45 18

National website: 
www.gustinofood.es 

ITALY

The Italian FOOD Team:

FOOD-IT@edenred.com   

+39 02 26904960 
Sabrina CITTERIO  
sabrina.citterio@edenred.com

SLOVAKIA

The Slovak FOOD Team:

FOOD-SK@edenred.com   

+421 250 707 238
Livia SUNOVA
livia.sunova@edenred.com

SWEDEN

The Swedish FOOD Team:

FOOD-SE@edenred.com   

+46 8 6818100






